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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

IEA's commitment to wind energy dates
back to 7977, when the Implementing
Agreement for Co-operation in the
Research and Development of Wind
Turbine Systems (IEA R&D Wind) began.
Since then, worldwide deployment of
wind energy has expanded significantly.
As IEA R&D Wind completes its 20th
year, deployment of wind power has risen
more than 200u1, representing an annual
growth rate exceedin g 33'/".

Leadership in the manufacture and
deployment of wind turbine generators
has been assumed by the European wind
industry. Several manufacturers in Europe
are now building and shipping new tur-
bines at the rate of one megawatt per day.
Furthermore, in efforts to reduce pollu-
tion, many European countries have
established high purchase prices to sup-
pliers for electricity from wind turbines
and offer attractive financial incentives.
These factors make the European market
for wind turbines u"ry prornising.

In many other nations wind power
deployment is also increasing. Countries
around the world are building new grid-
connected wind power plants and off-grid
power projects. One leader among non-
OECD countries is India, where installed
wind power has grown to about 930 MW.
The IEA estimates that wind power instal-
lations worldwide will grow irom 2

gigawatts (GW) in 1990 to more than 12

GW by the end of 2000.

The four main objectives of IEA R&D
Wind have made it an important force in
the research and development of wind
energy. IEA R&D Wind has activities
regarding: Advanced technology research;
State-of-the-art assessments; Information
exchange; and Extended cooperation to
increase the involvement of industry and
utilities and nonmember countries. In
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addition, IEA is expanding from Research,
Development, and Deployment (R, D&D)
programs to include tracking of imple-
mentation incentives offered by its mem-
ber countries.

At present, 19 organizations from 17
countries and the European Commission
participate in IEA R&D Wind. Australia,
Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and
the United States are now members.
Recently there has been increasing interest
in IEA participation from both
Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) and non-OECD
countries. This interest is being encour-
aged and prospective members attend
IEA Wind Executive Committee (ExCo)

meetings to observe first-hand the bene-
fits of participation.

NATIONAL PROGRAMS

The national wind energy programs of
the participating countries are the basis
for the IEA R&D Wind collaboration.
These national programs are directed
toward the evaluation, development and
promotion of wind energy technology.
They are concerned with work at home
and in other countries. A summary of
progress in each country is given in the
following Chapters.

COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITIES

Participants in the IEA R&D Wind
Agreement are currently working on four
Tasks, also called Annexes, and several
additional Tasks are being planned. To

date, 11 Tasks have been successfully
completed and one Task has been
deferred indefinitely. The level of effort on
a Task is typically the equivalent of sev-
eral people working for a period of two or
three years.
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Some Tasks have been extended to con-

tinue their work. The projects are either
cost-shared and carried out in a lead

country, or task-shared, when the partici-
pants contribute in-kind, usually in their
home organizations, to a joint Program
coordinated by an Operating Agent.
Complete reviews of the progress in each

active Task are given in following
Chapters. A brief account of the status of
Tasks follows here. To obtain more infor-
mation about these activities, contact the

Operating Agent.

Task XI - Base Technology Information
Exchange

Operating Agent: Department of Fluid
Mechanics of the Technical University of
Denmark

The main activities of this task are to:
Prepare documents in the series
"Reiommended practices for wind tur-
bine testing and evaluation;" Undertake
joint Actions in specific research areas

where a periodic exchange of information
is considered necessary; and Organize
Topical Expert Meetings. The original
Annex expired in 7997. Discussions are

underway to extend authorization for this
work.

Recommended Prnctices

Volume 10: Noise Emission Measurements
and Volume 9: Lightning Protection of
Wind Turbine Generator Systems and
they were published in 1997.

loint Actions

The 11th symposium within the |oint
Action on Aerodynamics of Wind
Turbines was held in Petten, Netherlands
in1997. IEAalso supported a conference
on Deployment of OffShore Wind Energy
Systems held in Maddalena, Italy. A key
topic was the presentation and discussion
of results from Annex XIV Field Rotor
Aerodynamics. The 5th Symposium
within the Joint Action on Fatigue, will
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take place at Delft UniversitY, the

Netherlands in 1998.

Under joint Actions, Topical Experts
Meetings are held. The 29the Meeting of
Exnerts on Aero-acoustic Noise of Wind
Tuibines: Noise Prediction Models was

held in Milano, rn1997. The 30th Meeting
of Experts On the State-of-the-Art on
Power Performance Assessments for Wind
Energy Conversion Systems was held in
7997 in Athens, Greece.

Planning took place for an Expert Meeting
on a possible World Wind Atlas to be held
in 1998 at RISO, Denmark.

Task XIV - Field Rotor Aerodynamics

Operating Agent: Netherlands Energy

Research Foundation - ECN, the
Netherlands

The work of this Task was documented in
7997 in a final report Final Report of IEA
Annex XIV: Field Rotor Aerodynnmics. This
joint research effort involved five labora-
tories in four countries and coordinated
full-scale aerodynamic tests on wind tur-
bines. As a result of the four years of
work, a well-documented database is
available on CD-ROM and is accessible on
an ftp site at ECN.

TASK XV - Annual Review of Progress in
the Implementation of Wind Energy by
the Member Countries of the IEA

Operating Agent: Energy Technology
Support Unit (ETSU), United Kingdom

Arising from a review of the strategic
plan, this Task was initiated in 1995. The
objective is to produce an annual review
giving an overview of the progress in the
commercial deployment of wind turbine
systems in the IEA member countries
participating in this Agreement. The
review will be in a form suitable for
presentation to decision makers in
government, planning authorities, the
electricity supply industry, financial
institutions and the wind industry. The

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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aim is to identify major trends in
initiatives and attitudes which are likely
to be of interest to decision makers. Key
topics will include government initiatives,
market growth, progress towards national
targets, economic trends, progress in
addressing environmental issues and
public reaction.

Three annual reviews have been
completed.

TASK XVI - WIND TURBINE ROUND
ROBIN TEST PROGRAM

Operating Agent: National Renewable
Energy Laboratory - NREL, United States

The objectives of this program are to vali-
date wind turbine testing procedures,
analyze and resolve sources of discrepan-
cies, and improve the testing methods and
procedures. A standard turbine will
undergo tests at four different sites
around the world. Preparation for testing
includes drafting test plans, initiating
anemometer wind tunnel calibrations, and
initiating site calibration measurements.
Anemometers from eight countries have
been calibrated in ten wind tunnels.
NREL and RISO completed site calibra-
tion measurements, while the Italian and
Greek participants plan to complete these
in 1998.

Three standard turbines underwent tests
in 7997. One at Canada's Atlantic Wind
Test Site, one at the United States NREL
National Wind Technology Center, and
one in Denmark at RISO. A status meeting
was held in Greece late in 7997 to con-
tinue formalizing the test plan.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

Officers

R. Rangi (Canada) and F. Avia (Spain)
served as Chair and Vice-Chair during
1997. At the fall meeting, they were
reelected to another one-year term.

Participants

In7997, Mexico signed the R&D Wind
Agreement, bringing total membership to
19 or ganizations participa ting. See

Appendix B for an updated list of
Members and Alternate Members. During
the year the Executive Committee invited
Brazll, Portugal, and China to attend
ExCo meetings as observers.

Meetings

The Executive Committee normally meets
twice a year for members to review ongo-
ing tasks; report on national wind energy
research, development, and deployment
activities (R, D&D); plan and manage
cooperative actions under the Agreement.

The 39th ExCo meeting was held on
May 6-8, 7997 in Golden, Colorado, U.S.A.
There were 23 participants representing
12 of the 19 contracting parties.

Operating Agents reported on progress
since the last meeting. Annex XI Base

Technology Information Exchange will
expire at the end of 7997 unless the ExCo
decides to extend it for two more years.
Annex XIV Field Rotor Aerodynamics has
produced a final report which will be
available soon. A new Annex to continue
the work and expand the database was
proposed. Annex XV Annual Review of
Progress in the Implementation of Wind
Energy by the Member Countries of the
IEA was presented. |apan joined the other
participants of this Annex. Annex XVI
Round Robin Test Program was extended
for six months. Converting turbines to 50

Hz caused a delay, so a 6-month extension
until October 1998 was approved. A new
Annex XVII Data Base on Wind
Characteristics was discussed.

A final report was presented by the Task
Force on Non-OECD Countries'
Participation. This internal document will
provide direction for the Strategic Plan of
the Implementing Agreement for Co-oper-
ation in the Research and Development of

International Energy Agency
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Wind Turbine Systems, which is under
development.

The IEA Wind Energy Newsletter is now
available on the World Wide Web at

http: // www.eren.doe.gov / ieawind /.
Approximately 1,400 paper copies of the

Newsletter were distributed.

A brochure titled Implementing
Agreement for Co-operation in the
Research and Development of Wind
Turbine Systems was reviewed in draft
form.

The Secretary offered her resignation and
a search committee was formed to select a
replacement.

On May 9,1997 the Committee visited the
National Wind Technology Center, the
U.S. Department of Energy's wind testing
and development facility in Colden,
Colorado.

The 40th meeting was held on November
26 and 27 in Rotorua, New Zealand. The
Committee approved the 1998 budget. At
this meeting Mexico attended as a new
participant in the agreement. An invited
guest attended from India where installed
wind power capacity has grown to about
930 MW. The Newsletter editor gave
notice he is retiring. A subcommittee was
formed, headed by the Vice Chair, to
review the purpose, scope, and frequency
of the Newsletter.

The Executive Committee approved the
Secretariat Budget after discussion of the
uses of a possible budget surplus.

The first regional meeting to disseminate
information on wind energy technology
and deployment for business took place in
conjunction with the ExCo meeting in
New Zealand. The meeting was spon-
sored by the New Zealand power utility
ECNZ, by the New Zealand Wind Energy
Association, and by the IEA Wind Energy
ExCo. About 60 people representing utili-

ties, universities, and industry partici-
pated.

Progress reports were presented for the

Annexes. A proposal is being prepared to

continue Annex XI Base TechnologY

Information Exchange beyond 1998.

Annex XIV Field Rotor Aerodynamics was
completed in7997. The Committee voted
to use ExCo funds to publish the 3-year
report from Annex XV Annual Review of
Progress in the Implementation of Wind
Energy by the IEA Member Countries.
The report would be publicly available.
Round Robin Testing under Annex XVI is
progressing in Denmark, Canada and the

U.S. It is hoped that delays due to techni-
cal issues can be recovered to move the

project back on schedule.

A proposal was presented for a new
Annex XVII Database on Wind
Characteristics. Another proposal was
presented to extend Annex XIV Field
Rotor Aerodynamics or begin a new
Annex to maintain and make available an
Aerodynamic Database. Another new
Annex regarding turbines operating in
high wind regimes was discussed.

A draft of the new Strategic Plan was
reviewed at the ExCo meeting and will be
approved at the 41st meeting.

A new secretary was selected and
approved by the ExCo to begin work on

January 1,1998.

On November 28, the Committee visited
the Diffuser Augmented Wind Turbine
Test Site.

IEA Wind Energy Newsletter

ln 7997 two issues of the Newsletter were
published, reviewing the progress of the
Tasks and the wind energy activities in
the member countries. The Executive
Committee acts as the editorial board for
the Newsletter with a technical editor
overseeing production.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997



II. IEA R&D WIND PROGRAM

CHAPTER I

The lmplementing
Agreement
The IEA cooperation in wind energy
began in 7977 when The Implementing
Agreement for Co-operation in the
Research and Development of Wind
Turbine Systems was written. Referred to
as IEA R&D Wind for short, this agree-
ment has been signed by 17 countries and
the European Commission. IEA R&D
Wind currently governs the cooperation
of 19 organizations, called contracting
parties, designated by these 17 countries
and the European Commission.
Contracting parties participating in activi-
ties for 1997 are listed in Table 1.1.

The objectives of IEA R&D Wind are to
exchange information on the planning
and execution of national large-scale wind
system projects and to undertake collabo-
rative R&D projects, called Tasks.

Overall control of information exchange
and the R&D Tasks is vested in the
Executive Committee (ExCo). The ExCo
consists of a Member and an Alternate
Member from each contracting party that
has signed the lmplementing Agreement.
Most countries are represented by one
contracting party, mostly government
departments or agencies. Some countries
have more than one where each contract-
ing party has one representative. Member

Table 1.1 Contracting Parties to the Implementing Agreement for Co-operation in the Research
and Development of Wind Turbine Systems-1997.

Australia

Austria

Canada

Denmark

European Commission

Finland

Germany

Greece

Italy

JaPan

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Spain

Sweden

United Kingdom

United States

Hydro Electric Corporation

The Reoublic of Austria

Natural Resources Canada

Riso National Laboratory

The Commission of the Eurooean Communities

The Technical Research Centre of Finland (VfT Energy)

Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH

The Ministry of Industry/Energy and Technology (CRES)

ENEL S.p.A. and ENEA Cassaccia

The Government ofJapan

ilE

The Netherlands Agency for Energy and the Environment
(NOVEM)

The Electricity Corporation of New Zealand Ltd.

The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration
(NVE)

Instituto de Energias Renovables (lER) ofthe Centro de
Investigaci6n; Energetica Medioambiental y Tecnologica
(CIEMAT)

Energimyndigheten

AEA Technology plc

The U.S. Department of Energy

International Energy Agency
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Table 1.2 Participation per Country in Current Tasks. oA indicates operating Agent.

COUNTRY TASK

XI XIV XV XVI
Technology Field rotor Annual wind Round robin
information aerodynamics energy review test Program

Australia

Canada x

Denmark OA

European Commission x

Finland

Germany

Greece

Italy

JaPan

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Spain

Sweden

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

x

OA

X

x

X

x

x

x

OA

United Kingdom x

United States x OA

countries also share the cost of adminis- of work. Other tasks involve test pro-
tration for the governing body of the grams requiring several people working
Agreement, the ExCo. The ExCo meets over two or more years to complete. Some
twice each year to exchange information of these R&D projects are "task shared"
on their respective country R&D pro- by each county performing a subtask;
grams, to discuss work progress on vari- other projects are "cost shared" by each

ous Tasks, and to plan future activities. country contributing to the budget for a
Decisions are reached through consensus. designated lead country to perform the

The R&D Tasks performed under IEA task' The technical results of tasks are

R&D wind are approved by the ExCo as shared among participating countries'

Annexes to the original Implementing Current tasks and participating countries
Agreement. (They are sometimes referred are listed in Table 1.2.

to as Annexes.) Each Task is managed by , .

an operating Agent, usually o.," oT th"- #,t:1:.""oertaKen 
to crate are Isteo In

contracting parties in the IEA R&D Wind
agreement. The level of effort varies for
each task. Some tasks involve only infor-
mation exchange and require each coun-
try to contribute less than 0.1 person year

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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Table 1.3 IEA R&D Wind Tasks Defined in Annexes to the Implementing Agreement.

Task I

Task ll

Task lll

Task lV

Task V

Task Vl

Task Vll

Task Vlll

Task lX

Task X

Task Xl

Task Xll

Environmental and meteorological aspects of wind energy conversion
Operatins Aeent: The National Swedish Board for Enersy Source DerOperating Agent: The

cal asPects ot wind energy conversion systems
Swedish Board for Energy Source Development

Comoleted in 198L

Evaluation of wind models for wind energy siting
Operating Agent: U.S. Department of Energy - Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Completed in 1983.

Integration of wind power into national electricity supply systems
Operating Agent: Kernforschu ngsanlage 

J 
iilich Gm bH, Germany

Completed in 1983.

Investigation of rotor stressing and smoothness of operation of large-scale wind energy
conversion systems
Operating Agent: Kernforschungsanlage Ji.ilich GmbH, Germany
Comoleted in 1980.

Study of wake effects behind single turbines and in wind turbine parks
Operating Agent: Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
Completed in 1984.

Study of local flow at potential WECS hill sites
Operating Agent: National Research Council of Canada
Completed in 1985.

Study of offshore WECS
Operating Agent: UK Central Electricity Generating Board
Comoleted in 1988.

Study of decentralized applications for wind energy
OperatingAgent: UKNational EngineeringLaboratoryTechnicallycompletedin 1989.
Final report published in | 994.

Intensified study of wind turbine wake effects
Operating Agent: UK National Power plc
Completed in 1992.

Systems interaction
Deferred indefinitely.

Base technology information exchange
Operating Agent: Department of Fluid Mechanics, Technical University of Denmark
Continuing through 1996 and 1997.

Universal wind turbine for experiments (UNIWEX)
Operating Agent: Institute for Computer Applications, University of Stuttgart, Germany
Comoleted in 1994.
Final report published in 1995.

Task Xlll Cooperation in the development of large-scale wind systems
Operating Agent: National Renewable Energy LaboratorT (NREL), USA
Completed in 1994.
Final report published in 1995.

Task XIV Field rotor aerodynamics
Operating Agent: Stichting Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (ECN),
the Netherlands
Continuing through 1996.

Task XV Annual review of progress in the implementation of wind energy by the member
countries of the IEA
Operating Agent: ETSU, on behalf of the United Kingdom
To be completed in 1998.

Task XVI Wind turbine round robin test program
Operating Agent: the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), United States
To be completed in 1998.

International Energy Agency
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CHAPTER 2

Task Xl - Base Technology
Information Exchange
The objective of this Task is to promote
wind turbine technology by cooperative
activities and information exchange on
R&D topics of common interest. Over the
ten years since Task XI (also known as

Annex XI) was initiated, 30 volumes of
proceedings from expert meetings, six
revised editions of Recommended
Practices, and three new recommenda-
tions have been published. In addition,
proceedings from symposia on topics of
interest have been published. The original
Annex expired in 7997. Discussions are

underway to extend authorization for this
work.

The Base Technology Information
Exchange task includes activities in two
subtasks. The first subtask is to develop
recommended practices for wind turbine
testing and evaluation by assembling an
Experts Group for each topic needing rec-
ommended practices. For example, the
Experts Group on lightning protection of
wind turbine generator systems drafted a
document published in 7997. Also pub-
lished in 1997 were the documents drafted
by the Experts Group on point wind
speed measurements and the Experts
Group on noise emmission measurements.

The second subtask is to conduct joint
actions in specific research areas desig-
nated by the IEA R&D Wind Executive
committee. The Executive Committee sets
up Joint Actions in research areas of cur-
rent interest, where a periodic exchange of
information is deemed necessary. So far
|oint Actions have been initiated in aerody-

namics of uind turbines, t'atigue of wind tur-
bine blades, and deployment of offshore wind
systems.In each of these topic areas sym-
posia and conferences have been held.

I

Ln7997, the 11th Symposium within the

Joint Action on nerodynamics of wind tur-
bines was held in Petten, Netherlands. The

key topic was the presentation and dis-
cussion of the results from Annex XIV
Field Rotor Aerodynamics. There were 15

participants fuom 7 countries. Fourteen
papers were presented. IEA also sup-
ported a conference on deployment of off-

shore wind energy systems in Mediterranean
and European seas organized by ENEA
(Italy) and held in Maddalena,Italy.
Preparations were made for the 5th
Symposium within the joint Action on

fatigue of wind turbine blades. This
Symposium will take place at Delft
University, the Netherlands in 1998.

In addition to |oint Action symposia,
Topical Expert Meetings are arranged
once or twice a year on topics decided by
the IEA R&D Wind Executive Committee.
ln 1997, the 29th Meeting of Experts on
Aero-acoustic Noise of Wind Turbines:
Noise Prediction Models was held in
Milano. In addition, the 30th Meeting of
Experts, held in Athens, Greece,
addressed the state of the art on power
performance assessments for wind energy
conversion systems. There were 14 partici-
pants from 6 countries and 13 presenta-
tions were made. Proceedings from topi-
cal expert meetings are called Meetings of
Experts. They can be obtained by contact-
ing the Operating Agent.

A preliminary planning meeting was held
at NREL to prepare a Topical Expert
Meeting to precede and prepare a possible
new annex - World Wind Atlas. At the
planning meeting representatives from
NREL and RISO agreed on the format of
the Expert Meeting, and arranged for an
introductory note to be prepared. The
meeting is scheduled for October 1.998 at
RISO. Denmark.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Table 2.1 List of Documents in the Series Recomnrcnded Practices for Wind Turbine Tasting nnd
Eanluatiort.

VOLUME TITLE IST ED. 2ND ED. 3RD ED.

t0

POWER PERFORMANCE TESTING
Describes in detail in what way
measurements shall be performed
in order to get correct power curye
for a wind turbine.

ESTIMATION OF COST OF ENERGY FROM
WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
States all the various elements and assumptions
that enter a cost calculation.

FATIGUE LOAD CHAMCTERISTICS
The correct procedure is described for getting
a valid estimate of the fatigue life for the
comDonents of a wind turbine.

MEASUREMENT OF NOISE EMISSION
Noise being one of the potential nuisances
caused by a wind turbine, the correct
measurement of noise outDut is vital.

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
This other oossible source of disturbance
caused by a wind turbine must be evaluated
carefully and accurately.

STRUCTURAL SAFETY
Outlines a rational procedure for setting up
standards of safety.

QUALITY OF POWER
The quality of the power output from a wind
turbine needs to be described unambiguously.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
A comprehensive collection is compiled of the
special terms used in the trade, with their
proper definitions.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION OF WIND
TURBINE GENEMTOR SYSTEMS

NOISE EMISSION MEASUREMENTS

POINT WIND SPEED MEASUREMENTS

t982 t990

t983 t994

1984 t989

t984 t988 t994

| 986

| 988

t984

1987 1993

t997

t997

in preparation

Documents produced under Task XI, pub-
lished by the Operating Agent, are avail-
able from the Operating Agent
(Department of Energy Technology,
Technical University of Denmark) and
from representatives of countries partici-

International Energy Agency

pating in Task XI (Australia, Canada,
Denmark, European Commission,
Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, and
United States).
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Table 2.2 List of Topical Expert Meetings Held Since 1978.

5

4

26-27 Sept 1979 Blowing Rock, USA

2l-22 Apr 1980 Stockholm, Sweden

5

6

7

I

9

l0

| | General environmental aspects

l2 Aerodynamic calculation methods for WECS

l3 Economic aspects of wind turbines

l4 Modelling of atmospheric turbulence for use in
WECS rotor loading calculations

l5 General planning and environmental issues of
LS WECS installations

l6 Requirements for safety systems for LS WECS

17 Integrating wind turbines into utility Power systems

l8 Noise generating mechanisms for wind turbines

l9 Wind turbine control systems-strategy and problems

20 Wind characteristics of relevance
for wind turbine design

2l Electrical systems for wind turbines with constant
or variable speed

22 Effects of environment on wind turbine safety
and performance

23 Fatigue of wind turbines, full-scale blade testing
and non-destructive testing

24 Wind conditions for wind turbine design

25 Increased loads in wind power stations
(wind farms)

26 Lightning protection of wind turbine generator
systems and EMC problems in the associated
control systems

Current R&D needs in wind energy technology | | - | 2 Sept | 995 Utrecht,
Netherlands

State of the art of aeroelastic codes for wind turbines I l- l2 Apr 1996 Lyngby, Denmark

Aero-acoustic Noise of Wind Turbines 17-18 Yar 1997 Milano, ltaly

Power Performance Assessments 8-9 Dec 1997 Athens, Greece

Seminar on structural dynamics

Control of LS WECS and adaptation of wind
electricity to the network

Data acquisition and analysis for LS WECS

Rotor blade technology with
special respect to fatigue design

Environmental and safety aspects
of the oresent LS WECS

Reliability and maintenance problems of LS WECS

Costing of wind turbines

Safety assurance and quality control of LS WECS
during assembly, erection and acceptance testing

Structural design criteria for LS WECS

Utility and operational experience from major
wind installations

12 Oct 1978

4 Apr 1979

25-26 Sept 1980

29-30 Apr l98l

8-19 Nov l98l

26-27 Ylay 1982

7-8 Mar 1983

| 2- l4 Oct | 983

7-9 Ylay 1984

29-30 Oct 1984

30-3 | May 1985

4-5 Dec 1985

2 Dec 1987

l7- l8 Oct 1988

I l-12 Apr 1989

27-28 Nov 1989

3-4 May 1990

7-8 Mar 199 |

7-8 Oct 199 |

l6-lTJune 1992

l5- l6 Oct 1992

29-30 Apr | 993

3-4 May 1993

8-9 Var 1994

Munich, Germany

Copenhagen, Denmark

Munich, Germany

Aalborg, Denmark

Copenhagen, Denmark

Stockholm, Sweden

Greenford, UK

Palo Alto, California

Munich, Germany

Copenhagen, Denmark

Petten, Netherlands

Stockholm, Sweden

Hamburg, Germany

Rome, ltaly

Herndon, USA

Petten, Netherlands

London, England

Stockholm, Sweden

Gothenburg,Sweden

Wilhelmshaven,
Germany

Golden, Colorado,
USA

Riss, Denmark

Gothenburg,
Sweden

Milan, ltaly

27

28

29

30

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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CHAPTER 3

Task XIV - Field Rotor
Aerodynamics
Task XIV (also known as Annex XIV) was
established to coordinate full-scale aero-
dynamic test programs on wind turbines
in order to acquire the maximum experi-
mental data at minimum cost. After more
than four years of close cooperation
among participating institutes, the task
was completedinl99T and a final report
has been published which includes con-
clusions and recommendations arising
from the work.

As a result of the project, a well-docu-
mented database has been created with
aerodynamic measurements on all partici-
pating facilities. The database is accessible
on an ftp site at ECN and on CD-ROM
available from the Operating Agent. For
parties not participating in the original
Task, the data can be obtained under the
condition that feedback will be delivered
on the experiences with the database. So
far a total of five parties have requested
the database and accepted this condition.

Under this task a total of five full-scale
aerodynamic test programs were coordi-
nated by:

Delft University of Technology, DUT
Netherlands;

Imperial College, IC and Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, RAL, United
Kingdom;

Netherlands Energy Research Foundation,
ECN, Netherlands (Operating Agent);

National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
NREL USA;

RISZ National Laboratory, Denmark.

In these full-scale test programs local
aerodynamic quantities ( forces, inflow
velocities, inflow angles, etc) are mea-
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sured at several radial positions along the
blade. The local aerodynamic data these
test programs supply is a major step for-
ward in understanding the very compli-
cated aerodynamic behavior of wind tur-
bines. In conventional test programs only
blade (or rotor) quantities are measured.
Usually these quantities are integrated
over the rotor blade(s) and they are not
only influenced by aerodynamic effects,
but also by mass effects. In this case the
local aerodynamic properties of the blade
can only be derived indirectly, introduc-
ing an uncertainty.

The work of Task XIV has been docu-
mented in Final Report of IEA Annex XIV:
Field Rotor Aerodynamics, ECN-C-97-027, in
June 7997. The report, written by l.C.
Schepers et al, was published by the
Netherlands Energy Research
Foundations. The report contains the fol-
lowing series of conclusions and recom-
mendations stemming from the work.

1. IEA Task XIV served as a platform
where very specific knowiedge associ-
ated with aerodynamic measurements
could be exchanged. All participants
agreed that this has been very instruc-
tive and has enabled the acceleration
of their experimental programs.

2. A unique, well-documented database
was developed in which detailed
aerodynamic measurements are
stored. About 125 time series of aero-
dynamic field measurements are
available. The measurements are
obtained on five very different wind
turbine configurations. The diameter
of these turbines ranges froml0 to27
meters. Measurements have been sup-
plied for very different conditions. As
a result, more accurate aerodynamic
models can be develooed and vali-
dated.
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3. ln order to create the database, a joint
measurement program was agreed

upon. It was agreed that measure-

ments should be supplied in which
the angle of attack ranges from nega-

tive values to deep stall values. Also,
measurements at yaw misalignment
and at stand still have been supplied'
The data file formats and the conven-
tions have been harmonized in order
to make the database easily accessi-

ble.

In interpreting the measurements and

when comparing field data with wind
tunnel experiments, it should be kept
in mind that the definition of angle of
attack, dynamic pressure , and aero-

dynamic coefficients is less straight-
forward than in the wind tunnel case.

Several methods are applied by the

IEA Task XIV participants for the
determination of these quantities.
Although the project results indicate
that the mean angle of attack and
dynamic pressure which result from
the different methods yield a reason-
able mutual agreement, the differ-
ences in standard deviations are con-

siderable and more investigation on
this subject is required.

5. There is a clear need to maintain the
database. The objective of Task XIV
was to develop the database, not to
use it. Extensive use of the database
in the near future and over the long
term will identify "gups" and meth-
ods to fill them. Furthermore, most of
the experimental facilities that con-
tributed to the database are still oper-
ational. Several very useful measure-
ments are still expected and the stor-
age of these data will definitely
improve the quality of the database.

6. There is a clear need for the wind
energy community to reach consensus
about common conventions, defini-
tions, notations, and reference sys-

tems for wind turbines. Within IEA
Task XIV much effort had to be sPent

on the exact definition of wind tur-
bine conventions, notations and refer-

ence systems. This item was essential

in the present project where data from
different institutes had to be harmo-
nized. This required the participants
to reprocess their data files. Several

data exchange rounds were necessary

before all participants supplied the

measurements according to the com-
mon specifications.

4.
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CHAPTER 4

Task XV - Annual Review
of Progress in the
lmplementation of Wind
Energy by the IEA
Member Countries
This Task was initiated on |une 7, 1995,
and will remain in force for a period of
three years. It may be extended by
agreement of two or more participants
acting in the Executive Committee. ETSU,
on behalf of the United Kingdom, is the
Operating Agent for this Task.

4.I OBIECTrVE

The objective of this Task is to produce an
annual review giving an overview of the
progress in the commercial development
of wind turbine systems in the IEA
member countries participating in this
Agreement in a form suitable for
presentation to decision makers in
government, planning authorities, the
electricity supply industry, financial
institutions and the wind industry.

The aim is to identify major trends in
initiatives and attitudes that are likely to
be of interest to decision makers rather
than to produce detailed statistics of
installations and their performance.

4.2 MEANS

The annual review will be based on the
annual national reports submitted to the
Executive Committee. A summary of
progress in the implementation of wind
energy during 1997 is included in this
Annual Report, and a full review will be

published shortly afterwards as a stand-
alone document, with references to the
annual report, for those seeking more
detailed information. A final report will
be prepared after three years on
completion of the Annex.

International Energy Agency

Participants

Denmark

European
Commission

Germany

Greece

Italy

japan

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Sweden

United Kingdom

United States

The Ministry of Energy

Directorate General XII

Forschungszentrum

Jtilich GmbH

The Ministry of
Industry/Energy and
Technology

Ente per le Nuove
Tecnologie, l'Energia
el'Ambiente (ENEA);
and ENEL, Societi per
Azione

The Government of
|apan

The Netherlands
Agency for Energy and
the Environment
(NOVEM)

Electricity Corporation
of New Zealand
(ECNZ)

The Norwegian Water
Resources and Energy
Administration (NVE)

The National Board for
Industrial and
Technical Development
(NUTEK)

Department of Trade
and Industry

The Department of
Energy
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CHAPTER 5

Task XVI - Wind Turbine
Round Robin Test
Program
5.l INTRODUCTION

International recommended practices for
developing and testing wind turbines are

being developed by the International
Energy Agency (IEA). International norms
and standards are being developed by the
International Electrotechnical Commission
Technical Committee 88 (IEC-TC88) and

other agencies. When countries adopt
these new standards, a mechanism should
be in place to ensure that turbines are

tested and certified to common criteria.
Common criteria could enable different
countries to accept foreign certification in
lieu of their own.

However, countries have found that there
can be discrepancies between tests con-
ducted in different locations using differ-
ent test equipment. A round robin test of
anemometers demonstrated that even
simple wind speed measurements can be
significantly affected by different
anemometer calibration procedures.
Power curve, noise and load tests of full
turbines for certification programs in dif-
ferent countries may reveal important dif-
ferences. A basis for exchanging test
reports should be established to demon-
strate that these tests can be reliably con-
ducted in different locations by different
testing agencies and achieve similar
results. Results from this demonstration
would facilitate international certification
harmonization efforts.

A series of round robin comparison tests
at participating national laboratories and
other interested test stations have been
suggested as a means of validating test
procedures and establishing reciprocity
between different certification testing lab-
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oratories. All participating laboratories
will test identical machines at their own
facilities, using comparable test instru-
mentation and data acquisition equip-
ment. Discrepancies in the test data will
be resolved and serve as the basis for
improvements in testing procedures and
calibration methods. This effort could
also serve as justification for mutual
recognition of foreign certification.

5.2 OBIECTIVES

The objectives of this program are to vali-
date wind turbine testing procedures,
analyze and resolve sources of discrepan-
cies, and to improve the testing methods
and procedures.

Tnsk descriptions

. development of test and analysis
plan;

. procurement and installation of test
turbines;

r preparation of test sites;

. testing of standard turbines and data
analysis.

Particiaants

. Risa Test Station for Wind Turbines,
Denmark

r Italian Agency for New Technology,
Energy and the Environment (ENEA),
Italy

r Center for Renewable Energy Sources
(CRES), Greece

. Atlantic Wind Test Site, Canada

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL), United States of America The
Operating Agent is the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in
the United States.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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This annex to the Wind Energy
Agreement was approved with a starting
date of AprIl1996. After the program
kickoff meeting, in April 1996, partici-
pants began detailed preparations for test-
ing. These included drafting of test plans,
initiation of anemometer wind tunnel cali-
brations, and initiation of site calibration
measurements.

Wind tunnel calibrations were conducted
in cooperation with a European Wind
Turbine Standards program/ MEASNEI
in which anemometers from eight coun-
tries are being calibrated in ten wind tun-
nels. Final calibrations have been com-
pleted.

NREL and Riso have completed site cali-
bration measurements, which quantify
wind speed differences between the
anemometer tower and the wind turbine.
Other participants plan to conduct site
calibration tests in the near future.

The Standard Turbine is an AOC 75/50, a

50 kSfree-yaw turbine that is relatively
easy to transport and install. Participants
will test three of these turbines, one at
Canada's Atlantic Wind Test Site, one at
the United States' National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, and one at several
European test stations. The first two tur-
bines have been in operation for several
years. AWTS engineers have been con-
ducting operational tests of their turbine
for several years. They plan to begin test-
ing in accordance with procedures
defined for this Annex later in 1998.

NREL staff have completed power perfor-
mance and noise tests of their turbine.
They expect to complete loads tests by
June 1998.

The third turbine was shipped to
Denmark and began operation at Riso in
early December. Riso staff plan to com-
plete tests by May 7998. At that time, the
turbine will be shipped to ENEA for test-
ing there in Autumn of 1998. Finally the
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turbine will be shipped to CRES for test-
ing in the Spring of 7999.

A status meeting was held at CRES in
Greece on December 10,1997, to discuss
results to date, continue formalization of
the test plan and plan the transfer of the
Riss test turbine to the next test station in
Europe. Another meeting is scheduled in
June 1998 at the conclusion of NREL and
Riso tests.



III. NATIONAL ACTIVITIES

CHAPTER 6

Overview
The National Reports in this volume
describe in some detail the wind energy
activities and developments in the indi-
vidual countries. This overview collates
the information given in the National
Reports on the status of the industry.
Where information relates to a specific
country, its two letter national identifica-
tion code is included in parentheses.

A full review comparing all aspects of
national approaches to promoting the
technology will be published in Summer
1998 as a stand alone document for those
seeking a more detailed overview.

6.1 MARKET STIMULATION
INSTRUMENTS

The main market stimulation instruments
used in participating countries are invest-
ment subsidies, tax incentives, and pay-
ment of premium prices for the energy
produced. All countries also offer sup-
port for industrial development in some
form or another. The trend is towards the
payment of a premium price for energy
generated and away from investment sub-
sidies.

The premium price is usually set in rela-
tion to the national electricity tariffs,
except in the UK where a bid-in system is

used and contracts are awarded to the
lowest bidders. In a number of countries
customers are being offered "Creen
Power" at slightly higher rates than elec-
tricity generated from conventional
sources. This is providing another source
of funding for wind energy projects.

6.2 MAIN CONSTRAINTS ON MARKET
DEVELOPMENT

The primary constraint affecting market
development is the low cost of conven-
tional generation. This low cost is the
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result of cheap fuel and surplus capacity,
which makes wind energy economically
unattractive where it has to compete on
the open market (AU, CN, SF, JP, NZ,
NO)

In countries where premium buy-back
prices make the generation of electricity
by wind power economically viable, the
main constraint on the rate of develop-
ment is the difficulty of obtaining plan-
ning consent for projects. Objections are
often raised on the grounds of environ-
mental concern, in particular the visual
impact of wind farms (DK, DE, IT, NL,
SW, UK, US).

6.3 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

6.3.1 Installed Capacity

The annual installed capacity in the IEA
countries rose in 7997 by 1241 MW com-
pared to 880 MW in \996,863 MW in
1995, and 521 MW in 7994. This brought
the total installed capacity in the countries
to 6321 MW. The number of new turbines
rose to 2252 (compared to 7796 in 7996,
1951 in 1995, and 1523 in 1994) as the
trend to machines of higher rated capacity
continued. The average rating of the tur-
bines installed during 1997 was around
s50 kw.

The annual installed capacities and num-
bers of turbines for all countries from
1994 to 1997 are shown in Table 6.1

The increase in average rated capacity
over the last four years is apparent.

World-wide growth in wind energy instal-
lations is continuing. During 1997, the
total capacity increased approximately
1420 MW to7590 MW. This includes wind
installations in countries that are not
members of the IEA Wind Agreement,
e.g.,lndia with 933 MW and China,
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169 MW. Growth was fastest in Europe
although deployment is expected to
increase in the United States during1998.

6.3.2 Performance of Installed Plant

Electricity Generation

The aggregate numbers for generation for
the participating countries was 10,900

GWh during 1997 compared to 8,500 GWh
in 1996,7,100 GWh in 1995, and 6,250

GWh in 1994.

Aaailnbility snd Load Factors

Information on performance of installed
plant continues to be sparse as few coun-
tries have a reporting system in operation
and outside of these, the information is
regarded as commercially sensitive. Most
commercial plants are reported to be

operating with availabilities of 97-99%
and load factors as high as 0.45, depend-
ing on the wind speeds at the sites.

6.3.3 Operational Experience

In general the installed turbines per-
formed well with few operational difficul-
ties. Lightning strikes and icing resulting
from extreme weather conditions were the
main operational problems in some loca-
tions.

No major problem was reported on the
integration of output into the electrical
distribution systems. Large-scale integra-
tion was identified by several countries as

a potential constraint on development in
sparsely populated areas, although the
benefits of embedded generation were
also stressed.

6,4 ECONOMICS

6.4.1 Turbine Manufacturing and Project
Costs

Ten of the reporting countries (AU, GR,
MX, NO, NZ and SF excluded) have tur-
bine manufacturing industries, while
seven (US, DE, DK, ES, NL, SW, UK)have
more than 100 MW of plants in operation.
In these seven countries, good estimates
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of manufacturing, project, and generation
costs can be made.

During 1997, the ex-factory costs of tur-
bines fell slightly from the 1996 levels.

This reduction in costs was probably due
to the increased demand and reduced pro-
duction costs per rated kW as the size of
turbines increased. In1997, the reported
prices ranged from USD 670-960 per
rated/kW with an average of around USD
800/kw.

Total average project costs also decreased
in 1997 compared to 7996, however there
is wide variation in costs from USD 880

to 1430 per installed kW. The overall aver-
age total project cost was around USD
1,080/installed kW The range of these
costs results from variations in the diffi-
culty of the terrain where the wind farm
is installed and variations in the ease of
access to the electricity network.
Currency exchange rates can also have a
significant effect on project costs in coun-
tries where the majority of turbines are
imported.

6.4.2 Invested Capital

The capital investment in commercial
wind power can be calculated from the
installed capacity and estimated total pro-
ject costs per installed kilowatt. If we
assume that plants installed dwing1997
cost an average of USD 1,040 per installed
kW, that plants installed in 1996 cost
USD 1,200/kW, and that plants in all
other years cost USD 1,350 per installed
kW (which is recognized as being only
indicative), the aggregate investment in
wind energy generation by the reporting
countries is very approximately
USD 1,340M during 7997 and USD 8,100M
in total.

6.5 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

6.5.1 Status of Manufacturing Industry

The status of the wind turbine manufac-
turing industry in the individual countries

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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depends strongly on the internal program
of installation of capacity as most coun-
tries see wind power as an opportunity to
develop an industrial manufacturing
capability and use a high proportion of
nationally produced machines. Thus the
manufacturing industry flourishes most
strongly in DE, IT, NL, ES, and US. The
industry is even stronger in DK which has
an internal installation program and also
exports turbines to many countries, both
in the IEA regions and elsewhere.

6.5.2 Technical and Business
Developments

The trend of turbines with higher rated
capacity for the commercial market con-
tinued during 7997. The 600/750 kW
machines were further refined and manu-
facturers began producing commercial
machines rated at or over 1 MW. Smaller
machines continued to be developed
("advanced machines"), usually through
value engineering to make them lighter
and more cost competitive.

6.5.3 Supporting Industries

As more wind turbines are sold, the mar-
ket becomes more buoyant for component
manufacturers, especially as local sourc-
ing of components is regarded favorably
in several countries.

6.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

6.6.1 R,D&D Funding

There are government-sponsored pro-
grams in all the countries participating in
IEA R&D Wind. They are funded by the
central government through government
departments or agencies, or funded and
managed by government-owned compa-
nies. The reported 1997 annualbudgets
for direct R&D work, excluding support
for large-scale demonstrations, range from
countries that spend less than one million
USD (AU, CN, SF, MX, NZ, NO, SW),
through countries that spend between one
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and 10.2 million USD (DK, DE, GR, IT, JP,
NL, ES, UK) to the United States which
spends 28.6 million USD on wind energy
R&D.

In Europe, overall R&D funding levels are
actually higher than these values indicate
because additional funding for wind
energy R&D is available through the
European Union which, of course, origi-
nates from the contributions of the indi-
vidual national governments. The 1997

national funding levels show only small
changes compared to those of 7996.

6.6.2 Priorities

The main R,D&D priorities reported by
each country can basically be divided into
two categories. The first is concerned with
national issues, such as the available
resource and the impact of turbine siting.
The second is concerned with the devel-
opment of the technology itself. Topics of
interest include:

National Issues

Resource evaluation (wind measurements,
modeling)
Planning consent (siting of turbines)
Environmental impact (noise, visual intru-
sion)
Electrical issues (integration, power qual-
itv)
Standards and Certification.

Technology Deaelopment

Improved efficiency (aerodynamics, vari-
able speed operation)
Cost reductions (value engineering, com-
ponent development)
Advanced turbine development (new con-
cepts)
Safety (structural loads)

In general, work on national issues is
directed by government departments or
agencies while technology development is
undertaken in collaboration with, and
often partially funded by, industry.
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6.6.3 New R, D&D Developments

The main trends in turbine development
during 1997 continued to be towards
using lighter, more flexible turbines, using
direct drive generators, and using variable
speed operation. The industry continued
to develop turbines with higher rated
capacities for the commercial market.
Specific new concepts under development
are described in the individual national
reports.

6.6.4 Offshore Siting

Interest in siting turbines offshore is lim-
ited to those countries where there is a
shortage of suitable sites on land (IT, SW)

or where population density precludes
extensive on-land development because of
environmental intrusion (DK, NL, UK).
By the end of 7997,Denmark had two off-
shore wind farms of 5 MW in operation,
while the Netherlands (4 x 500 kW) and
Sweden (1x220 kW, 5x500 kW planned)
had mounted demonstration projects.
Both Denmark and the Netherlands have
announced sizeable targets for offshore
deployment.

6.6.5 International Collaboration

There is strong multi-national collabora-
tion in Europe for R,D&D through numer-
ous JOULE and THERMIE projects which
are partially funded by the European
Union. The United States and Denmark
have bilateral technical assistance agree-
ments with several countries. In seeking
to establish overseas trade, most countries
are actively seeking collaboration with
countries that have large potential mar-
kets (e.g. India, China and South
America).

20 IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Table 6.1 Annual Installed Capacities and Numbers of Turbines for IEA R&D Wind Countries,
7994-7997.

2l

COUNTRY
ANNUAL INSTALLED

CAPACTTY (MW)
ANNUAL NUMBER OF
MACHINES INSTALLED

t994 | 995 t996 t997 t994 t996 t997

Australia

Canada 18.9

Denmark 52.0

Finland 0

Germany 309.0

Greece 0.7

Italy 10.2

Japan 0.9

Mexico 1.6

Netherlands 22.0

New Zealand 0

Norway 0

Spain 23.4

Sweden 7.0

United Kingdom 33.0

United States 42.0

Totals 521.0

Average (MW)

0 r.05

0.2 3.0

t69.0 300.0

0.9 4.6

428.0 534.0

0 3.0

48.4 28.5

4.0 6.5

00
47.0 44.0

3.s 0

00
96.s 205.0

38.0 17.0

36.8 84.5

7.2 | r.0

880.0 t24t.0

0

54.0 r.0

t42.0 t99.0

0 4.0

834.0 t070.0

3.0 2.0

36.0 t.0

6.0 t3.0

70
93.0 255.0

00
00

86.0 t49.0

28.0 62.0

74.0 7 t.0

160.0 t24.0

r523.0 r95 r.0

.34 .44

t.0 3.0

2.0 5.0

343.0 s33.0

2.0 8.0

808.0 849.0

0 3.0

t05.0 56.0

16.0 t9.0

00
t29.0 90.0

7.0 0

00
220.0 477.0

84.0 37.0

66.0 r52.0

r3.0 20.0

t796.0 22s2.0

.49 .55

0

0.6

98.0

t.8

s05.0

0.7

0.6

3.6

0

t00.0

0

0

47.0

28.8

35. I

4t.6

863.0
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AUSTRATIACHAPTER 7

7.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

7.1.1 Policy

The Australian government produced a

paper titled The Deuelopment and Use of
Renewable Energy Technologies in 7996 as

part of the development of a National
Sustainable Energy Policy. The paper
reported on the opportunities and the
constraints in the development and use of
renewable energy technologies including
wind power. The paper also provided
advice to the government on the develop-
ment and implementation of a Renewable
Energy Industry Program.

The key recommendations of the paper
include a declaration that:

1. The renewable energy industry is
strategic for Australia and requires
development assistance. (Strategic
because of the potential environmen-
tal benefits, cor,tribntiot to economic
growth and, in the long term,
enhancement of energy security),

2. A peak renewable energy industry
body be formed,

3. Australia establish explicit goals for
increasing the contribution of renew-
able energy sources,

4. Accelerated tax concessions be
increased for renewable energy R&D
and

5. Increased funding be provided to
support R&D.

In late 1996, the Commonwealth
Government released a paper titled
Sustainable Energy Policy for Australia to
stimulate public consideration of a sus-
tainable energy policy for Australia. The
government's aim is to provide an energy
policy framework that integrates eco-
nomic, environmental and social goals. A
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sustainable energy policy is not expected
to be completed until after the
Commonwealth Government elections.

7.1.2 Strategy

The current strategy for the development
of renewables includes:

Support of research and development and
demonstration of renewable energy tech-
nologies,
Industry and government cooperation on
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

The Energy Research and Development
Corporation (ERDC) was created in 7990
by the Commonwealth Government. It
defined its role as stimulating and facili-
tating investment in effective energy
research. Its objectives were broadly in
the energy industry and included the

Figwre 7.1. Kooragang Island wind turbine.
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need to increase the diversity of supply
covering gas, liquid fuels and renewable
energy. It achieved this by investing as

industry partners in energy research,
development and demonstration projects
and developing links with the energy
industry, companies and researchers. It
also has the roles in Australia as the sig-
natory to the IEA Wind Implementing
Agreement and as a member of the con-
sortium of interested parties that cur-
rently represent the industry in Australia.

In 1996, the Australian Co-operative
Research Centre on Renewable Energy
(ACRE)was established to facilitate the
develooment and commercialization of
."tr"*able energy technology through co-

operative arrangements between universi-
ties, government organizations and indus-
try. ACRE currently has eight programs.
The programs that address the application
of wind power cover Power Generation,
Power Conditioners, System Integration
and Demonstration projects.

The Greenhouse Challenge was estab-
lished in 1995 and is an initiative whereby
industry and government enter into co-

operative agreements to reduce green-
house gas emissions through voluntary
industry action. While some wind farm
developments are encouraged by the pro-
gram, the focus is on improving industry
energy and process efficiency, and other
means of reducing emissions or increasing
sinks.

The Electricity Supply Association (ESAA)
which is the national peak body repre-
senting the interests of the electricity sup-
ply industry is assisting in the application
of the strategies through its facilitation of
co-operative research endeavors among
Australian electricity businesses and its
increased involvement with the
International Energy Agency
Implementing Agreements.

7.7.3 Targets and Market Stimulation

The application of wind turbine technol-
ogy is being stimulated by various gov-
ernment instruments and external factors'
The stimuli are generally positive
although some re-focusing occurred in
7997.

The Sustainable Energy Development
Authority (SEDA) commenced operation
in August 1996 with a mission to reduce
the level of greenhouse gas emissions in
New South Wales (NSW)by investing in
the commercialization and use of sustain-
able energy technologies. As a NSW
Government agency, its activities are

broad and include:

Intervention where market failures are

hindering the economically efficient uti-
lization and Application of sustainable
energy technologies;
Supporting technologies which are on a

development and demonstration path
leading to commercialization, but it will
not support fundamental research.

SEDA's renewable energy program has

contributed to the demand for renewable
energy by promoting Green Power in the
NSW electricity market. SEDA has also
assisted in the early stages of the assess-

ment of wind power projects including
the assessment of the wind resource. A
number of wind turbine installation
developments have already been encour-
aged in NSW by the demand for Green
Power including the demonstration wind
turbine at Kooragang Island and a wind
farm at Crookwell. More wind farms are

planned to meet the demand for Green
Power.

In November 1997, as part of Australia's
response to addressing its contribution to
climate change and reduction of green-
house gas emissions, the Commonwealth
Government announced that mandatory
targets are to be set for electricity retailers
to source an additional2o/, of their elec-
tricity from renewable energy sources by
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2010. A specific target for wind power
capacity is yet to be established. The
mechanisms for applying the targets are
expected to established between the
Commonwealth and the States in 1998.

In the same announcement on climate
change and reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, AU$60 million in funding was
also promised by the Commonwealth
Government for investment and commer-
cialization of renewable energy technolo-
gies and the demonstration of a few lead-
ing edge "showcase" projects. It is not
known what proportion will be allocated
to wind energy related projects. The funds
will be administered by a Commonwealth
Creenhouse Office planned to be estab-
lished in 1998.

ln 1997 , the Commonwealth Government
budget reduced the accelerated tax con-
cession rate for eligible R&D expenditure.
Also, Australia's peak energy R&D fund-
ing body, Energy Research and
Development Corporation (ERDC), had
its funding withdrawn with closure
planned for 1998.

While the tax concession reduction and
loss of ERDC have produced a less favor-
able environment for R&D, the re-focus-
ing of funding support for renewables
through ACRE and other programs, the
advent of Creen Power schemes and the
establishment of a mandatory target for
renewables, if applied successfully, have
the potential to rapidly stimulate the
development of wind farms in Australia.

7.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

7.2.1 Installed Wind Turbine Capacity

The main source for increased wind
power capacity in Australia for 1997 has
been in wind-diesel power systems, as

demonstration machines and also as a
source of green electricity. Approximately
0.45 MW of remote wind-diesel and 0.6

MW for grid connected demonstration
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machines has been added bringing
Australia's total capacity to about 3.9 MW
at the end of 1997. See Table 7.I for fur-
ther details.

7.2.2 Installed Conventional Capacity

Australia's installed capacity as of June
1996 was just over 40,000 MW. Over a

third of the capacity is installed in New
South Wales. The plants produced 153,000

GWh of electricity in 1995 /96 mainly from
coal fired thermal stations (80%) and
renewable hydro (19%). Other renew-
ables contribute less than about 1%. The
growth in electricity consumption was
3.8% in the last decade but has slowed
down since 1990 as a result of a slow
down in economic activity.

7.2.3 Numbers/Type, Make of
Turbines/Ownership

ln 7997 two turbines were installed by
state government-owned electricity utili-
ties on Thursday Island by the Far North
Queensland Electricity Board and one tur-
bine was installed on Kooragang Island
by EnergyAustralia. All these machines
were supplied by Vestas.

The installation of the two 225 kW
machines on Thursday Island was com-
pleted in July 1997. The turbines form
part of an off grid wind diesel power sys-

tem and will provide about 10% of the
annual communities electricity needs and
reduce diesel fuel consumption by 360,000

litres or AU$250,000 per year.

The 600-kW wind turbine on Kooragang
Island was opened in November 7997 and
is providing an estimated lGWh pa of
green power into the state electricity grid.
The turbine is currently the largest in
Australia.

A number of wind farms were also in var-
ious stages of development at the end of
1997.

Pacific Power, one of the three power gen-
erators in NSW, is constructing a 5-MW

t>
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farm at Crookwell in a joint venture with
Great Southern Energy using 600-kW
Vestas turbines. Commissioning is

planned for 1998. The Crookwell wind
farm is going to be the largest wind farm
in Australia when commissioned and the
first wind farm connected to a centralized
electricity grid.

In Victoria, a publicly listed company,
Energy Equity Corporation, has lodged
planning permits for three sites near
Portland with plans to construct a 20-MW
farm at one of the sites. Power purchase
agreements are being completed with
electricity retailers. Completion of the
farm is planned for 7999.

Western Power Corporation is to install a

230-kW Enercon turbine at Denham,
Western Australia, as part of wind diesel
power system. Completion is expected in
1998.

In Tasmania, a 0.75-MW farm is being
constructed at Huxley Hill on King Island
with power planned to be feeding from
the Nordex 250-kW turbines into a diesel-
powered system in 1998.

In the Northern Territory, an 80-kW wind
turbine is planned to be installed in a

remote Aboriginal community hybrid
power system.

Table 7.1 Wind Turbine Installations in Australia at end of 1997

7.2.4 Plant Types and Form of Ownership

Wind turbines installed in Australia are

owned either by government-owned utili-
ties, (including electricity retailing and
generation businesses), private companies
or individuals. Some wind farms are
being jointly developed by a government-
owned generation businesses in partner-
ship with electricity retailers. All wind
turbine installations are small to medium
with less than 10 machines and often con-
sist of individual machines.

7.2.5 Performance

An estimated 7.5 GWh of energy was pro-
duced by wind generation in 7997 and is
the same as that produced in 1996. The
lower than expected energy production,
despite the increase in installed capacity,
was due predominantly to below average
wind conditions experienced at the Ten
Mile Lagoon wind farm.

7.2.6 Operational Experience

Limited wind turbine operational data is
available for Australia installations in
1997. Estimates of the energy generated is
shown in Table 7.1.

7.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

There is one manufacturer of small size
machines (Westwind) and a number of

LOCATION MANUFACTURER NO.
KW

TOTAL
MW

Malabar

Breamlea

Flinders ls.

Salmon Farm

Cooper Pedy

Ten Mile Lagoon

Kooragang

Thursday ls.

WindMaster

Westwind

Westwind

Nordex

Vestas

Vestas

Vestas

lx 150

lx60
lx55
lx25
6x60
lx 150

9 x725
I x600
2x225

0.t50
0.060

0.080

0.360

0.r50
2.02s

0.600

0.450

TOTAL 3.875
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low volume manufacturers of small size
machines and turbine components.

The current market volume for medium to
large grid connected wind turbines in
Australia is too small to maintain the via-
bility of a local manufacturing facility.

7.4 ECONOMICS

7.4.1 Electricity Prices

The electricity supply industry is under-
going major reforms to structure, opera-
tion and ownership. The reforms center
on transforming the electricity utilities
from vertically integrated to a horizon-
tally integrated form, from government
owned to privately owned, and breaking
up monopolies and opening up the elec-
tricity market to competition. Progress
over the last few years has reached the
stage where the National Electricity
Market Phase 1 (NEM1) commenced oper-
ations in May 1997. Full National
Electricity Market reform, with all major
eastern states participating, is expected in
1,998.

Before NEM, electricity prices varied state
by state. Currently, generators from
Victoria and New South Wales are bid-
ding on the spot market to supply elec-
tricity and wholesale purchasers (retailers
and large customers) buy electricity at the

spot price set every half an hour. The
introduction of the NEM has established a

common price for electricity for the partic-
ipating eastern states. The daily weighted
average spot price for electricity genera-
tion on the spot market has varied typi-
cally from about AU$0.008/kWh to
AU$0.01/kwh and although there is

uncertainty about the level of spot prices
once Queensland and South Australia join
the market, it is expected to remain at
these levels while a surplus of thermal
generation capacity exists in the electricity
market.

Wind energy does not enjoy any subsidies
in Australia and so is unable to compete
in the spot market, even at the best sites,
with the current low price of thermal and
hydro generation.

7.4.2 Invested Capital

The capital investment in commissioned
wind farms and individual machines plus
associated infrastructure is estimated at
AU$14 million in December 7997 dollars.

7 .4.3 Turbine/Project Costs

The cost of wind turbines in Australia are

higher than elsewhere in the world due to
the cost of freight from manufacturing
facilities in Europe or the United States to

coMMtsstoNtNG
DATE

OWNERSHIP APPLICATION t997 GWh*

| 986

t987

| 988

t996
| 989

t99l
| 993

t997

t997

0.t60
0.r80
0.040

0.800

0.275

s.700

0.t00
0.600

Government Utility
Private lndividual

Private Company

Private Company

Government Utility
Government Utility
Government Utility
Government Utility
Government Utility

Grid Connected

Grid Connected

Wind Diesel

Wind Diesel

Wind Diesel

Wind Diesel

Grid Connected

Wind Diesel
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TOTAL 7.475
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Australia. Estimated costs including tow-
ers and excluding foundations is currently
about AU$1300/kW to AU$1500/kW
installed.

Wind farm projects are currently costing
from AU$5000/kW installed for small
wind-diesel applications to about
AU$2000/kW for small wind farms con-
nected to the grid. This cost is expected to
drop towards AU$1500/kW for larger
wind farms.

7.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

7.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

The industry currently does not enjoy any
market stimulation from subsidies. For
complying R&D projects, accelerated tax
concessions are available.

7.5.2 Planning and Grid Issues

The low level of wind energy develop-
ment to date has not been significantly
constrained by the grid connection cost,
integration into the local grid or planning
issues. However the low electricity price
and the lack of unit energy based incen-
tives or CO2 taxes and uncertain wind
energy capacity targets have not been
very encouraging for developers of com-
mercial wind farms.

Wind turbine installations have typically
taken place to date at sites relatively close
to transmission lines. Current low levels
of wind power development in the local
feeders of centralized electricity grids
have not caused concern regarding inte-
gration of wind turbines into either the
grid or power system.

Most development has occurred as part of
either wind diesel applications where
wind power replaces expensive diesel
power or, for sale as green power by elec-
tricity retailers to customers willing to
pay a premium for clean renewable elec-
tricity. The take up for such green power
schemes by customers has been typically
one or two percent and is growing slowly.

28

7.5.3 Institutional Factors

Funding subsidies and promotion of
Green Power provided by the NSW
Sustainable Energy Development
Authority and more recently, the Climate
Change initiatives, are emerging as the
most likely mechanisms for encouraging
increased rates of development over the
next few years. Uncertainty in the intro-
duction of the initiatives though, and the
reluctance by government to embrace
higher priced renewable energy sources
due to possible social and economic
impacts, may dampen the rate of wind
power developments.

7.5.4 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

Wind farm developments are new to
Australia, have been typically developed
in remote areas and are of small scale.
They have so far attracted little opposition
in the planning and government
approvals processes although this may
change as the scale of developments
increases and farms are developed closer
to provincial townships.

7.5.5 Financing

Hurdle rates for assessing the economic
viability of government-owned utility
projects is currently about 6"/o to 8%.

7.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

7.6.1 Funding Levels

The budget for the Commonwealth
Government funded Australian Co-opera-
tive Research Centre on Renewable
Energy (ACRE) totals AU$40 million
spread over seven years (commencing

luly 1996) for all its programs of which
about 10% is allocated to programs which
directly benefit the development of wind
energy. A funding contribution of over
AU$10 million comes from the
Commonwealth Government, AU$5 from
ERDC and the remainder from matched

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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contributions from private sector indus-
tries and utilities. Electricity utilities are
also anticipated to provide up to
AU$30 million for the funding of the
development of generation capacity and
associated infrastructure.

The NSW Government is committed to
fund the first three years of the
Sustainable Energy Development
Authority's operation, at a total budget of
$39 million over three years commencing
mid-1996. The contribution over that
period to the Renewable Energy program
is AU$10 to 13 million for
Commercialization of Technology,
Transformation of the Market, for
Industry Assistance Information, and
Education and Training. An identifiable
funding allocation within that program
for wind energy has not been made.

7.6.2 Priorities

The principal objective for current R&D
renewable energy programs by ACRE is
to undertake strategic research in genera-
tion, storage, power conditioning, energy
efficiency and systems integration.
Effective demonstration of the technology
is also seen as important in the lead up to
the development of a Renewable Energy
Policy for Australia.

For wind power, the current priorities of
ACRE are to develop a viable small wind
turbine or component manufacturing
capability and to improve the perfor-
mance of wind diesel power or hybrid
power systems for which there is a large
market in our region of the world.

7.6.3 New Concepts

ACRE in conjunction with Westwind and
several universities currently, has a
research program in place for the devel-
opment of 5-kW to 60-kW turbines which
incorporate variable voltage, super mag-
nets, and direct drive (no gearbox) with
power electronics. The generator design
originates in high efficiency motors

International Energy Agency

designed for solar cars. A 5-kW version
has been commissioned, a 10-kW proto-
type is under construction and a 25-kW
version is planned.

Government owned electricity utilities
and retailers in most States are also con-
ducting demonstration projects of varying
scale, partially at least to gain experience
in the'new'wind technology, to produce
green power for sale to customers and to
demonstrate their commitment to the
environment. They are being assisted in
some cases by Universities and industry
associations.

An 80-kW Lagerwey turbine is planned to
be installed at Eppenarra in the Northern
Territory in a joint R&D program between
ACRE and the Power and Water
Authority. The turbine will be part of a
remote Aboriginal community's
diesel/wind / PY / Battery/Inverter hybrid
power system that aims to reduce current
fuel consumption by 50%. Demand side
management may improve performance
further.

At Denham, a 230-kW Enercon variable
speed machine is to be the subject of a
R&D program aimed at improving the
power conditioning of the combined tur-
bine and its control system in a wind
diesel power system. The program indus-
try sponsor, Western Power Corporation,
is performing the R&D in conjunction
with ACRE and other members of ACRE.
Wind penetrations of 60n/,' to 80% are

hoped to be achieved while using the
existing conventional diesel generators.

An R&D program is being conducted by
the Hydro Electric Corporation on the
wind diesel power system being devel-
oped on King Island. The system, using
three 250-kW Nordex turbines, will
demonstrate the use conventional genera-
tion technology with advanced control
systems in a region noted for high aver-
age wind speeds. The stall regulated
machines with fast switching resistor
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banks will be the subject of a research
program aimed at verifying the methodol-
ogy adopted for assessing the project fea-

sibility, identifying limitations to maxi-
mizing fuel savings and achieving opti-
mum fuel savings while maintaining the
power system quality and reliability.

EnergyAustralia has developed in associa-

tion with industry, a 5-kW wind turbine
suitable for remote area power supply
applications and is assisting the
University of Newcastle in the application
of their high-efficiency blade for a small
turbines.

Monash University has recently com-
menced the compilation of an
Australasian wind atlas using the data
available from existing and past State
wind monitoring programs. It is planned
for release in1998/99 as part of an
ANZSES (Australia New Zealand Solar
Energy Society) sponsored Australasian
wind energy handbook.

7.6.4 MW rated Turbines

The wind turbine manufacturing industry
is relatively small in Australia. The R&D
effort is concentrated mainly on the devel-
opment of small wind turbines suitable
for remote community power supplies.
R&D is currently neither being conducted
nor proposed for wind turbine technology
with an installed capacity greater than
60 kw.

7.6.5 Offshore Developments

Development of large wind farms is only
in its infancy in Australia and there are
extensive undeveloped areas in coastal
regions with good wind resource and rea-
sonable proximity to transmission lines.
Therefore there is little interest currently
in the development of offshore wind
farms.

i
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CANADACHAPTER 8

8.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

8.1.1 Aims and Objectives

The focus of the Canadian National
Program continues to be on R&D to
develop safe, reliable and economic wind
turbine technology to support field trials
and to exploit Canada's large wind poten-
tial.

8.1.2 Strategy

The main elements of the Wind Energy
R&D program are: Technology
Development, Resource Assessment, Test
Facilities, and Information/Technology
Transfer. Field trial projects are selected to
evaluate the performance of the equip-
ment under special environmental condi-
tions or for specific applications.

8.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

8.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

1. Canadian Niagara Power Co.18.9 MW
9 MW - Keneteck 350 kW turbines in
operation since January 1,1994
9.9 MW - Keneteck 350 kW turbines
in operation since September 7,1994

2. CWT Power 1.2 MW
100 and 150 kW Adecon Vertical Axis
Wind Turbines

3. Vision Quest Windelectricl.2 MW
600 kW Vestas turbines

4. Hydro-Quebec 2.25 MW
750 kW NEG-Micon turbines

5. Various other installations with a total
capacity of 2.2 MW.

Total installed capacity at the end of 7997

of 25.75 MW.

8.2.2 Installed Conventional Capacity

The total installed conventional capacity
in Canada at the end of 7996 (the most
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recent year for which statistics are avail-
able) was 716,939 MW, which includes
coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear and hydro-
power plants.

8.2.3 Types of Turbines

1. Andecon, 100-kW and 150-kW VAWT
turbines with external support frame
constant speed, stall controlled.

2. Keneteck, 33 M-V5, 350-kW turbines
with variable speed, variable pitch
blades and lattice tower.

3. NEG-Micon, 750-kW turbines;

4. Vestas,600-kW Vestas turbines, and;

5. Tacke, 600-kW turbines.

8.2.4 Performance

The total wind energy production in 7997

was 64 GWh.

8.2.5 Operational Experience

The operating data for the two main wind
farms, privately owned and operated,
(CWT Power and Canadian Niagara
Power), is limited to energy output fig-
ures.

An 80-kW Lagerwey turbine was installed
at Cambridge Bay, NWT in October 1994.

The turbine is performing very well. The
oil in the yaw mechanism became thick
during very cold weather in January 1995.

This slowed the rate of yaw considerably.
The oil was changed to a grade more suit-
able for cold weather and it cured the
problem. This led to two additional
Lagerway turbines being installed at

Coppermine in the Northwest Territories.

Huron Windpower Inc. (HWI), formerly
Tacke Windpower of Huron Park,
Ontario, as per an agreement with
NRCan, has installed a 600 kW turbine
near Kincardine, Ontario. The turbine,
modified for cold weather conditions,

3l
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went through one year of evaluation and

has been performing trouble free. It was

producing more power than the generator
rating due to higher wind density. This
was fixed by changing the blade pitch.
HWI has manufactured and exported
blades for the Tacke 600 and for other
wind turbines.

The150-kW Bonus turbine installed on the

Haeckel Hill (1450 m height) near
Whitehorse in Yukon was commissioned
in August 1993. The turbine's energy out-
put in 1996 was 453,875 kWh.

The turbine is located on the west side of
White Horse and near a major migrating
corridor used by many thousands of large
waterfowl and other birds (passerines and
birds of prey). On the east side of White
Horse, also close to this corridor, there are

some microwave communication anten-
nae and radio transmission towers on top
of the Grey Mountain ridge. Both of these

locations were thought to be likely sites

for bird strikes since the elevations for
these two mountains are similar. These

two mountains are about 20 km apart.
Observations of bird flights were carried
out during the spring (mid-April to mid-
May) and fall (September to October)
migrating periods. Bird monitoring con-
tinued for five years and no dead birds
were detected.

8.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

8.3.1 Status /Number/Sales of
Manufacturers

1. Dutch Industries (water pumps),
Regina, Saskatchewan;

2. Koenders, (water pumpers and aera-
tors) Englefield, Saskatchewan;

3. CWT 150-kW is the only turbine
designed and manufactured in
Canada by CWT Power Ltd. of
Calgary;

4. Huron Winpower Inc, Huron Park,
Ontario is manufacturing blades for
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Tacke 600-kW, for Zond 750-kW and
Wenvor-Vergnet 25-kW wind tur-
bines;

5. Some components for the Atlantic
Orient 50-kW and for LagerwaY
80-kW are also manufactured in
Canada.

8.3.2 Support Industries

Control system, inverter, tower manufac-
turers operate in Canada.

8.4 ECONOMICS

8.4.1 Electricity Prices

Electricity prices varied depending on the
orovince and sometimes even within the

same province. The price range, in
January 1997 was.

1. For residential customers: from
CAD 0.067 /kWh to CAD 0.151/kWh;

2. For commercial customers: from
CAD 0.067 /kWh to CAD 0.134lkwh
(based on 100 kW billing demand);

3. For industrial customers: from
cAD 0.048/kwh to cAD 0.084/kwh
(based on 1,000 kW billing demand)

8.4.2Invested Capital

The budget for the Wind Energy R&D
(WERD) program of Natural Resources
Canada is about CAD 650,000 with contri-
bution of about CAD 1.5 million from
contractors, research institutions, and
provinces.

8.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

8.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

Currently, Class 43.1 of the federal Income
Tax Act provides an accelerated capital
cost allowance (30% capital cost
allowance rate computed on a declining
balance basis) for certain types of renew-
able energies-equipment used to gener-
ate electricity or to produce thermal
energy for direct use in an industrial

Process.
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In addition, the government has legislated
the extension of the use of flow-through
share financing currently available for
non-renewable energy and mining pro-
jects to include intangible expenses in cer-
tain renewable projects, by creating a new
Canadian Renewable and Conservation
Expense (CRCE) category in the income
tax system. Through CRCE, the Income
Tax Act also allows the first, exploratory
wind turbine of a wind farm to be fully
deducted in the year of its installation, in
a manner similar to the one in which the
first, exploratory well of a new oil field is
being written off.

Natural Resources Canada and
Environment Canada have jointly estab-
lished a Creen Power Purchase program
which allows developers of wind turbine
and other renewable energy sites to sell
power through power utility lines, to
facilities owned by these two federal gov-
ernment departments, at premiums nego-
tiated through a competitive process.

8.5.2 Constraints

The main constraints for the wind energy
development in Canada are the surplus of
installed capacity and low cost of conven-
tional energy.

8.5.3 Environmental Impact

There have been no bird kills reported
from Haeckel Hill installation or from the
five wind turbines at the Atlantic Wind
Test Site in PEI.

8.5.4 Financial Aspects

The only financial support for Renewable
Energies in Canada are: Class 43 of the
Income Tax Act which allows capital
write-off at 30% per year on the remaining
balance; CRCE which allows the first,
exploratory wind turbine of a wind farm
to be fully deducted in the year of its
installation; and the Creen Power
Procurement program.

International Energy Agency

8.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROCRAMS

Development of the High-Penetration-No-
Storage Wind/Diesel (HPNSWD) system
by Hydro-Quebec and the Atlantic Wind
Test Site (AWTS) has been completed.
Hydro-Quebec is now evaluating the
implementation of a full scale system in a
remote community.

The Lagerwey 80-kW wind turbine is
undergoing testing at AWTS and is being
fitted with a control system and an
inverter. The Northwest Territories Power
Corporation has installed two additional
units at Coppermine, NWT.

The program also supports two test sites:

1. Atlantic Wind Test Site (AWTS) at
North Cape, PEI for testing electricity
generating wind turbines and
wind/diesel systems;

2. Alberta Renewable Energy Test Site
(ARETS) at Pincher Creek, Alberta for
testing Wind and PV water pumping
systems.

Canadian industry has collaborated with
Lagerwey of the Netherlands, Atlantic
Orient Corp of Vermont, USA., and
Vergnet of France.
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DENMARK
CHAPTER 9

9.1 COVERNMENT PROGRAMS

9.1.1 Aims and Objectives

Denmark has a long tradition of imple-
menting vigorous energy policies with
broad political support and the keen com-
mitment of a wide range of actors: energy
companies, industry, grass roots organiza-
tions, municipalities, research institutions,
and consumers.

The aim of the first energy strategy, the
Danish Energy Policy 1976, was to secure
Denmark against crises in supply, such as

the energy crisis of 1973-74. The following
plan, Energy 81, could build further, given
the drastic price rises of energy after the
crisis in 7979-80; it also emphasized socio-
economic and environmental considera-
tions. After a period of building up large
projects for facilities and markets for nat-
ural gas and heat and power generation,
the action plan, Energy 2000, followed in
1990, introducing the goal of sustainable
development of the energy sector.
Denmark's Energy Futures, a discussion

paper published in December 1995, con-
tains a technical analysis of future scenar-
ios for energy consumption and supply in
Denmark. It has been followed and
extended by Energy 27, the fourth of the
energy strategies, which lays down the
energy-policy agenda for the years to
come.

Development and implementation of
wind energy have been included in all
energy strategies. Both demand pull pol-
icy instruments (financial and other incen-
tives) and technology push policy instru-
ments (certification schemes and R, D&D
programs) have been used as tools in
these strategies.

9.1.2 Strategy

To achieve the overall targets for wind
energy utilization in Denmark a number
of policy instruments have been used. See

Table 9.1, Policy instruments used to pro-
mote wind turbine technology and instal-
lations.

Table 9.1 Policy instruments used to promote wind turbine technology and installations

DEMAND PULL INSTRUMENTS TECHNOLOGY PUSH INSTRUMENTS

Incentives

. Direct subsidies

. Taxation

. Replacement of small and old turbines

. Programs for developing countries

Other regulation and policy instruments

. Resource assessment

. Local ownership

' Agreements with utilities

. Regulation on grid connection

. Buy-back arrangements

. Information proSrams

. Spatial planning procedures

lncentives

. R&D programs

. Program for household turbines

. Test station for wind turbines

. International cooperation

Other regulation and policy instruments

. Approval scheme

. Standardization

International Energy Agency
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In1996 the Danish Government's Plan of
Action - Energy 2L - was published.
Energy 21 generally considers new large
wind turbines as one of the cheapest tech-
nologies for reducing CO2 emissions from
power production. The most economical
way is still to erect wind turbines on land,
rather than at sea. But area resources on
land are limited when housing, nature,
and landscape considerations are taken
into account. Furthermore, wind condi-
tions at sea are considerably better than at
sites on land, and wind turbines erected
offshore are expected to become competi-
tive in step with the development of tech-
nology.

Energy 21 predicts that a significant part
of the expansion of wind power until 2005
will take place on land. As wind turbines
become larger and hence more difficult to
place in landscapes, the number of new
sites will be limited. The increase of wind
turbine capacity on land after 2005 will
have to be effected, among other things,
by renovation of wind turbine areas as

well as by removal or replacement of
existing wind turbines in accordance with
regional and municipal planning. In the
longer term, the main part of new devel-
opment will take place offshore.

The government of Denmark intends to
continue its promotion of employment
and export opportunities for wind power
development by continued research and
development.

To provide better opportunities for
cleaner energy for individual households
located outside the areas that have district
heating and natural gas supplies, the gov-
ernment will support development of
small wind turbines (household turbines)
producing electricity for heat and power.
These small wind turbines are seen as a

supplement to the general development of
wind power.

Energy 21 also comprises some near term
initiatives by the Government:
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1. reach a decision on development of
offshore wind turbines on the back-
ground of the action plan for offshore
wind turbines completed inluly 1997;

2. make wind turbine planning a regular
feature of regional and municipal
planning;

3. present proposals on revision of the
scheme for replacement of older wind
turbines;

4. on the basis of the outcome of the
ongoing demonstration program on
small household turbines, evaluate
the opportunities for promoting a

development.

9.1.3 Targets

Denmark has one of Europe's best cli-
mates for utilizing the wind for power
production. Only countries with a coast-
line direct to the Atlantic Ocean have bet-
ter conditions in general. Wind energy
could, in theory, provide more energy
than is consumed in Denmark today.
However, economical viability and siting
difficulties limit this vast theoretical
potential. The useable wind resources in
Denmark are partly on land and partly
offshore in Danish waters.

Denmark is a densely populated country,
so the Danish onshore wind resource is
primarily limited by zoning restrictions
and the balance between wind energy
development and other claims or interests
in the open land. As of January 7,7997,
205 municipalities have finalized their
wind turbine planning or proposed such a

plan. An additional 39 municipalities
announced that they were not able to
accommodate wind turbines, and another
31 municipalities have not yet prepared
any plans. The estimated capacity in the
areas reserved for wind turbine deploy-
ment in the approved local plans and the
suggested local plans add up to
2,000 MW. About 40% of these sites are in
local plans not yet finally approved. The

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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Danish Energy Agency has analyzed this
local planning, and estimates the onshore
wind energy potential to be between
1,500 MW and 2,600 MW. The Energy
Agency estimates that 2,600 MW of
installed wind turbine capacity is able to
produce 5.7 TWh annually; or 77 - 78 % of
the electricity consumption in Denmark.

Several investigations of offshore wind
resources have been prepared since 1977.

As a result, two demonstration projects
have been finalized. In July 1997 a plan of
action for offshore wind farms was sub-
mitted to the Minister of Environment
and Energy. The plan was prepared by the
two utility associations, Elkraft and
Elsam, together with the ministry's
Energy Agency and Environmental
Protection Agency. In the Plan of Action
eight available areas with water depths
up to 15 m are included. The total theoret-
icil installed capacity of these areas is
28,000 MW of which 72,000 MW realisti-
cally can be utilized. The wind speeds in
the areas allow 3,530 "net full load hours"
at the North Sea (Horn's Reef) and
between 3.000 and 3,300 hours in interior
Danish waters. (Hub height of 55 m and
rotor diameter of 64 m is anticipated).
This corresponds to an annual electricity
production of 30 - 40 TWh. For compari-
son, the total Danish electricity consump-
tion in 1996 was 32 TWh.

ln Energy 21 the targets for wind energy
are 1,500 MW of wind power by 2005
(72% of electricity consumption) and
5,500 MW of wind power by 2030, of
which 4,000 MW is offshore (50"1, of elec-
tricity consumption). Total power produc-
tion from the 1,500 MW will be approxi-
mately 3,300 million MWh corresponding
to reducing CO2 emission by 2.8 million
tons - or approximately 4.6"1' of total
Danish CO2 emission.

On September 29,1997, Svend Auken,
Minister for Energy and Environment,
published an agreement with the Danish
utilities to develop 750 MW more offshore
wind power by the year 2008. This was
the starting point for large-scale offshore
wind farm development in Denmark.

9.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

9.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

During 1997, approximately 300 MW of
wind turbines were installed in Denmark.
By the end of 7997 the total installed
capacity of wind turbines was 1,146 MW.
These data are based on manufacturer
information. See Table 9.2.

9.2.2 Installed Conventional Capacity

Maximum power production capacity
(excluding wind power) was 9,133 MW.
Denmark has relatively few electricity and
energy intensive industries. Domestic

Table 9.2 Status of wind turbines in Denmark by the end of 1.997 . Source: E&M-Data for the
Danish Energy Agency based on reports from manufacturers.

OWNER TYPE TURBINES ADDED MW ADDED TOTAL TURBINES TOTAL MW
]

Private individuals

Private cooperations

Power utilities

Municipalities, industries,
others

420

50

44

t9

238.8

25.7

23.6

t2.0

| 898

2t63

681

il5

564.6

332.7

226.3

23.3

International Energy Agency

533 300. I 4857 I t46.9
I

Total
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heating is usually not based on electrical
power. In 1996 34,939 GWh of electricity
was consumed in Denmark, including
grid losses. Average electricity consump-
tion per capita was 6,604 kwh (house-
holds, industry, etc). A large part of
Denmark's electricity is produced in com-
bined heat and power plants (CHP). The
total heat production from CHP plants
was 86,307 Tl in 7996. Fuel for the power
and CHP sector was 357.7 PJ from coal,
16.7 PJ from oil, 29.1PJ from N-gas, and
48.1 PJ from other sources.

9.2.3 Number /Type, Make of Turbines

During 7997,533 wind turbines were
installed bringing the total number of tur-
bines in Denmark to 4,857. (Numbers are

based on manufacturers' information to
E&M-Data.) All turbines in Denmark are
horizontal axis machines of the "Danish
concept" type. There is no available
overview of market shares on the Danish
market.

9.2.4Plant Types and Form of Plant
Ownership

Wind turbines are typically installed in
clusters of three to seven machines.
Clusters of wind turbines are preferred by
local and regional planning authorities. In

a few places ,Iarger wind farms are

allowed. Denmark's largest wind farm (in
capacity) is Rejsby Hede with 42 machines
of 600 kW each.

Different groups own wind turbines: pri-
vate individual, private cooperations, pri-
vate industrial enterprises, municipalities
and power utilities. Local ownership of
wind turbines has been promoted politi-
cally by the Danish government and the
Parliament. The reason is that wind
power's environmental advantages are on
a global and national level, whereas, wind
power's environmental disadvantages are

on a local or neighborhood level. Such
Iocal disadvantages can lead to a lack of
public acceptance of wind farms. Local
ownership of wind turbines (i.e. allowing
local farmers, cooperations or companies
to benefit from the wind turbines) can
secure local acceptance of projects. Co-
operatives have been encouraged that
spread ownership of a wind turbine
among 20 to100 families in the vicinity of
the wind turbine.

During the 1980s and early 1990s, most
new turbines were installed by co-opera-
tives. Since the mid-1990s, primarily farm-
ers have installed wind turbines. This
development is due to several factors:

Figure 9.1 Lynetten wind farm in the harbor of Copenhagen. The farm consists of seven Bonus
600-kW machines.

J6 IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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general interest rates have decreased,
prices for wind power electricity have
increased slightly, laws for facilitating
structural changes in the farming sector
have unintentionally left open possibili-
ties for farmers to purchase small pieces
of land for wind turbines.

9.2.5 Performance of Wind Power Plants

Ln7997, new machines in Denmark
(mostly 500 kW and 600 kW) were often
placed in areas corresponding to rough-
ness class 1.38 (Beldringe data in the
European Wind Atlas); equal to 6.7 m/s in
50-m height as annual mean wind speed.
For a 600-kW turbine with a 44 m rotor on
a 40-m tower, this means an average pro-
duction of approximately 1,300 MWh
annually corresponding to 2,166 full load
hours.

The two demonstration offshore wind
farms produced above this average.
Vindeby, with 11 Bonus 450-kW machines,
has a nominal production of 12,000 MWh
(2,424 full load hours) and Tuns Knob
with 10 Vestas 500-kW machines has a
nominal production of 15,000 MWh (3,000

full load hours).

The total electricity production in 1997 is

estimated to be approximately 2,000 GWh,
equal to 6.2 ul, of the total electricity con-
sumption in Denmark. Corrected to a
"normal wind year," this equals 7ol, of
Denmark's annual electricity production.
The wind's energy index in 1997 was 97%.
(Numbers are based on an estimate by
E&M-Data.)

9.2.6 Oper ational Experiences

Technical availability of new wind tur-
bines in Denmark is usually in the range
of 98n/u - 100'/n.

The Danish wind turbine owners' associa-
tion is responsible for recording opera-
tional experiences. This activity is
financed by the Danish Energy Agency
and carried out by the company E&M-

International Energy Agency

Data. The results are published in the
association's magazine "Naturlig Energi".
Operational data are voluntarily reported
on2,600 turbines with a total installed
capacity of 574MW to this database.

Technical lifetime or design lifetime for
modern Danish machines is typically
20 years. Individual components are to be
replaced or renewed in a shorter interval.
Consumables such as oil in the gearbox,
braking clutches, etc. are often replaced at
intervals of one to three years. Parts of the
yaw system might be replaced in intervals
of 5 years. Vital components exposed to
fatigue loads such as main bearings and
bearings in the gearbox might be replaced
halfway through the total design lifetime.
This is dealt with as a re-investment.

Operation and maintenance costs include
service, consumables, repair, insurance,
administration, lease of site, etc. The
Danish Energy Agency and Riso National
Laboratory have developed a model for
annual operation and maintenance costs.
The model is based on statistical surveys
and analyses for 7991, 7994, and 7997. The
model includes a large re-investment after
the tenth operational year of 20"/" of the
cost of the wind turbine. This re-invest-
ment is distributed over the operational
years 10 to 20. See Table 9.3.

Four lethal accidents (involving five per-
sons) have occurred during the last
20 years of wind power utilization in
Denmark. Ln1982 a wind turbine owner
was killed when he tried to instal a wind
measurement device on the wind tur-
bine's control system without disconnect-
ing the turbine's power supply. In 1982, a

wind turbine owner died from a fall from
his self-constructed wind turbine, where
he worked without safety line or safety
rail. In 1991,, a repair man and lift opera-
tor were killed when a rotating blade hit
the lift platform on which they worked.
The rotor was properly fixed. ln 1997, a

fitter was killed when working on dis-
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Table 9.3 Annual operational and maintenance costs as a percentage of the investment in
the wind turbine. Source: Danish Energy Agency and Rido National Laboratory.

MACHINE SIZE YEAR I_2 YEARS-5 YEAR6-IO YEAR YEAR I6-20

2.8

2.2

t.2

t.0

r50

300

500-600

3.3

2.6

2.2

7.0

5.0

4.5

6.1

4.0

3.5

mantling an old wind turbine. The latter
two incidents led to improved personnel
safety regulations.

9.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

9.3.1 Status /Number/Sales of
Manufacturers

Danish-based manufacturers of large com-
mercial wind turbines in the 150-kW to
1,650-kW range are: Bonus Energy A/S,
NEG Micon A/S, Nordex Energi A/S,
Vestas Wind Systems A/5, Wind World af
1997 A/5, Wincon West Wind A/S. In
addition, two companies produce smaller
turbines in the S-kW to 25-kW range. Gaia
Wind Energy A/S produces electricity
producing machines in the range of
5,5 kW 11 kW and22 kW. Calorius-
Westrup A/S produces a 5-kW heat pro-
ducing turbine.

The wind turbine manufacturers had a
turnover in 7997 of 5 billion DKK. Total
wind turbine manufacturing in Denmark
was 968 MW of which 286 MW was sold
domestically and257 MW in Germany.
Other large markets for Danish manufac-
turers are Spain (133 MW), China
(74MW),Ireland (55 MW) and Great
Britain (43 MW). Increasingly more manu-
facturing takes place in foreign sub-
sidiaries and joint-ventures and does not
appear in the Danish export numbers.

9.3.2 New Products / Technical
Developments

Industrial development in 1997 focused
on refining the 500-kW to 600-kW genera-
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tion of turbines. This includes among
other things upgrading the turbines with
Iarger generators and larger rotor diame-
ters. Based on its original 500-kW plat-
forms, NEG Micon A/S has developed a

750-kW machine with a 44-m rotor and a
600-kW machine with a 48-m rotor. Vestas

Wind Systems A/S has upgraded its
600-kW machine to 660 kW with a 46-m
rotor and its 1.5-MW machine to 1.65 MW.
Wind World af 7997 A/S has announced
the development of a 2.5-MW machine
jointly financed by the European Union.

9.3.3 Business Developments

ln 1995, the owners of Nordex A/S sold
51% of the shares to Balcke-Dtirr AG. The
new company is named Nordex Balke-
Dtirr GmbH .In 7997, Nordtank Energy
Group A/S and Micon A/S merged and
formed the company NEG Micon A/S.
NEG Micon A/S's shares are listed at the
Copenhagen Stock Exchange. After diffi-
culties on the Indian market, Wind World
A/S was in 1997 reconstructed under the
name Wind World af 1997 A/S. Wind
World moved its head office to the city of
Aalborg, whereas manufacturing still
takes place in the city of Skagen.

9.3.4 Support Industries

A number of industrial enterprises have
developed important businesses as sup-
pliers of major components for wind
turbines. LM Glasfiber A/S is a world-
leading producer of fiberglass blades for
wind turbines. DanControl Engineering
A/S, Mita Teknik A/S and DWC A/S

I

I

I

I

I
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produce controller and communication
systems. Svendborg Brakes A/S is a lead-
ing vendor of mechanical braking sys-
tems. Also Danish subsidiaries of large
international industries such as Siemens,
ABB, SKF, FAG, etc. have developed busi-
nesses in the wind power industry.

Service and maintenance of the more than
4,000 wind turbines in Denmark is carried
out by the manufacturers' service depart-
ments, but also a handful of independent
service companies have been established.
These are companies such as DWP
Molleservice A/S and DanService A/S.

Other industrial service enterprises have
created important businesses in servicing
the wind power industry. For example,
companies are specialized in providing
cranes for installations of wind turbines;
providing transport of turbines, towers
and blades domestically and for export;
insurance; etc. The major Danish consul-
tancies in wind energy utilization are
BTM Consult Aps, E&M Data,
ElsamProjekt A/5, WEA Aps and Tripod
Aps. There is one major independent
developer of wind farms in Denmark:
Jysk Vindkraft A/5, which sells turnkey
projects to farmers and co-operatives. (For
type-approvals, certifications, and test ser-
vices see paragraph 9.5.3.)

9.4 ECONOMICS

9.4.1 Electricity Prices

The average electricity price from power
distribution utilities varies from 0.295 to
0.442 DKK / kWh. For private consumers
(connected to the 400 /230-Volt distribu-
tion grid) a number of taxes are added to
this price. The electricity tax is 0.40 DKK/
kWh. The CO2tax is 0.10 DKK/kWh. The
SO2 tax is 0.009 DKK/kWh. In addition, a

25%VAT is added. In7997, the average
consumer price for Danish low voltage
customers was between 1.0 DKK/kwh
and 1.2 DKK/kWh.

9.4.2Invested Capital

It is difficult to calculate exactly the total
capital invested in wind power over the
years. In the 1996 IEA Wind Energy Annual
Report a total investment of 7.6 billion
DKK was estimated. If 300 MW was
added in 7997 at a cost of 6.5 million per
MW, a total of about 2 billion DKK was
invested in 7997. This makes a total of
9.6 billion DKK.

9.4.3 Turbine /Project Costs

Ex works cost of wind turbines has
decreased significantly with the latest
600 generation kW (43 - 44 m rotor diame-
ter). For new 600-kW machines the ex
works cost is typically 3.15 million DKK.

Additional costs depend on local circum-
stances, such as condition of the soil, road
conditions, proximity to electrical grid su

b-stations, etc. Additional costs on typical
sites can be estimated as 20'/' of total pro-
ject costs. Only the cost of land has
increased during recent years. See

TabIe 9.4.

Ln7997, Elkraft inaugurated the Vindeby
offshore wind farm with 11 Bonus
450-kW machines. Today, the farm is
owned and operated by the power utility
SEAS. The total cost of this project was
66 million DKK excluding extraordinary
costs as R&D part of the project, investi-
gation of the impact on fish, etc. Annual
production is estimated to 12,000 CWh.

Ln7995, Midtkraft in the Elsam area
installed a S-MW wind farm at Tuns Knob
consisting of 10 Vestas 500-kW machines.
The total cost of this project was 73.8 mil-
lion DKK excluding extraordinary costs,
such as removal of mines, investigation of
the impact on birds, etc. Annual produc-
tion was estimated to i5.000 GWh.

International Energy Agency
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Table 9.4 Cost of a typical 600-kW wind turbine project. Source: Danish Energy Agency
and Riso National Laboratorv.

COMPONENT AVEMGE DKK
(000)

AVEMGE DKK
(000)

Turbine ex works

Foundation

Grid connection

Electrical installations

Communication

Land

Roads

Consulting

Finance

lnsurance

3t46
t49

288

20

t4

r03

39

36

20

94

t6l
20

70

t3

9

84

44

49

27

53

TOTAL 3909

9.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

9.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

A production subsidy of 0.10 +
0.17 DKK/kWh is paid to private wind
turbine owners. There are limitations to
the wind farm developments to which the
above incentives apply. Private individu-
als, for example, are only allowed to grid-
connect one turbine, and this must be
placed on the owner's land. Similarly
each shareholder in private co-operatives
is limited to ownership of shares equal to
30,000 kWh. The shareholders must live in
the same municipality where the turbine
is installed. The utilities receive
0.10 DKK/kWh in production subsidy.

Buy-back rates are related to the utilities'
production costs (tariffs). A law requires
power utilities to pay wind turbine own-
ers a kWh rate of 85% of the utility's pro-
duction costs. Average production cost in
1997 was 0.379 DKK/kWh (weighted with
wind power capacity in each distribution
utility). Thus, average buy-back rate in
1997 was 0.322 DKK/kWh. Since most
Danish electricity production is based on
coal, the wind energy buy-back rates are

closely related to the coal prices on the
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world market. This represents a risk for
the wind energy producers. In the early
1990s, world market coal prices dropped,
and a number of wind turbine projects
had difficulties. As a result, the installa-
tion of new turbines in Denmark
decreased from 81 MW in 1990 to 29 MW
in 1993. On the other hand, if the world
market coal price increases, wind turbine
owners will benefit - to a certain degree. If
coal prices increase significantly (or if any
other significant improvement of the
return of investment on wind energy
occurs), the government would probably
reconsider the 0.27 DKK/kWh production
subsidy.

Favorable taxation schemes have been
used to stimulate private wind turbine
installations. The taxation schemes have
changed over time. Today, income from
wind turbines, by and large, is taxed as

other income.

Private persons and companies can
choose between two models for taxation
of their income from wind turbines or
shares in wind turbines. Owners of indi-
vidually-owned or company-owned tur-
bines often choose to pay income taxes in
the same way as income from other

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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investments. That is full tax of the income,
but with deductions from the annual
depreciation of the investment and expen-
ditures to operations and maintenance
costs, according to the usual tax regula-
tion. Shareholders in private co-operatives
can chose a "simplified model," according
to which the first 3,000 DKK of income
from sale of wind power is tax free and
60"/" of the rest is taxed with the usual
marginal income tax percentage; usually
60%. No deductions are allowed. The sim-
plified income tax model gives a tax
incentive for owners of small shares in a
wind turbine. The smaller the share, the
larger the relative incentive. This is used
as an instrument to spread the ownership
of wind turbines to as many citizens as

possible. For owners of turbines acquired
before the present taxation rules, a num-
ber of other rules exist.

All wind turbines with an annual
turnover of more than 20,000 DKK must
have a VAT-number. The wind turbine
owner or the co-operative charges a 25"/n

VAT on the electricity sold to the utility,
but not on the 0.27 DKK subsidy. The
wind turbine owners transfer this col-
lected amount to the government.

9.5.2 Planning and Grid Issues

Spatial (or land-use) planning establishes
a framework for siting wind turbines in
the open land and balances the interest of
wind energy against other interests,
including how existing urban features and
landscapes can best be protected. Tasks

related to environmental protection are

increasingly integrated in the work of spa-
tial planning. Spatial planning in
Denmark is carried out at three levels:
local and municipal planning in the
municipalities, regional planning in the
counties, and national planning co-ordi-
nated by the Ministry of Environment and
Energy.

The Ministry can influence planning
through regulation, national planning

International Energy Agency

directives, and the dissemination of infor-
mation. The location of wind turbines and
high-voltage transmission lines in rural
landscapes are two examples in which the
Spatial Planning Department influences
planning.

All counties have prepared guidelines for
regional planning. These guidelines lay
down the overall conditions for wind tur-
bine deployment in each particular
region/county.

Municipalities (local planning authority)
prepare local wind turbine plans, issue
zoning permissions and installation per-
missions according to the law on spatial
planning. Local wind turbine plans typi-
cally prescribe where turbines are to be

installed (distances to roads, dwellings,
etc.), how they are to be installed (individ-
ual machines, clusters, parks), and their
appearance (tower type and color).

In the spring of 7994, the Minister of
Environment and Energy issued a circular
requesting local planning authorities
(municipalities) to initiate a local planning
of wind turbine deployment in their area.

The circular anticipated a time frame for
the draft plan of July 1, 1995. Hereafter
each draft plan must pass through a tradi-
tional hearing process and political deci-
sion process in each municipality.

Installation of land-based wind turbines
presumes no specific environmental
assessment. The balancing of the interests
of wind energy utilization against other
interests in the open land are usually con-
tained in the legislation on each area.

The law on environmental protection
specifies some proximity guidelines, such
as distance between wind turbine and
local features such as: coastline - 300 m;
Iakes and streams - 150 m; forests - 300 m;
ancient monuments - 100 m; and churches
- 300 m.

A wind turbine's noise emission must be
verified accordinq to the rules in the
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Ministry of Environment and Energy's
statutory order no. 304. According to this
order, noise from wind turbines must not
exceed 45 dB(A) outdoors at the nearest
habitation in rural areas, and 40 dB(A) in
residential areas and other noise sensitive
areas. As tonal noise is often a source of
annoyance 5 dB(A) is added to the mea-
sured broadband noise if tonal noise is

clearly audible at the location where the
noise level is being measured. A simple
method for calculating the noise emission
of a wind turbine is specified in the statu-
tory order.

According to a statutory order, the costs

of grid connection of wind turbines are
split between the wind turbine's owner
and the power utility. The wind turbine
owner must bear the costs of low voltage
connections, whereas utilities must carry
the costs for reinforcement of the 10-20kV
power lines when such is needed.

9.5.3 Institutional Factors

The Danish approval scheme for wind
turbines has been established to fulfill a

common desire from wind turbine manu-
facturers, owners and authorities for a

coherent set of rules for approval of tur-
bines installed in Denmark. An approval
is partly based on a type approval of the
turbine and partly on a certified quality
assurance system which, as a minimum,
describes production and installation of
the turbine. Today all manufacturers have
an ISO9000 quality assurance system.

A set of rules have been developed and
adopted in Teknisk Grundlag for
Typegodkendelse og Certificering nf uind-
msller i Danmark (Technical Criteria for
Type Approval and Certification of Wind
Turbines in Denmark). Several recommen-
dations are affiliated with the Technical
Criteria. In the future, the recommenda-
tions are to be replaced by IEC or CEN-
ELEC standards, and the Technical
Criteria are to be harmonised on a

European level.
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The Danish Energy Agency is responsible
for administration of the approval
scheme. On behalf of the Danish Energy
Agency, a group at Riso National
Laboratory acts as secretariat and infor-
mation center for the approval scheme. To

assist the Danish Energy Agency, an advi-
sory committee is formed with representa-
tives from the wind turbine manufactur-
ers'association, the wind turbine owners'
association, insurance companies and the
power utilities. For discussion of technical
and administrative matters regarding the
approval scheme a technical committee is
formed consisting of the authorized bod-
ies. As several authorized bodies are non-
Danish enterprises, the technical commit-
tee's meetings are held in English.
Minutes and other communications from
the committee are primarily distributed in
Danish. A separate technical committee is

set up for household turbines.

Since 1979, Riss has been authorizedby
the Danish Energy Agency to issue
licenses or type-

approvals for wind turbines, including
the test and measurements required for
the approvals. Today the market for these
services is liberalized and private enter-
prises can be authorized to perform type
approvals, certifications, tests and mea-
surements. This market is open for inter-
national competition and several foreign
enterprises are active. See Table 9.5.

9.5.4 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

Utilizing wind power is one of the cheap-
est methods of reducing CO2 emissions
from electricity production. Production
from the large-scale offshore wind farms
will be approx 2.5 million MWh CO2 free
power per year and give a yearly reduc-
tion of 2.1 million tons in the CO2 emis-
sions or 17.5% of the total national reduc-
tion obiective for 2005.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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Table 9.5 Bodies authorized by the Danish Energy Agency to provide services under the
Danish scheme for certification and type-approlialsTor wind'turbines (by end of 1997).

SERVICE AUTHORIZED BODY

Production and installation certification

Type approvals

Basic tests

Power curve measurement

Noise measurement

Germanischer Lloyds Certification GmbH
Det Norske Veritas Certification of Mgt. Systems
Bureau Veritas Quality Insurance
Dansk Standard

Riso, Approval Office
Germanischer Lloyds

Tripod Consult Aps
Riss, Test & Measurements

DEWI, Wilhemshafen
WindTest, Kaiser-Wilhel ms-Koog GmbH
Tripod Consult Aps
Riss, Test & Measurements

DEWI, Wilhemshafen
WindTest, Kaiser-Wilhelms-Koog GmbH
Wind Consult GmbH
DELTA Akustik & Vibration * bodies approved by DELTA

Although modern wind turbines conform
to current noise requirements, their size
alone means that it is not appropriate to
install them too close to inhabited areas.
As there are very few open areas in
Denmark without dwellings, utilizing the
open sea has great advantages.

The possible impact on wildlife is one
important matter. Studies on land-based
wind farms conclude that wind turbines
do not pose any substantial threat to birds
and other wildlife. All of the appointed
areas for offshore wind farms lie outside
of EU bird sanctuaries but there are also
important areas for birds in several of the
sites. Studies have already been con-
ducted of possible impact on sea birds at
the Tuno Knob installation. While the
final result of the studies is not yet avail-
able, the studies reveal that the eider has
not been frightened away from the Tuno
Knob area by the establishment of an off-
shore wind farm. The eider ducks that
winter there are much more influenced by
the presence of food than by the presence
of the wind turbines.

9.5.5 Financing

Availability of capital for wind power
projects is not a problem. Financial insti-
tutions compete efficiently in this market
and different financial packages have
been developed.

ln 1997, individually owned projects
(farmers) typically finance projects over
10 years with an annual interest rate of
6% to 7%. Co-operative owned projects
typically can achieve a bit lower interest
rate than individually owned projects.

9.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

9.6.1 Funding Levels

The Danish governmental sponsored pro-
grams consist of two programs.

9.6.1.1 Ministry of Enaironment and

Energy's Energy Research Program (EFP).

During recent years a part of the research
program has been allocated to energy
issues in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union. The Energy Agency admin-
isters the program. Practically all projects
are initiated through the annual call for

International Energy Agency
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proposals issued by each Research

Committee. The deadline for project pro-
posals is normally in the beginning of
September. Projects are normally run over
two or three years and funding will be
given by the end of each year. In almost
all projects, several partners participate
and industrial participation and co-financ-
ing is encouraged. The Danish Energy
Agency typically finances 50% to 85% of
the total cost. In the 1997 round
(processed in1996), five projects were
supported with a total amount of
13.35 million DKK. In the 1998 round
(processed in7997) of the energy research
program (EFP), nine projects were initi-
ated with a total support from the Danish
Energy Agency of 14.15 million DKK.

9.6.1.2 Ministry of Enaironment and
Energy's program for deaelopment,

demonstration and information of renewable

energy (UVE).

The Energy Agency administers the pro-
gram. The program so far has been
renewed every three years. In the present
period, projects are initiated through a

standing call for proposals. There is no
deadline for project proposals, but they
are debated at the regular meetings in the
Technical Advisory Committee. Projects
are always shorter that three years. In
1997 projects were supported by the
Danish Energy Agency with a total of
23.6 million DKK.

For the program areas of wind energy,
biomass, and solar energy, the Ministry
and the Energy Agency are advised by
Technical Advisory Committees. The
Technical Advisory Committee on Wind
Power is identical with the Research
Committee in the Energy Research
Program. This ensures a good co-ordina-
tion of the activities within the two pro-
grams.

As a part of this program, the Danish
Energy Agency operates test stations for
different renewable energy technologies.
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One is the Test Station for Wind Turbines
at Riss National Laboratory. The activities
of the Test Station for Wind Turbines are

negotiated each year. The budget for the
Test Station task at Riso was 7.9 million
DKK in 1997.

The total budget for the Danish Energy
Agency's wind energy activities
amounted to 45.6 million DKK. This is a
small increase compared with recent
years.

9.6.2 Priorities

The overall aims of the energy research
program are the following.

1. Contribute to realization of the goals
of the energy policy through short-
term research activities;

2. Support long-term and strategic
research, which significantly can
improve the Danish energy situation
in a long-term perspective and estab-
lish the basis for new political initia-
tives;

3. Contribute to achieving other political
goals than those affiliated with energy
issues, such as the country's economi-
cal development, environmental
improvements, industrial develop-
ment, employment, export, etc.;

4. Contribute to a global sustainable
development through dissemination
of Danish developed technology and
knowledge adapted for the conditions
in developing counties and countries
in East Europe.

At least one-third of the resources of the
energy research program must be aiming
at long-term perspectives (beyond year
2005). Prof ect titles in the 1997 round of
the research program were the following.

1.. Program for research in aeroelasticity;

2. WAsP engineering version 1.0 DK -
Wind conditions for wind turbines;

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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3. Isolated systems with wind power;

4 Experimental investigation of extreme
loads;

5. Adaptation of Danish wind turbine
technology to Russian conditions.

Descriptions (in Danish) of the projects
are available on the Danish Energy
Agency's www-pages.

The overall aims of the renewable energy
development program's wind part are:

1. To promote the technical possibilities
for utilization of wind power in
Denmark through research, develop-
ment and demonstration of new and
better wind power technology;

2. To support the optimal utilization of
the available sites;

3. To participate in removing barriers
for sustainable utilization of wind
energy;

4. To strengthen the Danish contribution
in international cooperation;

5. To stimulate Danish industrial devel-
opment and export.

The list of project titles is very long, and
contains very different projects: develop-
ment projects, demonstration projects of
small household turbines, information
activities, economy surveys, in co-financ-
ing of some EU-projects, etc.

The Test Station for Wind Turbines activi-
ties for 1997 were more or less the same as

the preceding years and comprised:

1. Information activities;

2. International cooperation with other
test stations for wind turbines;

3. Secretariat for the Danish certification
and type-approval scheme;

4. Spot-check of type approved turbines;

5. Inspections of major break-down of
turbines;

International Energy Agency

6. International standardization;

7. Development of test methods for
wind turbines;

8. Development of test methods for
blades;

9. Participation on the IEA annex on
Round Robin test of a wind turbine.

9.6.3 New Concepts

During recent years, a development and
demonstration program for so-called
"household" turbines in the range 5 to 25

kW has been a part of the Danish Energy
Agency's development program (UVE). A
number of concepts different from the tra-
ditional "Danish concept" have been

developed including a multi-bladed tur-
bine, a two-bladed teeter hub design, and
a two-bladed stiff hub design for a heat
producing machine. Almost 100 such
small turbines have been installed within
or outside the demonstration program.

9.6.4 Offshore Projects

In the years to come, utilization of the
Danish offshore wind resources will have
a high priority in the Danish energy
research and development programs.
Today two demonstration farms are in
operation: Vindeby 4.95 MW and Tuns
Knob 5 MW.

Studies financed by power utilities,
Danish Energy Agency, and EU/JOULE
indicates a substantial cost reduction for
new 100 - 200-MW offshore projects: 56%

reduction compared to Vindeby.

More accurate assessment of the offshore
wind climate and prediction of wind
loads are important research issues.

9.6.5 International Collaboration

International cooperation on wind energy
R&D is emphasized by the Danish Energy
Agency. Denmark has participated in the
international cooperation in IEA R&D
Wind since its establishment.



Danish universities, research centers,
power utilities and manufacturing indus-
try participate in the European Union's
RTD programs. No quantitative data are
available.

Active Danish participation in intema-
tional standardization in IEC and
CEN/CENELEC has a high priority and
R&D efforts supporting intemational
standardization are encouraged.
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FINLAND
CHAPTER IO

10.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

10.1.1 Aims and Objectives

The Finnish government published a new
energy strategy in 1997 . As unemploy-
ment in Finland is still high, energy poli-
tics is dominated by the wish for eco-
nomic development and better employ-
ment. The economic arguments dominate
over environmental discussions such as

the international discussions of CO2 emis-
sions.

Renewable energy has, in general, good
support in national energy politics, but
the interest is focused on the use of bioen-
ergy and especially wood or other residue
from the forest industry. Wind energy is
considered less significant. Wind energy
has local support in some areas but only
on the Aland islands has the support been

transformed into a real political issue.

Wind energy is still seen only as a mar-
ginal energy resource, which could reach
a level of "some" percent of energy pro-
duction only after 2015.

10.1.2 Strategy and Targets

Wind energy has been supported by a
specific wind energy action program since
1993, that aimed at having 100 MW by the
year 2005. The main actions in this pro-
gram have been an investment subsidy
and a national energy research program.
According to preliminary information, the
Ministry of Trade and Industry will renew
the action program and change its empha-
sis from technology development to dis-
semination.

The wind energy action program, pub-
lished in 1993, aims at 100 MW by the
year 2005. The new energy strategy does

not have a specific target for wind energy
but in the different scenarios the share
varies between 1 and 4 TWh Der vear.

International Energy Agency

10.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

10.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

1997 showed some sign of a new start for
wind energy development in Finland.
Installed capacity rose by 4.6 MW or 63 "1'

to almost 12 MW. Nearly all turbines
were, however, installed by operators
with previous experience in wind energy
and it seems difficult to get the interest to
spread across the country. See Figure 10.1.

Wind energy activities seem to be concen-
trated in three different regions. In the
autonomous region of the Aland islands
in the Southwest, development is focused
around a specific wind energy co-opera-
tive with more than 2,000 shareholders
and significant local support. Although,
the co-operative does not own all the tur-
bines installed, it is, howevet the domi-
nant player in the region.

In the area around the northern part of
the Gulf of Bothnia several players are

active. The most significant is a utility
with a clear strategy to develop wind
energy "step-by-step." The 1.2 MW
installed this year is already the third ini-
tiative by the utility. As the utility is

clearly committed, the interest has spread
to the neighboring municipalities and util-
ities which are taking action.

The third area with significant wind
energy activity is Lapland in northern
Finland. Here the power company
Kemijoki is developing both technology
and its own strategies to have a signifi-
cant share of wind energy in the future.
See Table 10.1.

10.2.2 Comparison With Cross Electricity
Consumption

The annual gross power consumption
rose in 1997 to 73 TWh. The annual
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Table 10.1 Installed capacity and production of wind energy in Finland.

NEW CAPACITY TOTAL CAPACITY

ll1r0 IMW)
PRODUCTION

(GWh)

1992

| 993

t994

| 995

t996
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growth is expected to be about 2-4 o/,' for
the next decades. The current power pro-
duction capacity during years with nor-
mal rainfall amounts to about 75 TWh.

10.2.3 Numbers, type and ownership of
machines

Eight new turbines were installed in
Finland during 1997 bringing the total
number to 31. All of them are of Danish
manufacturing except for one German
turbine installed in 7997. All installations
are single turbines or small groups of up
to four turbines. Most turbines. so far. are

t2

t0
3

8

6

4

2

0

Year

Figure 10.1 Installed wind energy capacity in Finland
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owned by power companies, utilities or
companies partly owned by utilities. Still,
a large share is owned by co-operatives or
specific wind energy companies. See Table
10.2

10.2.4 Performance and Operational
Experience

Of the existing 31 wind turbines, two are
considered test or research turbines. These
are not operated under commercial terms
but are undergoing testing of materials
and components and therefore have lower
performance than the other turbines.

lnstalled Wind
Capacity,'MW

Wind Energr
Production, GWh

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort t997
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Table 10.2 Number of new wind turbines in Finland installed each vear.

YEAR < t00 kw 200-300 kw 450-600 kw TOTAL

t99 |

t992

1993

t994

| 995

t996

t997

The other turbines under standard opera-
tion show typical availabilities of
92-100%, with an average availability of
97%.ln 1997, one turbine had a longer
downtime period due to a lightning
strike.

Some turbines have had shorter down-
time periods due to the formation of ice
on the blades, losing some production
during the winter months. This concerns
turbines in southern Finland where icing
events are rare and passing so machines
are not specially equipped to prevent this.

10.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

10.3.1 Status of Manufacturing Industry

There are no wind turbine manufacturers
in Finland. However, main components
such as gearboxes and induction genera-
tors are produced and sold to the main
wind turbine manufacturers. AIso materi-
als like steel plates and glass-fibre are sold
to the wind industry. The total turnover of
this "sale of components" is estimated at
about FIM 300 million in 7997. The sales
have increased steadily during the 90s.

The industry has been very successful in
supplying components to medium-sized
wind turbines up to 750 kW. The transi-
tion towards larger wind turbines of
1-1.5 MW might change the situation. The
components industry is developing its
product range to fit the large-scale tur-
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bines. This has required some investments
in new production facilities.

In cooperation with Danish manufactur-
ers, a blade heating system for wind tur-
bines operating under icing conditions is
being developed into a new commercial
product. Production facilities for this pur-
pose are being started up.

10.3.2 Support industries

Four Danish manufacturers have selling
agents operating in Finland. Further, there
are several small and one large consulting
company working in the field of wind
energy. They carry out a wide range of
activities, such as feasibility studies, engi-
neering, environmental analyses and
potential studies. They are also offering
full contractual and O&M services. but,
because of the slow development of the
market, they have not yet been able to
carry out these activities.

10.4 ECONOMICS

Wind produced electricity is mostly
rewarded with the average marginal costs
of purchase for the utilities. This amounts
to ibout FIM 0.15-0.20lkwh depending
on the utility. No fixed price has been

established. Some utilities offer their cus-
tomers a "green power tariff" with an

extra charge of FIM 0.02-0.04lkwh that is
allocated directly (minus VAT) to the
wind energy producer. The successes of

5

6

t7

t7

2l

23

3l

5t
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these tariffs have, however, so far been

modest.

Average prices of electricity for the indus-
try is in the range of FIM 0.15-0.25lkwh
and for domestic consumers,
FrM 0.40-0.60/kwh.

The electricity market was liberalized in
7995 and, from the beginning of 7997,

small consumers can also participate in
the market. Power sales and distribution
are separated and consumers can buy
their power from anywhere and transfer
the power through the common grid. So

far this has been administratively impos-
sible for small customers but will eventu-
ally be made easier.

10.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

10.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

The Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI)
can subsidize installations by up to 40%

of the investment. The percentage is

decided upon on a project-by-project basis
and handling time has been rather long,
up to over half a year. Preference is given
to projects that include some kind of tech-
nical innovation.

From the beginning of 7997 the taxation
was moved from energy production to
energy consumption. Where the produc-
tion tax was CO2-related, the consump-
tion tax is a general electricity tax that
does not consider fuel or any environmen-
tal impact. However, wind energy and
other small local energy production
receives extra support of FIM 0.02/kwh,
corresponding to the electricity tax for
industrial consumers.

10.5.2 Planning and Grid Issues

According to the Electricity Market Act
from7995, all power plants have to get
access to the public grid according to gen-
eral cost pricing.

When the energy market is opened and
Finland will join Nordpool, the Nordic
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power pool, electricity prices might rise

somewhat in general, but prices will still
be lower than the costs for wind energy.

10.5.3 Institutional Factors

Regional Environmental Centres have
authority regarding planning and envi-
ronment issues in the respective regions.

Some of them have a strong negative atti-
tude towards wind energy. Several
prospective projects have been stopped,
either by local or regional councils, due to
the difficulty in getting planning permis-
sion.

A working group of the Ministry of
Environment published in 7997 a draft
report concerning how wind turbines
should be considered in local and regional
planning and which factors should be

concerned in the handling of applications
for planning permissions for wind tur-
bines. The final report is expected soon
and is directed towards local and regional
planning authorities.

10.5.4 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

The visual impact on the landscape is the
most difficult planning problem related to

'#,i
Figure 10.2 Location of installed wind turbines
in Finland (See Table 10.3 for key).

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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wind energy and, after economics, this is
the most significant obstacle to develop-
ment. The reason is simply that the
regions with the most wind are also very
picturesque and environmentally valu-
able. In particular, the Finnish archipelago
is significant in shaping the national iden-
tity. Further, many Finns have summer
cottages, in the countryside, especially in
the archipelago and other coastal regions.
At their summer cottages people want to
have a close relation to untouched nature.
They do not want modern technology, like
wind turbines, in close vicinity.

1 0.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

10.6.i Funding levels

Most of the R&D related to wind energy
has been carried out within the national
energy research program NEMO2 that has

been operating since 1993, funded by the
Technical Development Centre TEKES.

Ordinary R&D projects can get national
funding up to 50 '/o. Under certain condi-
tions the support can reach 60 o/", e.g. in
the national research programs. R&D car-
ried out by the industry can also get fund-
ing up to 60 "1,.

10.6.2 Priorities

Priority is given to projects that have an
industrial benefit, i.e. projects leading to
results that can be rapidly utilized by the
industry. An indicator of this is usually
the amount of direct financing by the
industry. Regarding wind energy, priority
is given to projects that strengthen the
position of the component industry and
projects that increase the value added of
material supplies.

10.6.3 Offshore Developments

R&D on offshore installations is focused
on foundation technology. In addition to
wave and wind loading, the foundation
also has to take ice loads into account.

Table 10.3 Installed wind

LOCATION

turbines in Finland

NO. x RATING, kW
YEAR

INSTALLED

l. Paljasselkd'

2. Korsnis

3. Sottunga

4. Siikajoki

5. Kalaioki

6. Kemi

7. Pori

8. Hailuoto

9. Pyhdtunturi

10. Eckero

I l. Kuivaniemi

| 2. Kopparnds

13. Lammasoaivi

14.li

15. Kokar

16. Lemland
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The sea in offshore locations is covered
with ice up to 100 days every year. To

make matters worse, the whole ice field is
moving and building ice ridges on the
shorelines that can reach up to 30 m
height. Despite these difficulties, large-
scale offshore installations are possible
with foundation technology used in other
applications, such as lighthouses.

R&D on offshore technology used to focus
on the numerous small rocks and islands,
that were recognized as natural founda-
tions for wind turbines. Due to environ-
mental concern it has, however, been
impossible to get planning permission for
any such project.

10.5.4 International Collaboration

Most internaiional R&D collaboration is
carried out within the European Union's
research programs. ln 1997 , Finnish com-
panies and research institutes took part in
at least seven different projects. There is
also active participation in the dissemina-
tion programs.

R&D projects funded by the EU programs
can be co-funded up to 20"/' by TEKES, if
the projects fit in with the general targets
for technical R&D, that are described
above.

A working group for bilateral cooperation
with Russia in the field of renewable
energy was started in 1995. The main
objectives are to maintain the research
potential in Russian research institutes
and to assist broader international cooper-
ation.

Figure 10.3 One of the two Bonus 450-kW
wind turbines, with ice preventing systems in
the blades, that are installed on top of the fell
Lammasoaivi in northem Finland
(Long. 21"20', Lat. 58'50').

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoon 1997
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CHAPTER I I

11.1. GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

11.1.1. Aims and Objectives

The actual program, the "4th Program for
Energy Research and Technology", has

been in force since 1996 and has again
been carried out by the Federal Ministry
for Education, Science, Research and
Technology (BMBF).

The program follows consistently the
goals of the former programs to conserve
limited resources, to improve the security
of the German energy supply, and to pro-
tect the environment and the climate. Two
general objectives are emphasized.

1. Creation of the necessary prerequi-
sites;

2. Contribution to the modernization of
the national economy, to maintain the
German technology position and to
improve the exports.

Research and technology policy should
set boundary conditions which allow the
development of a sufficiently broad spec-

trum of technical options.

11.1.2 Strategy

The strategy of the R&D funding of the
4th Program follows three aims.

1. Improvement of the performance and
reliability of existing techniques.

2. Development and demonstration of
technological concepts for the future.

3. Support of basic research for 1 and 2
above.

In the short and medium term, an impor-
tant contribution to decrease energy con-
sumption and to reduce CO2-emission is
expected from the improvement of ther-
mal power stations and a further use of
rational energy. From today's point of
view nuclear power has one of the largest

International Energy Agency
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potentials to reduce CO2-emission, but its
further utilization is politically disputed.
The government politics maintain that
this energy source should contribute to
the "energy-mix" of Germany.

In the medium or long term, renewable
energies are expected to contribute signifi-
cantly to the German energy supply and
to reduce CO2-emission. Technically
rather advanced, but not in all cases eco-

nomically competitive, is the utilization of
heat (solar thermal, heat pumps, biomass)
and electricity (wind power, waste contri-
bution, biomass, photovoltaic). A long
term possibility for the energy supply is
controlled nuclear fusion. Here R&D is

considered to be important and thus is
supported strongly by the program.

The full range of strategy measures covers
various technologies. For this report, the
item Renewable Energies and Rational
Use is of special interest. Table 11.1 shows
the technologies of this part and the plan-
ning of the budget until2001.

11.1.3 Targets

The "4th Program for Energy Research

and Energy Technologies" is related to the

political target of the German government
to reduce the CO2-emission by 25"hby the
year 2005 from 1990 levels. The sustained
implementation of the program will con-
tribute to reaching this target together
with measures taken in other fields, such
as traffic. German industry will contribute
to the government obligation, as declared

on March 1996,by reducing its specific

CO2 emission by 20 % by the Year 2005

compared to 1990 levels.

Governmental targets for wind energy in
Germany are not specified. In governmen-
tal publications, a yearly wind electricity
production of up to several per cent of the

electricity production are considered to be
possible. Within the "250 MW Wind"
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Table 11.1 Budget for "Rational Eenrgy Use Saving of Fossil Energy for Consumers" and for
Renewable Energies 1996-2001, status 8/97, BMBF and Ministry of Agriculture (Biomass)

TECHNOLOGY t996 t997 1998 t999 200 |

Rational Energy Use,
Saving of Fossil Energy for Consumers

. Solar thermal power, heating of buildings

. Heat Storage

. Energy-saving industrial processes

. Large research facilities

3s.0

2.0

t3. I

20

29.0

2.0

8.0

20

29.0

t.5

8.1

20

28.5

t.5

7.5

22

29.3 29.5

t.0 r.0

7.5 6.5

22 24

Total

Renewable Energies

. Photovoltaic

. Wind Power (incl. 250 MW-Programme)

. Biomass

. Geothermal Energy and other renewables

. Application systems for southern climatic
conditions

. Large research facilities

70. I 59.0 58.6 59.8

59.2

49.9

5.7

4.2

22.4

67.l

64.0

35.0

t0.0

3.0

t4.0

78.0

64.0 64.0

3s.8 37.2

t0.0 | | .0

4.0 3.7

r3.5 5.3

78.5 77.4

64.0 64.0

37.8 40. I

r3.0 t3.0

4.0 4.5

4.0 3.0

80.4 79.0

208.5 204.0 205.8 t98.6 203.2 203.6

Program a total rated power of about
390 MW will be reached (250 MW refers
to the WECS power at 10 m/s wind
speed), corresponding to a yearly electric-
ity production of all turbines (including
the early, smaller WECS) of roughfr
1800 h x 390 MW t 70"/o = 0.7 x 70v kWh t
10%, or almost 0.2% of the total actual
produced electricity.

Two Cerman Federal States published
specific targets. Lower Saxony: 1000 MW
by the year 2000 (status end7996:
426 MW) and Schleswig-Holstein:
1200 MW by the year 2010 or 25o/, of
Schleswig-Holstein electricity consump-
tion (by the end of 7996,631 MW corre-
sponding to 8.6% of Schleswig-Holstein's
electricity consumption).

11.2. COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

11.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

By December 31., 1997, the number of
installed wind turbines was 5,193, with a

total rated power of 2082 MW. Some 849

turbines with a total of 534 MW were
installed in 1997. Compared to 7996, the
total rated power increased by nearly
25%.

The total number of turbines in operation
by December 37,7997 within the "250
MW Wind" Program was 1,511 (29% of all
WECS), corresponding to a total of
346 MW (16% of the total capacity). The
development of wind power in Germany
is shown in Table 11.2. The distribution of
wind power for the 16 German states is
given in Table 11.3.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Table 11.2 Development of Wind Power in Germany; "250 MW Wind" and total.

DATE NUMBER OF WECs MTED POWER
(MVD

WIND ELECTRICITY
PRODUCTTON (to',kwh)

250 MW TOTAL
WIND

250 MW TOTAL
WIND

250 MW TOTAL
WIND

i

i

I

)
i

I

I

)

I

I

I

3t.t2.t989

3r.r2.r990

3r.t2.t991

3t.t2.t992

3r.t2.t993

3r.t2.t994

3r.t2.t995

3r.r2.r996

3t.12.1997

The total rated power wind turbines in
the three coastal Federal States
Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony),
Schleswig-Holstein, and Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern was 1,320 MW (63"1, of the
total installed power) corresponding to
3,280 WECS (63"1, of the total number of
WECS). The regional distribution of
WECS operating within the "250 MW
Wind" Program, and their rated capacity
for different rated power classes by
December 31.7995, was evaluated. See

Figure 11.1.

71.2.2 Comparison with Conventional
Public Electricity Consumption

The total public electricity consumption in
Germany for 1997 was 467x10Y kwh.
According to the data given in the
Table 11.1, it follows that dwing7997
wind power contributed 0.7% to the
German public electricity consumption
fl996:0.5'1,). The contribution of all
renewables, mostly hydro-power, is
around 5%,.

0.0003

0.0 16 0.58

0.089 0.l3

0.20 | 0.28

0.302 0.5

0.462 r.0

0.543 1.5

0.523 2.0

0.580 3.0-3.3

11.2.3 Numbers/Type, Make of
Turbines/Ownership

For the number of turbines installed in
1997 and in total we refer to section 17.2.I,
Table 11.2 and 11.3 as well as Table 11.5.

The statistics of different WECS types are

available for WECS within the "250 MW
Wind" Program, see Figure 11.2. The
Figure represents the situation from the
beginning of the program in about 1990

until today. In 1990 many smaller WECS -

no longer on the market - came into oper-
ation. Thanks to the "250 MW Wind"
Program the statistics of ownership are

known. See Table 11.4. Private individuals
and trade and industry (including the so

called power-investors) erected by far the
largest part of the total rated power, but
trade and industry is leading with the

average WECS size.

These numbers again reflect the develop-
ment of wind power in Germany since

7989/90 Farmers and private individuals
bought the smaller WECS available at that
time, whereas today trade and industry,
mostly new firms, invest in projects with

rs.0 256.0

t87.0 506.0

439.0 806.0

738.0 l2ll.0

1058.0 1797.0

l317.0 26t7.0

t466.0 3528.0

1552. | 4326.0

t5|.0 5193.0

t.4

30.8

72.2

r2t.3

| 83.9

255.5

3 il.0

335.0

343.8

20.0

60.0

|| t.0

t83.0

334.0

643.0

I r20.0

t546.0

2082.0

I

,
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Table 11.3 Distribution of wind power for the German Federal States.

FEDERAL STATE MTED POWER

TOTAL t997

NUMBER OF WECS

TOTAL 1997

Schleswig-Holstein

Niedersachsen

Nordrhein-Westfalen

Mecklenberg-Vorpommern

Brandenberg

Hessen

Sachsen

Rheinland-Pfalz

Sachsen-Anhalt

Thijringen

Hamburg

Bayern

Saarland

Baden-Wilrttemberg

Bremen

Berlin

630.8

565.2

245.6

t24.6

90.8

I r5.4

99.0

58.9

6 t.l

33.9

t6.4

r5.0

5.8

t2.6

5.75

0.75

90.650

t37.t60

87.050

39.ss0

r6.330

43.200

28.900

2 | .300

34.8 t0

r5.800

5.000

5.600

0.600

6.220

t.800

0.000

| 523

| 460

736

297

2t2

231

206

t7l

r36

73

37

43

t3

35

t7

3

t36

202

t42

63

32

66

48

35

63

30

9

9

I

t0

5

0

WECS of the actual commercial 500- to
600-kW class of European manufacturers.

77.2.4 P erformance and Operational
Experience

The average technical availability for 7996
was again more than 98 %. That means an
average stand-still time of about 80 h per
year per unit. The performance of wind
turbines in Germany is recorded in some
detail in the "250 MW Wind" Program.
For this purpose, ISET carries out a
Scientific Measurement and Evaluation
Program WMEP on behalf of BMBF.

Figure 11.3 shows examples of failure sta-
tistics and statistics of repaired and
exchanged parts. More than 50 % of the

)o

causes of failure are identified with com-
ponent failure and control system of the
WECS, a quarter of the causes are identi-
fied with external influences (high wind
grid failure, lightning, icing).

11.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

11.3.1 Market Shares

Table 11.5 shows the shares of the suppli-
ers on the German market in 7997.
Turbines with a rated power of between
400 and 750 kW were iold almost exclu-
sively. In all 703 turbines corresponded to
388 MW. Enercon could extend its leading
position, followed by Vestas and AN
WIND. The 4th position was occupied by

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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I Ni"d"rsa.hsen (95.4 total MV!

f, Schleswig Holstein (103.7 total MW;

ffi Nordrhein-Westfalen (28.3 total MW)

[] Otner (116.4 total MW)

Rated Power Class, kW

Figure 11.1 WMEP. Regional distribution of rated capacity for different rated power classes by
December 31. t996.
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NEGMICON followed by Nordex. No. 6
andT are Tacke and ]acobs Energy.

11.3.2 New Products and Technical
Developments

The German company Enercon developed
an advanced smaller size turbine, the E 30

(200 kW gearless) especially for export.
The demand for the new MW-class tur-
bines has increased considerably. [n1997,
111 WECS corresponding to a rated power
of 137 MW, with a rated power of more
than 750 kW, were sold.

11.3.3 Business Developments

The number of direct and indirect
employees in the German wind power
industry is at present around 10,000. The
total commerce connected with WECS in
Cermany in the year 1997 amounts to
1.3 billion DEM. In addition, service
teams had to be set up. On the average,
one serviceman is required for an

International Energy Agency

installed capacity of 20 MW. These jobs

are needed for the lifetime of the turbines.
Good service teams are most important in
order to maintain the excellent availabili-
ties averaging98.5 "k obtained in
Germany.

11.4. MARKET DEVELOPMENT

The rated power of the installed turbines
has increased significantly over the years.

In 1989 and 1990, the market offered
WECS with a maximum power of 250 kW,
which was soon followed by turbines pro-
ducing 300 kW. Nevertheless, the majority
of plants still had a rated nominal Power
of 100 kW or even less. The typical oPera-
tor was assumed to be a farmer who pro-
duced the electricity for the needs of his
own farm and fed the surplus electricity
into the grid. This situation has rapidly
changed owing to the technical and eco-

nomical development of WECS.
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Table 11.4 Ownership of WECs of 250-MW Wind Program by January 1998.

OWNERSHIP

Private individuals

Farmers

Trade and industry

Communities

Electricity companies

PROJECTS

595

2s2

233

5l

3l

RATED
POWER (kvv)

t8l

t38

349

r30

304

WECS MTED POWER
(MV14

677 t22.4

259 35.7

45 | 157.0

57 7.4

66 20. I

Most of the WECS erected in 1996 and
1997 have a rated power of 500 kW and
more. In 1997 the introduction of the
1,500 kW class started very successfully.

Market constraints, especially in the
Cerman coastal areas, include complaints
that wind turbine installations are
destroying the landscape and disturbing
wildlife and birds. Neighbors of WECS
complain of noise and shadow effects.
Germany has a high population density
and is short of good wind sites, where dif-
ferent users are often competing. Owing
to the necessity of noise emission reduc-
tion, a distance of about at least 500 m to
the next resident is recommended for
large-scale WECS. Although the corre-
sponding land around a WECS can still be
used as farmland, there are a lot of com-
plaints. Over the past few years, it has
become more and more difficult to get a

construction permit for WECS.

11.5. ECONOMICS

The rapid market development the late
eighties to the nineties was driven by the
favorable financing conditions in the
period. The "250 MW Wind" Program, at
that time the "100 MW-Wind" Program, of
BMBF led the way.

The "Electricity feed law" (EFL)became
effective by January 7, 1997. Since then,
the utilities have been obliged to pay the
same 90% of the average tariffs per kWh

60

that private consumers have to pay, with
taxes of 15% excluded. In 1997 this
amounts to 0.1715 DEM/kWh and
0.7679 DEM/kWh in 1998. EFL and "250
MW Wind" Program are cumulative.

In late 7997 the German Bundestag
approved a modification of the EFL to
reform the energy law, but the necessary
approval of the German Bundesrat (depu-
tizing the Federal States) was not given.
The next steps were the action of the
mediation committee between the two
houses of the parliament to reconsider the
energy law. Finally the law will come into
force in early 1998. The changes in the
EFL do not affect this refunding, but spec-
ify the financial charges of the different
utilities of the German grid and set a date
of a reconsideration of these specifications
by the Bundestag (1999).

The discussion of possible changes of the
EFL 1997 caused considerable concern in
the German Wind Power Market. But the
final result, an additional534 MW of
wind power in Germany, was even better
than in 1995.

In addition to the reimbursement accord-
ing to the EFL, a wind turbine operator
might get soft loans. The Deutsche
Ausgleichsbank offers soft loans for
WECS with an interest rate one or two
percent lower than on the capital market.
Some states in Cermany have terminated

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Enercon E32133
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Figure 11.2 WMEP: WECs types by December 3I,1997.

their investment funding programs or
switched over to soft loans, while some
other States, especially in the German
inland, still conduct programs with direct
funding.

Over the last seven years a market for
wind turbines has been established in
Germany which does not depend on
direct funding. Nevertheless, this market

International Energy Agency

depends on: the conditions for reimburse-
ment regulated in the EFL; the develop-
ment of key turn prices of WECS; and the
interest rate for loans and mortgages. A
high value for interest rates for mortgages
with a pay back time of 10 years was
reached at about 10"l,by April 1991. This
was followed by a fluctuating decrease to
less than 7% today. Assuming a pay back

6l
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rl

Cause
unknown
l3o/o

Plant
stoppage 7 | o/o

Consequences of Failure

Gear box 3olo

WEC structure 396
Other (drive
train) 2o/o

Hub 596

Generator
5o/o

Rotor
blades 696

Mechanical
brake 696

Yaw system
l0o/o

Repaired or Replaced Components

Figure 11.3 WMEP. Examples of failure statistics in1997 (preliminary)

Loosening of parts 2o/o

Lightning 296

Noise 37o

Vibration 3olo

Overload2o/o

Causing follow-up
damage2o/o

Other electrical
system 2306

Other
control
and
supewision
t8%

Component
failure 32o/o

Causes of Failure

Control
system 2l06

; Other
I consequences

| | lo/o
r.,r'':,,. p. Qverspeed

5%

Reduced
power 396

Hydraulic
system 8016
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OTHER ELECTRICAL

lnverter

Fuses

Contactors/Switches

Cables

Others

t62

20

49

36

29

28

MECHANICAL BMKE

Brake Dick

Brake Lining

Brake Shoe

Others

40

4

t9

5

8

OTHER CONTROL
AND SUPERVISION

Microprocessor

Relays

Wiring/Contacts

Others

t26

84

2l

tl
t0

GENEMTOR

Winding

Collector/Brushes

Bearings

Others

35

4

tl
3

t7

SENSORS

Wind Speed &
Wind Direction

Vibration

Temperature

Oil Pressure

Electric Power

RPM

Others

78

37

4

5

6

I

t7

I

Hub Body

Blade Adlustment

Blade Bearings

Others

37

2

29

3

3

WEC STRUCTURE

Foundation

Tower/Bolts

Nacelle Structure

Nacelle Cover

Others

t9

4

4

5

6

HYDMULIC SYSTEM

Hydraulic Pump

Pump drive

Valves

Hydraulic Pipes

Others

s3

7

I

6

tl
28

GEAR BOX

Bearings

Gearwheels

Gear Shafts

Sealings

Others

t9

I

I

4

8
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Blade Joints

Blade Body

Tip Brakes

Others

45

r0

9

t2

t4
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Rotor Bearings

Shafts

Couplings

Others
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4

I

4

2

YAW SYSTEM
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Motor
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Others

69

5

37

3

24

Figure 11.3 WMEP. Examples of failure statistics in-1,997 (preliminary) continued.
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time or a depreciation time of 10 years, it
can be calculated by established methods
that a decrease of three percent in interest
corresponds to a price decrease of 25%.

The revenue from WECS is mainly deter-
mined by the electricity production,
which can be expressed by hours of oper-
ation per year at nominal power. Under
German meteorological and on financial
conditions, it is more or less generally
accepted that for a WECS erected in 1997

the revenue will be higher than the
expenses when 2200 hours at nominal
power are obtained. At good sites close to
the German or to the Baltic Sea, where the
mean wind velocity at a height of 10 m is
between 5.5 and 6 m/ s, the majority of
WECS have lower production costs than
revenue per kWh according to the EFL.
The inland situation, where typical wind
velocities of 4 m/ s dominate, might be
different. The broad distribution of full
load hours is remarkably broad for the
three site categories: coast, low moun-
tains, and inland. This indicates that
besides the general wind regime, other
factors like the size and type of the tur-
bine and the local wind conditions may
influence the full load hours considerably.

Financing of WECS is often managed with
Iow equity. Even on inland sites, the pro-
jects are sometimes financed completely
by loans. Here, the revenue from the
WECS is needed in the first ten years to
pay for the capital costs, the insurance,
and O&M. But the investor may neverthe-
less make some profit. A depreciation
time for WECS of ten years was possible
until mid 7997. From ]uly 1st the depreci-
ation time is 12 years. With a linear depre-
ciation an investor can reduce his taxable
income by about ten percent of the turn-
key costs per year. This corresponds to
approximately DEM 100,000 per annum.
With an assumed tax rate of thirty per-
cent, the taxes to be paid by the investor
will be reduced by about DEM 30,000 per
annum. Under the circumstances consid-

64

ered, almost no corporation taxes will
have to be paid in the first ten years.
Reducing the taxable income is one of the
driving forces of the German WECS mar-
ket. On average, every investor is reduc-
ing his annual taxes considerably.

1 1.6. GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
PROCRAMS

11.6.1 Funding7997

The BMBF 1997 funding levels of wind
power were (1996 in brackets):

R&D
"250 MWWind"
ELDORADO
Total

DEM 5.5 (5.5) million
DEM 35.3 (44.3) million
DEM 6.3 (6.8) million
DEM 47. | (56.6) million

In addition, the Federal Ministry of
Economics supports renewable energies
within special guidelines for the period
7995-1998. The guidelines include the
investment grants for wind turbines of
rated power from 450 kW to 2 MW at sites
with average wind speeds up to 4.5 m/s
at 10 m height above ground. About 10

projects per year with a total of around
DEM 1 million are being realized.

11,6.2 R&D/WMEP

Recent R&D-Projects by BMBF are shown
in Table 11.6. These include the develop-
ment and test of three large-scale WECS:
The E-66 by Enercon, the 1.2 MW (two
bladed) the 4-1200 by Autoflug, and the
TW 1300 by Tacke. The Scientific
Measurement and Evaluation Program,
Phase III (WMEP) involves a

DEM 13,683 million contract for the
period of ]uly 1996 to june 2000.

11.6.3 "250-MW Wind" Program

The goal of the "250-MW Wind" Program
is to carry out a broad test of the applica-
tion of wind energy on an industrial scale,
which extends over several years. As an
incentive for their participation in the
"250-MW Wind" Program, operators of
the wind turbine/wind farm receive

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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grants for the successful operation of their
installations.

The current subsidy for operators in the
"250 MW Wind" Program is either DEM
0.06 or DEM 0.08 per kWh, depending on
whether the energy is fed into the grid or
is being used by the owner of the WECS.

The latter applies for instance to a farm, a

factory or a private household, and also to
a utility as a WECS owner. The grants are
limited to a maximum of 25 % of the total
investment costs. In certain cases (private
individuals, farmers) a subsidy of the
investment, limited to DEM 90,000, is pos-

sible.

The interest in support of the "250 MW
Wind" Program was high. Until the clos-
ing date for proposals (December 31,

1995) more than 6,000 proposals were reg-
istered. This corresponded to a total rated
power of more than 3,500 MW. During the
development of the program a total of
1,223 proposals were approved, corre-
sponding to I,573 WECS and 384.5 MW.
The last approvals were for some projects
with the new MW-size turbines erected in
7997. The program will end around the
year 2008 after 10 years of WMEP partici-
pation of the MW-size turbines.

Table 11.5 Market Shares 1997 in Cermany.

It is expected that the total
support will exceed DEM 350 million. The
costs of the measuring program are not
included in this sum and could reach
additional DEM 60-70 million for the
period 1990 to around 2007.

11.6.4 "ELDORADO Wind" Program

BMBF's interest also includes the applica-
tion of wind energy in overseas countries.
According to a study by the World Bank,
almost 50 % of the inhabitants in develop-
ing and threshold countries do not have
access to central energy supplies (electric-

ity, oil, gas etc.). They could be assisted by
decentralized concepts, and renewable
energies are considered to be an option
for decentralized energy supply.
Therefore, BMBF launched the
"ELDRADO Wind" Program in1997,
which is now being jointly carried out
with 10 partner countries. The aim of
BMBF is to encourage a large number of
users in southern climatic zones to con-
struct and operate WECS in cooperation
with German partners. By December 31,

7997,29 projects were approved by BMBF,

most of them with installations in opera-
tion. The total rated power is 30 MW (see

Table 11.7).

WECS

o/o NUMBER

MANUFACTURER MTED POWER

o/o MW

ENERCON

VESTAS

ANWIND

NEG MICON*

NORDEX

TACKE

JACOBS ENERGTE

OTHERS

37.4

t2.2

40.6

t2.3

13.4

r t.0

9.4

5.1

t.8

6.4

5.0

6.1

67.3

65. I

62.5

26.7

8.5

32.6

345

t04

|4
94

80

43

t5

54

TOTAL t00.0 534.0

rsince 
July | , 1997: merger of Nordtank Energy Group and Micon.
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Table 11.6 Wind Energy R&D Projects,7997 and the WMEP Phase III.

COSTS BMBF
SUBJECT PARTICIPANTS PERIOD (DEM) ("/")

Wind powered desalination Riigenwasser GmbH 06.93-05.97 3,89 1.5 70
plant, Rilgen

Partial supply of the hydro Hamburger 02.89-05.96 10,034.6 40
pumped storage plant Electricitdtswerke
at Geesthacht with
wind and PV

Evaluation of energy Preussen Elektra 10.9 l- 12.96 0,577.4 50.0
economics of Aeolus ll Windkraft NDS

Processing of wind Deutscher 04.92-0 | .98 0,607.0 100.0
measurement data uo to Wetterdienst
| 50 m for a planned archive
of wind data

€onstruction and installation Enercon 01.93-04.96 7.745.0 14.20
of a quiet and economic
I.5 MWWEC

Special wind data and Deutscher 07.93-06.97 | ,641.9 100.0
programs for complex Wetterdienst
terrain

Phase lll of 250 MW wind ISET 07.9-06.00 13.683.5 100.0
me:rsurement and evaluation
program WMEP

Early recognition of ISET 01 .94-12.96 1,43 1.8 50.0
turbine failure

Installation and measurement Deutsche 04.94-03.99 1.085.0 36.9
program Ventis V 12 Windenergie

lnstitut DEWI

Development and Tacke-Windtechnik 06.94-09.96 5,813.5 25.0
construction TW | 500
with I MW rated power

Detailed Investigation Windtest Kaiser- 01.95- 12.96 0,416.8 50.0
WT Flicker Wilhelm-Koog

Fatigue Loads WECs VDMA 07.95-6.97 0,443.6 50.0

MW WECs inland RWE 06.95-12.97 4,893.6 20.43

Control LS WECs ISET 07.95-06.98 1,t92.9 40

Noise reduction WEGs Fordergesellschaft 12.95-1 1.96 0,283.2 100.0
Windenergie

Active stall rotor blade Abeking & Rasmussen 08.96-07.98 2,505. | 50

Lightning protection WECS Fordergesellschaft 10.96-09.99 0,600 50
Windenergie

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Table l'1.7 Prolects of the ELDORADO Wind Program, status December 1997.

COUNTRY NO.SITE TECHNOLOGY
TOTAL

APPLICATION RATED
POWER (kVV)

ARGENTINA

BMZIL

CHINA

EGYPT

JORDAN

LATAVIA

POI.AND

RUSSIA

WHITE

UKRAINE

Santa Cruz

Bariloche

Patagonia

Buratovich

Minas Gerais

Fortaleza

Rio Grande do Sul

Zhurihe

Dalian

Luoyang

Qinghai

Xinjiang

Xinjiang

Hainan

Inner Mongolia

Luoyang

Urumqi

Inner Mongolia

Hurgada

Hofa{uhfiyya

Ainazai

Gdansk

Plock

Rostov/Don

Wolgograd I

Wolgograd 2

Minsk

Minsk

Donezk

t0

3

2

2

4

4

5

4

4

t0

7

2

3

5

t0

3

3

t0

t0

5

4

2

5

t0

I

2

Ventis 20-100

AN-Bonus 450

TW-600

AN-Bonus

Tacke TW 250

Tacke TW 300

Ventis 20- | 00

HSW 250

HSW 250

HSW 250

AN rs0/30

Tacke 600

AN-Bonus 450

Jacobs

Wenus

HSW 250

Jacobs

Wenus

Ventis 20-100

Vestas V27l225

Tacke TW-600

Tacke 600

Seewind

HSW3O

Siidwind N 1237

S0dwind N 1237

Siidwind

Jacobs 500 kW

Sildwind

Wind Farm 1,000

Wind Farm 1,350

Single Turbines 1,200

Single Turbines 1,200

Wind Farm 1,000

Wind Farm 1,200

Wind Farm 500

Wind Farm 1,000

Wind Farm 1,000

Wind Farm (4,6) 2,500

Wind Farm 1,050

Wind Farm 1,200

Wind Farm 1,350

Wind/Diesel 165

Wind/Diesel 50

Wind Farm 750

Wind Farm 1,500

Wind Farm 50

Wind Farm 1,000

Wind Farm l,125

Wind Farm 1,200

Wind Farm 1,200

Wind Farm 1,660

Wind Farm 300

Single Turbine 37

Single Turbine 74

Wind Farm 1,080

Single Turbines 1,000

Wind Farm 1,350

4

2

5

TOTAL t4l 30,02 |
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GREECE
CHAPTER I2

12.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

There has been no revision of the National
Program of Greece during 1997. Greece is

one of the European countries possessing
high wind energy potential. It is among
the aims of the government to substitute
expensive imported fuel, currently used
for electricity production in a large part of
the Greek territory, by exploiting the
country's wind potential. Government
support for wind energy exploitation is
part of a larger new policy, concerning
renewable energy sources. The major
strategic goals of the national policy for
the development of the renewable energy
sources are:

1. Increase of the efficiency of the
energy system

2. Environmental protection by decreas-

ing the emission of atmospheric pol-
lutants

3. Improvement of the safety of the
energy system by diversifying energy
supplies

4. CO2emissions by 2000 at the levels ol
t990

5. Decentralization of energy production

6. Active involvement of the Greek
industry - creation of new jobs

7. Development of new technology

In 7995, a target of 350 MW of installed
wind energy capacity by the year 2005

was announced by the Ministry for
Development (MD). In this year, a signifi-
cant stimulus to the development of wind
energy in Greece has been given by the
introduction of a new legal framework.
The new Law 2244/94, dealing with and
regulating the electricity production from
renewable energies, has been followed by
a ministerial decree detailing its imple-
mentation. The main features of the new

lnternational Energy Agency

framework regarding wind energy are the
opening of the market to the private sec-

tor and the precise definition of the tariffs
for the energy produced. In addition, the
Public Power Corporation of Greece
(PPC) is obliged to buy the wind-pro-
duced electricity with contracts having a

10-year duration, with the possibility of a

10-year extension.

There are two national programs currently
supporting wind energy proiects. Wind
projects may be subsidized up to 45'lo of
the project cost and get up to 45% reduced
interest rate soft loan. This is imple-
mented within a continuous program
according to the "Law for the Economical
Development" 7892/90 of the Ministry for
National Economy.

The so-called Operational Program for
Energy (OPE)-Renewables within the
'Community Support Framework, for the

years 1994 - 1999, is implemented by the

Ministry for Development. The total bud-
get for renewables including private con-
tribution is 1.66.6 MECU and the maxi-
mum budget allocated for wind energy is
43.3 MECU representing 26'/' of the total
budget. Financial support for wind energy
is 40o/", considering the maximum subsi-
dized project cost 1,150 ECU/kW.

During 1997 there have been two calls for
proposals in the framework of the OPE'
After the first call, five proposals for wind
projects were accepted, with a total bud-
get 28.4 MECU, corresponding to 22.8

MW installed capacity. The results of the

second call will be announced during
1998.

12.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND ENERCY

The development of wind energy within
the last eight years is shown in
Figures 12.1 and 12.2, wherc the capacity
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of installed wind turbines, the annual
energy production, and the wind farm's
capacity factor are illustrated. In the same

period, the installed conventional capacity
was increased from approximately 9 GW
in 1990 to approximately 10 GW in1997.
It is clear that, in large part, the develop-
ment of wind energy was between 1991

and1993, when PPC put into operation its
MW scale wind parks. The contribution of
PPC to the total installed capacity is today
as high as 88%. The rest of the capacity
belongs to public companies and local
authorities, while only a few hundred kW
are owned by individuals.

Three WECS of total capacity of 1 MW
have been connected to the electricity
supply network in1997, bringing the total
installed wind energy capacity up to
28.6 MW (159 machines).

The wind turbines installed in Greece are
constant speed, stall or pitch-regulated
machines, constructed in Denmark,
Belgium, and Germany. The only wind
turbine of variable speed technology is a
150-kW stall-regulated machine, which

was designed and manufactured in
Creece.

The energy produced from wind turbines
during 1997 is approximately 38 GWh,
while the energy produced in1996 and
1995 was 37.2GWh and 33.4 GWh respec-
tively. Figure 12.2 shows the electricity
produced from wind turbines for the last
six years and the corresponding capacity
factor. The last was calculated excluding
the two PPC wind farms (10.2 MW in
total), which have been out of operation
since january 7994.

The two biggest wind farms of PPC, 5.1
MW each (17x300 kW Windmaster Wind
turbine), have been out of operation since
the beginning of 7994 due to serious dam-
age on their rotor blades. The defect was
detected during commissioning. The
replacement of the blades began during
7997 and is expected to be completed in
1998 for both wind parks.

12.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

Except for a couple of small wind turbine
manufacturers (typical range 1.0-5.0 kW),
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Figure 12.1 Installed wind capacity in MW.
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Figure 12.3 This 1.5-MW wind farm on the island of Andros is owned by the Public Power
Corporation of Greece.

there is no wind turbine manufacturing
industry in Greece. However, all the tubu-
lar towers for imported machines of PPC

were constructed in Greece by two private
companies, following the original draw-
ings. The steel industry is quite developed
in the country and can easily support
wind turbine manufacturing. In the past,
the Hellenic Aerospace Industry (HAI),
was involved with the construction of
wind turbines for PPC. But its activities
were limited to a program of 50 machines
based on imported Danish know-how.

A certificate from a certifying authority is

required to operate a wind turbine in
Greece with rating of more than 20 kW,
unless it is owned by PPC. The Center for
Renewable Energy Sources (CRES) is, by
law, the certifying authority for wind tur-
bines in Greece. However, CRES accepts

approval certificates issued by authorized
institutions, while it is working on certifi-
cation procedures and standards to be fol-
lowed nation-wide, taking into account
the individual climate characteristics of
Greece.

International Energy Agency

12.4 ECONOMICS

The system of power generation in Greece

is divided into two categories: the so-

called interconnected system of the main-
land and the autonomous power plants of
the islands. PPC is the only utility respon-

sible for production, distribution, and
exploitation of electricity. Despite the dif-
ferent production costs in the two sys-
tems, a single price for electricity is

charged all over the country, depending
on the identity of the consumer and the
voltage class. During 1997, there has been

an increase of 3.5"1, for all PPC tariffs. The
following tariffs for the three voltages are

the most typical.

1. Low Voltage 25.83 Drs/kWh

2. Medium Voltage 27.69 Drs/kWh and

965 Drs/kW (peak power value)

3. High Voltage 13.64/ 7.00 /9.46
Drs/kWh, peak/min load/rest hours
respectively 2191 Drs/kW (peak
power value)
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The prices paid by PPC for renewable
energies are based on the actual selling
price. For the autonomous island grids
the prices are set at90"h of the low volt-
age tariff , i.e.23.24 Drs/kWh. For the
interconnected grid, the tariffs have two
components; energy and power (capacity
credit). The energy component is set at
90% of the medium or high voltage tariffs,
depending on the type of grid connection
of the wind power plant. The power com-
ponent is set at 50% of the respective PPC

power charge.

1. Medium voltage 18.79 Drs/kWh and
241.2 drs/kW x P (P: the maximum
measured power production over the
billing period)

2. Highvoltage 1.2.27/ 6.30/ 8.52
Drs/kWh, peak/min load/rest hours
respectively 547.8 drs/kW x P (P: the
maximum measured power produc-
tion between two successive measure-
ments in the peak hour zone)

The total cost of wind power projects
depends on the type of wind turbine, the
size and accessibility. It varies between
330,000-400,000 Drs/kW. The generated
wind power cost could be assumed to be
between 9.0 and 16.0 Drs/kWh, depend-
ing on the site and project cost.

The typical interest rate for financing any
project without subsidies is about 16%.

However, many investments including
wind projects may profit by reduced soft
loan according to the so called "Law for
the Economical Development" 1892 / 90.

12.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Low selling prices in conjunction with the
restriction of power generation from the
private sector (with the exception of auto
production), strongly affected wind
energy development, although the first
wind turbines have been operating since
1984. As a result, wind energy was limited
to the activities of PPC and of some public
organizations.
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As soon as the new Law 2244/94was
issued in early 7995, a great interest has

been shown by the private sector in devel-
oping wind power projects. According to
the Law, anyone can develop power
plants up to 50 MW from renewable
energy and sell electricity to PPC, mark-
ing the end of the monopoly of PPC on
power generation from wind energy.
Other features affecting the development
are more simplified procedures (less

bureaucracy) and attractive buy-back
prices. Until now, applications for a total
of 1,000 MW have been submitted to the
Ministry of Development from which
approximately 800 MW are for wind
energy projects. During 1997, eight wind
energy projects of a total 40-MW capacity
have completed the licensing procedure
and an installation license has been
issued. These projects are to be imple-
mented in 1998.

The first large wind energy project under
the new legal framework (10 MW on the
island of Crete) is under construction. It is
expected to be operational by summer
7998.

Environmental impacts such as visual
impact and noise emissions are minimal
due to the landscape characteristics of
Greece. Almost all wind power plants are
sited in remote areas, thus minimizing
complaints. In addition, no bird kills have
been reported.

Although strong opposition defeated a
projected wind farm on Lesvos Island
(due to archaeological interest in the area),
there has been no other significant oppo-
sition against wind energy to date. The
public attitude is rather positive in gen-
eral. However, special attention should be
given when planning projects on small
tourist islands with strictly traditional
architecture.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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12.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R,D&DPROGRAMS

The Ministry of Development promotes
all R, D&D activities in the country.
Government-sponsored R, D&D activities
include applied and basic R&D as well as

demonstration projects.

Key areas of R&D in the field of wind
energy in the country are: wind assess-

ment and integration; standards and certi-
fication; development of wind turbines;
aerodynamics, structural loads, blade test-
ing, noise, power quality, wind-powered
desalination and integration in
autonomous power systems. There is no
activity in Greece concerning MW-size
wind turbines or offshore deployment.

12.6.1 Research and Development

A project for the development of a

450-kW wind turbine was initiated within
the framework of the EPET-II National
Program in 1995. The contract of
1.9 MECU was signed the summer of 1995

between a consortium of companies and
the General Secretariat for Research and

Technology (GSRT). The project is aimed
at both the development of a 450-kW vari-
able-speed, stall-regulated wind turbine,
and the development of blade manufac-
turing technology. The contract has a
duration of three years and the prototype
is expected to be installed at the test site
for extensive measurements in 1998.

CRES is the national organization for the
promotion of renewable energy in Greece

and, by law, the certifying authority for
wind turbines. CRES is mainly involved
in applied R&D and is active in the field
of aerodynamics, structural loads, noise,

power quality, variable speed, wind-
desalination, standards and certification,
wind assessment, and integration.

The development of a national certifica-
tion system for wind turbines is consid-
ered a crucial parameter for the successful
implementation of new strategic plans for
extensive use of wind energy in the coun-
try. CRES'Wind Energy Department is

continuing the development of the
National Certification Svstem, as well as

Figure 12.2 Wind power annual output and capacity factor'
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participating in the standardization work
carried out by the Hellenic Organization
for Standardization (ELOT) in the frame-
work of European and International orga-
nizations, regarding wind energy matters.

Greece has been actively involved in the
IEC TC-88 since 1. / 1. / 1997 and partici-
pates in WG 9 dealing with the develop-
ment of a standard for Wind turbine
Certification, WG 10 dealing with power
quality and WG 11 dealing with Wind tur-
bine load measurement. Furthermore,
Greece is actively involved in the
European standardization work partici-
pating in the activities of CLC/BTTF83-2
and its wind generators.

The CRES blade testing facility is going to
be used as an integral part of the certifica-
tion system underway. The facility is fully
operational and several blade tests have
already been conducted. The blade testing
facility, which is one of the most advanced
testing facilities in the world, can be used
for static, dynamic or fatigue testing of
blades up to 25-m long.

The CRES Wind-Diesel Hybrid laboratory
system, which simulates small auto-
nomous grid operation common in the
islands of the Aegean Sea, has been fully
operational and several tests have been
made. The system can be effectively used
in optimizing the integration of renewable
energies in such systems.

A number of research projects were run-
ning or initiated at CRES during 1997, co-
funded by DGXII and GSRT (the Greek
Secretariat for Research and Technology)
aiming at:

1. Characterizing the main features of
complex or mountainous sites, as
most of the favorable for wind energy
development sites are of such topog-
raphy; and identifying the crucial
parameters affecting both the power
performance and the loading of dif-
ferent types of wind turbines
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operating at such environments. In
that direction, new techniques are

under development for power-curve
measurement of wind turbines oper-
ating in complex terrain.

2. Developing new techniques for power
quality measurement and assessment.

3. Contributing know-how to wind tur-
bine standardization procedures.

4. Developing blade testing techniques
within the in-house experimental
facility.

5. Understanding generic aerodynamic
performance of wind turbine blades
through CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) techniques.

6. Developing cost-effective micro-siting
techniques for complex terrain
topographies.

7. Developing GIS (Geographic
Information System) techniques for
optimum wind-energy planning on
a local level.

Basic R&D on wind energy is mainly per-
formed at the country's technical universi-
ties. The Fluids Section of the Mechanical
Engineering Department of the National
Technical University of Athens (NTUA) is
active in the field of wind modeling, rotor
aerodynamics, load calculation, fatigue
analysis noise and wind farm design.

In7995, the R&D activities at the Fluids
Section of NTUA, have focused on: a)
refining design tools, siting predictions
and noise level estimations, b) stall and its
control by means of air jets and mechani-
cal vortex generators. More specifically,
R&D focuses on the following.

1. Siting: Further development of the
existing numerical tools, has pro-
duced a model based on a telescooic
local grid refinement which increise
the accuracy of calculations

IEA R&D Wind Annual Repon 1997
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significantly (Grid spacing of 20 m is
now achievable).

2. Aerodynamics: a) A new viscous-in
viscid interaction model for the
unsteady flow around profiles has

been concluded and validated, b)A
comparative investigation of different
turbulence models has been initiated
and is aiming at the best possible pre-
diction of stall, c) The boundary layer
control on a systematic numerical
investigation based on CDF tools was
started by means of vortex generators
of the air jets or mechanical type. d)
The GAST aeroelastic tool was given
a user friendly form and is currently
disseminated, e) 3D Navier-Stokes
models for rotor aerodynamics have
started being evaluated.

3. Aeracoustics: A model for predicting
noise emissions from wind parks and
their propagation has been concluded,
and is now being evaluated against
measurements.

The Applied Mechanics Section of the
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Department of the University of Patras
(UP) has, since1990, focused on educa-
tional and R&D activities involving com-
posite materials and structures. Emphasis
has been placed on structural design and
dynamics of composite rotor blades of
wind turbines. Experience has been
acquired as a result of involvement in
research projects supported either by the
GSRT and/or the European Union.

The University of Patras has successfully
completed structural designs for a 5.5-m
and a 10-m GRP blade, the verification of
which was performed by full scale static
and modal tests at the CRES blade testing
laboratory. During 1997, in the framework
of the EPET-II National Program, a 14-m
GRP rotor blade was designed by UP and
is currently under construction by a Greek
industrial partner. In collaboration with
CRES, a comprehensive analytical and
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experimental program was initiated as to
the effects of structural damping on blade
fatigue design and performance.

Other research activities of the Applied
Mechanics Section, both analytical and
experimental, have mainly focused on
(a) fatigue failure prediction of multidirec-
tional laminates under combined stress

state and variable amplitude loading,
(b) probabilistic design of composite-
made structures (c) non-destructive test-
ing of composite materials using acoustic
emission coupled with pattern recognition
techniques for signal analysis.

The Electrical Engineering Department of
NTUA has been actively involved in the
field of wind energy since the beginning
of the 1980s, participating in R&D projects

sponsored by the EU and other institu-
tions and co-operating with universities
and research centers from many European
countries. ln 1997 , the Power Section of
the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering continued research
activity in the integration of renewable
energies in the electric grids and the
design of the electric part of wind tur-
bines. In collaboration with CRES, an

extension of the developed methodologies
for GlS-assisted optimal site selection and
integration to the grid has been made and

applied. Moreover, a systematic Proce-
dure, consisting of the application of three

computer programs has been developed
for the Public Power Corporation (PPC) of
Greece, in order to estimate the impact of
a high wind energy penetration on the

islands and the consequent penetration
limits.

The Electrical Engineering Department of
NTUA is also involved in the design of
the electrical components of wind tur-
bines. Electric machinery, Power convert-
ers, and control systems for variable
speed wind turbines are studied and
small simulators are developed in the
Electric Machines laboratory. In this
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framework, the design of a 5-kW
generator with permanent magnets has

been made and tested and a new one for
20 kW is under development.

12.6.2 Demonstrations

The main demonstration programs in
wind energy currently under way in
Creece are financed within the framework
of the Thermie program of the EU. The
following three demonstration projects of
PPC were on-going in 1997.

1. Three wind turbines in Moni Toplou,
Crete: Two Tacke 500-kW wind tur-
bines were commissioned in
December 1993 and produced
10510 MWh during their four years of
operation. The third wind turbine is a
Nordtank 500 kW commissioned in
April 1995. It has produced
4238 MWh until the end of 7997.
More specifically, during 7997, the
two Tacke wind turbines have pro-
duced 2620MWh while the Nordank
had a total energy production of
1617 MWh.

2. Wind-diesel system in Astypalea: A
500-kW V-39 Vestas pitch-regulated
wind turbine and a new 500-kW
diesel generator will be installed in
Astypalea in 1998. The project was
delayed due to siting problems,
which were resolved during 7997. The
aim of the project is to maximize the
penetration of wind energy through a

load management system based on
setting the power limit of the wind
turbine. At the end of 7997, the instal-
lation license has been issued by the
Ministry for Development.

3. Large advanced autonomous
wind/diesel /battery power supply
system in Kythnos: The aim of this
project is the demonstration of the
technical feasibility of the integration
of very high penetration of wind
energy production in large supply
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systems. This large modular system
for the island of Kythnos is designed
for the combination of diesel genera-
tor sets, battery storage, rotating
phase shifter, five small wind energy
converters and one additional large
wind energy converter. This large
wind energy converter with a power
output of 500 kW will supply a great
portion of the power demand. It will
be the first time that a portion of
more than 50% of the energy demand
is realized by wind turbines and, due
to this, the diesel generators can be
totally stopped when the power out-
put of the wind turbines is sufficient.
Furthermore, the already existing PV
system with a nominal power of
100 kW as well as the existing 5

energy converters of type Aeroman
(with 33 kW rated capacity each) will
be integrated into the wind/diesel/
battery system. The project will be
carried out from PPC and SMA. The
project is close to getting the installa-
tion license and construction work is
expected to start in 1998.

In the framework of the Thermie pro-
gram, another demonstration project was
ongoing on the Greek island of Mytilini
by the local municipality in collaboration
with a Greek private enterprise.

4. The 2.5 MW wind farm on the island
Mytilini: The project concerns the
installation of a2.5 MW wind farm on
the island Mytilini located in the
Aegean Sea. The wind farm will con-
sist of five 500-kW variable-speed,
pitch-regulated wind turbines manu-
factured by Enercon. The power per-
formance of the wind farm will be
monitored and evaluated in relation
to local grid penetration capability.
Measurements of the wind potential
in the area have been conducted dur-
ing 1997. The project is close to get-
ting the installation license and

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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construction work is expected to start
in 1998.

In the framework of the APAS project, an
autonomous wind-desalination project
has been developed on the Greek island
of Therasia.

5. Autonomous Wind-Desalination sys-
tem on the island of Therasia: The
project concerns the installation of an
autonomous wind-powered small
desalination system in Therasia.
Therasia is a small island in the
Aegean Sea very close to the island of
Santorini. The desalination system is

based on reverse osmosis technology
with a nominal water production
capacity 5m3 per day. The wind tur-
bine has a rated power of 15 kW,
manufactured by Vergnet SA. The
purpose of the project was to demon-
strate the feasibility of developing off-
grid, autonomous wind desalination
units in remote areas. The commis-
sioning of the system was in iuly
7997.

In the framework of the Greek
Operational Program of Energy, CRES is

planning the installation of a 2.5MW wind
farm:

6. CRES 2.5MW Wind Farm in complex
terrain: The wind farm will comprise
five different types of wind turbines
with rated capacity of 500 kW each.

The purpose of the project is to study
the effects of the complex topography
in the performance of the wind tur-
bines as well as of the overall wind
farm.

Finally, an old Thermie project is ongoing
on the Greek island of Mykonos:

7. A 300-kW induction wind turbine
connected to the desalination plant of
Mykonos Island: The project was
originally planned for the Island of
Ithaki and was transferred to the
island of Mykonos due to difficulties
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of implementation. The aim is to cou-
ple a medium-sized wind turbine
with a desalination plant with the
opportunity to operate as a standard
grid-connected machine, if necessary.

During 7997, wind measurements at
two potential sites have been accom-
plished in order to finalize the site
where one wind turbine of 300-kW
rated capacity manufactured by
Nordtank will be installed.
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CHAPTER I3

13.1 GOVERNMENT PROCRAMS

13.1.1 Aims and Objectives

Since Italy's energy supplies depend
heavily on imported fossil fuels, the gov-
ernment has always been in favor of
developing domestically available
sources, with special emphasis on the

renewable ones, for diversification and

security reasons and to relieve the balance

.,f tro.{.. frr tlre elc.ctricity sectOr, hydfO-
electric and (albeit to a much less extent)
geothermal power plants have long
played a noteworthy part in meeting the
demand.

In the last few decades, however, the con-
tinuing growth of electricity consumption,
in conjunction with increasing difficulty
in finding new hydro-power sites and
geothermal resources, has gradually
reduced the electric energy share from
these renewable sources, which is cur-
rently around 20'/n of the total.

Over the past decade, the government has

therefore also taken an interest in devel-
oping new renewable sources such as

wind energy, solar energy and biomass

13.1.2 Strategy and Targets

This interest was clearly stated in the

National Energy Plan (PEN) issued in
August 1988. In particular, as far as wind
energy was concerned, the1988 PEN set a

target of 300-MW capacity to be installed
by 2000. This target might be raised to
600 MW if large megawatt-sized machines

have become commercially available in
the meantime.

In accordance with this policy, the govern-
ment took measures aimed at encouraging
the development of new renewable
sources through the Ministry of Industry,
Commerce and Trade (MICA). As for
wind energy, howevet MICA has not
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implemented a specific research, develop-
ment and demonstration (R,D&D) pro-
gram on its own, but has co-ordinated the
programs of a few state-owned organiza-
tions, mainly the research agency ENEA
(the Italian National Agency for New
Technology, Energy, and the Environment)
and the electricity utility company ENEL
(formerly the Italian National Electricity

Board).

ENEA has, among other things, supported
the wind energy industry by providing a

number of Italian wind turbine proiects

with technical and financial assistance

and, more recently, by undertaking addi-
tional actions including, for instance, pub-
lic information and setting-up of a

national wind turbine certification system.

ENEL, in accordance with its former role

as a state Board, has tested a number of
Italian and foreign-made wind turbines at

its own facilities and launched the con-

struction of two demonstration wind
farms with Italian-made machines. A
cooperation agreement was signed by
ENEA and ENEL in7987.

More recently, however, ENEL's position
has changed following its setting-up as a

joint-stock company (in ltaly, Societ2r per

Azioni). Although the sale of the com-

pany's shares to the public is still awaited,
this change has brought about a new
more market-oriented attitude of ENEL
also towards renewables. As for the wind
sector, this means that, for the future, the

ENEL Group (including ENEL and some

subsidiary companies) is now mainly con-

sidering the undertaking of commercial
ventures. Ln1997, however, ENEL (and

especially its R&D Department)has still
worked on completion of the activities
launched under its former programs' To

be consistent with previous IEA Reports,

an update on these ENEL activities is still
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provided in the 1997 Report in Section 6

"Government-Sponsored R,D&D
Programs".

Going back to the government's earlier
measures for encouraging commercial
wind energy applications, mention should
first be made of Laws No. 9 and 10,

passed by the Parliament in January 1991.

Although these Laws were major steps
forward, in that they created the basic
conditions for privately-owned wind
farms to be developed and clearly stated
some fundamental principles, it should be
recognized that their actual financial sup-
port to wind plant installations has been
very poor.

Much more effective has proved to be
the subsequent initiative of the
Interministerial Committee for Prices
(CIP), which on April 29,1992, issued
Directive No. 6, which provided for pre-
mium purchase prices to be paid for the
electricity produced from renewable
sources or from other sources recognized
as "assimilated" (e.g. thermal co-genera-
tion plants) and fed into the public grid.

These incentives raised a striking surge of
interest towards wind farm development
among private investors. As of |une 30,
1995, private wind farm projects for a

total capacity of about 720 MW had
already been accepted by MICA into a list
of plants admitted to compatibility checks
with the ENEL system and (if built) also
entitled to the special energy prices
granted by CIP Directive No.6/92.
Additional projects totaling about
1500 MW were subsequently submitted
in 1995 and1995.

In the same time, however, some setbacks
arose. To comply with the European
Union's Directives and the government's
ensuing Decree ofluly 15,7996 concern-
ing transparency of electricity tariffs,
MICA issued the Decree of July 15,1996,
which established that, concerning new
plants fed by renewable and assimilated
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sources and whose contracts had not yet
been signed with ENEL, the incentive part
of energy purchase prices should be paid
only as far as financiai resources were
actually available at the "Cassa

Conguaglio Settore Elettrico" (the body
that manages financial resources devoted
to implementing CIP 6/92).

This Decree gave rise to widespread con-
cerns among wind energy developers,
who saw it as a serious threat to the
actual possibility for them to get profit
from their plants. The matter was then
settled only partly by a further Decree
issued by MICA on February 24,1997.
This Decree allowed for iull CIP 6/t)2 pur-
chase prices to he p.rid Ir, rr irr.J f .i.rrr1.'

already on stream or under construction
at that date or, in any case, included in the
aforementioned list of fune 30, 1995, thus
bringing some relief to investors. As to
projects submitted at a later date, the
question was left open.

The debate has gone on through the
whole year of 1997. Investors look for-
ward to a new incentive provision like
CIP 6/92, but purposely devised for really
renewable sources only, thus leaving out
the so-called assimilated sources (such as
co-generation), which should be dealt
with separately. Indeed, it is widely felt
that mixing renewable and assimilated
sources under the same provision has
been the weakest point of CIP 6/92,
which has turned to the detriment of the
wind and other newborn sectors.

The government, for its part, in accor-
dance with its commitment to reducing
greenhouse and polluting emissions, also
as a consequence of the Kyoto protocol,
has been discussing, in late 7997, a pro-
gram on "The Promotion and
Development of Renewable Sources" set-
ting the goal of getting 6.4 Mtep/year
from new renewable sources by 2010. The
ensuing wind capacity target would be
3,200 MW by 2010. ENEA is strongly
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involved in supporting this program/ par-
ticularly in taking care of the technical
aspects. Considering all this, new wind
market stimulation measures can also be

expected shortly.

Along with the central government's pol-
icy, mention should also be made of the
measures taken, in late 7996 and 1997, by
the governments of some regions where
wind resources are more plentiful
(Apulia, Campania, Sicily). Within the
framework of Regional Plans named POP
(Piani Operativi Plurifondo) and with the
help of funds granted by the European
Union (e.g. the Structural Funds), these
regions have made available capital cost
subsidies that can cover a substantial part
of the cost of a wind farm project (even
up to a maximum of 70o1, in Sicily). The
availability of POP funding can somehow
make up for the lack of CIP 6/92 energy

prices, or, if the latter are available,
enhance considerably the profitability of a

given scheme.

13.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

13.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

In the year 1997, additional wind plants
with a total rated capacity of 28.5 MW
have been installed, bringing the total
wind power in Italy to nearly 99 MW (see

Figure 13.1 and Table 13.1).

Almost all of these plants have been
installed in mountainous areas in the
Apennines. A few are in Sardinia.

The largest of these plants, with a power
of 27.6 MW, has been set up by the private
developer IVPC (Italian Vento Power
Corporation) at Sant'Agata di Puglia (in
the Apulia Region in Southern Italy), thus
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Figure 13.1 Trend of Italy's installed wind capacity in recent years.
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bringing the tota\ power at this site to
25.2 MW (3.6 MW was installed in 7996).
It should be mentioned that, less than
10 km from this wind farm, another plant
totalling 24 MW was built by the same
IVPC company near the villages of
Monteleone di Puglia and Anzano in 1996.
A total of 82 wind turbines (of the 600-
kW-rated V-42 model manufactured by
Vestas), for a total capacity of 49.2MW,
are thus operating in the same area.

There were more new wind installations
in 7996 as compared to 1997 , but, accord-
ing to the investors, the rate should
improve again during 1998.

In any case, as compared to Italy's gener-
ating capacity (totalling about 66 CW, of
which 54 GW belong to ENEL alone), the
wind power penetration percentage still
remains very small.

13.2.2 Plant Type

In all,56 new wind turbines were
installed in Italy in 1997 , of which 38 were
made by Vestas (Denmark) and 18 manu-

f:clrrrol L)- l\iECT 1ttalf ). r Ile VVt)I
model used is Lambda, rated at 320 kW,
and the Danish one is Vestas Y-42 of
600 kW. (See figures 13.2 and 13.3)

The total number of turbines in Italy is
now 250, with an average rated capacity
of 410 kW. The average power of turbines
installed in7997 rose to 510 kW

Thirty-six Vestas V-42 wind turbines have
been added to a wind farm near
Sant'Agata di Puglia. The owner is the
private investor IVPC. The remaining two
V-42 units have been set up at Miscano
(Campania) by Sanseverino, a private
developer who is planning to set up 18

more machines in 1998. (See Figure 13.4)

Fourteen Lambda turbines are located in
Sardinia as part of the Monte Arci wind
farm, which is being built for the utility
ENEL and will be completed in the Spring
of 1998. The remaining four WEST tur-
bines have been set up at two sites,
namely two units at Bisaccia (Campania)
bv Alenia REL and two units atLamezia

Figure 13.2 Some of the 28 Vestas V-42 600-kW machines set up by IVPC near Monteleone di
Puglia (Apulia Region, Southern Italy).
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Figure 13.3 Another view of the 16.8-MW IVPC wind farm near Monteleone di Puglia.
Tliis plant and the neighboring wind farm of Anzano di Puglia make up a 24-MW
cluster.

Terme (Calabria) by a local Consorzio
Industriale (Industrial Consortium).

13.2.3 Performance

The technical performance has been fairly
good, with an average availability of the
latest wind farms ranging between
95-98%. Also the capacity factor for plants
installed in the last two years has been
around 0.3.

During 7997, the total wind energy output
to the electrical system has been more
than 150 GWh. This result has mainly
been due to the good performance of the
more recent wind farms erected in the
Apennines range. In particular, the IVPC
company reports an overall production of
about 120 GWh from its wind farms,
which have reached nearly 60 MW capac-
ity in late 1.997 (see Table 13.1).

With reference to operation of commercial
plants, no incidents or accidents have
been declared by their owners.

13.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

13.3.1 Manufacturers

Riva Calzoni and WEST are the Italian
companies involved in the manufacturing
of turbines. In particular, Riva Calzoni is

devoted to the production and installation
of the monoblade (single-bladed) machine
M30-S2 of 350 kW. WEST is engaged in
the field of both medium- and large-sized
wind turbines.

Riun Calzoni

Since 1997 all activities concerning the
production of wind turbines have been
transferred to a new company, Riva Wind
Turbines. The machines are assembled at
a new factory in Foggia, where nine peo-
ple are now working.

Eighteen turbines of the M30-S2 model
were ordere d in 1997 and will be erected
in two wind farms in the first months of
1998. According to the company, around
40 units should be sold in 1998 and the
possible production in the next few years
would be 50-60 turbines/year.
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Riva Calzoni is also present on the Italian
market as a wind developer through
another, newly-established company, Riva
Wind Power.

WEST

The main activities carried out in 1997 by
WEST have been the completion of refit-
ting and re-commissioning of the 1.5-MW,
60-m-diameter GAMMA 60 prototype
tested at Alta Nurra; the prroduction of
blades for a foreign manufacturer; and the
replacement of hubs of its 320-kW Medit
machines with other, teetering ones. The
machine that has resulted from these
modifications has now been named
Lambda. By April 1998, all the WEST
Medit medium-sized turbines installed
will be turned into Lambda, characterized
by a teetering hub, two blades, and a

power of 320 kW.

In addition, WEST has also manufactured
two units of the pre-series version of the

GAMMA machine, the GAMMA 2000, still
60 m in diameter, but rated at 2 MW. The
blades of one of these units were also
manufactured in the WEST workshop.

WEST has so far been operating as a

prospective wind farm developer. In past
years, the company submitted a number
of projects, which have been admitted to
the list of plants entitled to CIP 6/92
energy purchase prices (see above).

13.3.2 Support and Component Industries

Some Italian and foreign component
industries and consultants have been sup-
porting wind developments in Italy. The
most important among these are the fol-
lowing.

Garrad, Hassan & Partners (consultant);

Flender (gearboxes);

Atout Vent (blades);

"-s
Y\

Figure 13.4 Partial view of the IVPC r,',ind farm near Anzano di Puglia, with 12 Vestas V-42
600-kW machines totaline 7.2MW.
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Elettroadda, Magrini Galileo (electrical
components);

Monsud, Siderpali (towers).

13.3.3 New Developers

In addition to wind farm developers
already mentioned in this or previous
reports (such as IVPC, Riva Wind Power,
WESI Sanseverino, etc.), mention should
also be made of the ENEL Group. In
accordance with its new more market-ori-
ented policy in the wind energy field,
ENEL has now conferred upon the sub-
sidiary company ISMES all activities
aimed at building commercial wind
power plants. In 1.997 ,ISMES has signed
an agreement with Riva Calzoni by which
ISMES has joined in three wind energy
ventures launched by Riva to build wind
farms totaling as much as 22.4 MW in
Southern Italy in the period 1997-1999.

13.4 ECONOMICS

In this report, currency conversion has

been made assuming 1 USD = 1750ITL.

The utility ENEL sells electric energy to
final consumers at prices that can vary
over quite a wide range depending on

technical factors, such as the contracted
power and the energy consumption, and
also (for domestic consumers) on other,

social factors (e.g. whether or not a family
resides permanently in a given house).

Roughly speaking, as of January 7997, the
selling price to typical domestic con-

sumers ranged from ITL 100 to
ITL 300/kWh (USD 0.06 to 0.17lkwh). At
the same date, the selling price to indus-
trial consumers ranged from ITL 90 to

ITL 180 / kwh (USD 0.05 to 0.10/kWh).
These are all net prices without taxes.

As noted above, CIP Directive No. 6 of
AprlI 29, 7992 has allowed special buying
prices for wind-generated electricity fed

by autonomous producers into the ENEL
system. The 1997 rates have been fixed at:

International Energy Agency

ITL 195.6/kwh (USD 0.111/kwh) for the
first eight years of plant operation (on

condition that the plant makes available
its whole capacity or a fixed share of it);

ITL 98.3/kwh (USD 0.056/kwh) for the
remaining lifetime.

The latter rate is intended to pay the pro-
ducer for the cost ENEL would bear in
generating the same amount of energy,
while the extra-amount (i.e. ITL
97.3/kWh, around USD 0.055/kwh)
allowed for the first eight years is

intended to help bear the extra cost of set-

ting up wind energy plants rather than
conventional plants.

According to CIP 6/92, in case of subsi-

dies to capital cost, the extra-amount is to

be reduced, in1997, by ITL 37.8/kWh,
thus bringing the overall price down to
157.8 ITL/kwh (about USD 0.090/kwh).

It should be recalled as noted above that
the CIP 6/92 prices are now actually
available only for plants that were already
operating or under construction in early
7997 or for those proiects had been
included in the MICA lists before June 30,

1995.

As for costs of commercial plants, the ex-

factory cost of the ltalian-made Riva

Calzoni machine M30-S2 of 350 kW is
about ITL 480 million (about USD
275,000).

The total project costs are strongly depen-

dent on the size of wind farms and the

characteristics of sites and grids. In Italy,
the costs given by investors for the Iatest

wind farm projects are in the range of
ITL 1.8 - 2.2 million/kW (about
USD 1,000 - 1,300/kW). It should always
be borne in mind, that most Italian sites

are located in mountainous terrains.

No general, reliable information can as

yet be given on typical rates of interest
applied to the financing of wind power
plants. It can however be stated that
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E Table 13.1 Wind Turbine Generators Installed in Italy (as of 3L December 1997).
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OPEMTOR
GRID

CONNECTION NO. WTG TYPE
WTG

POWER
(kvv)

ROTOR TOWER PLANT
DIAMETER HEIGHT POWER

(m) (m) (Mvv)

Alta Nurra ENEL S.p.A. Jul. 94

Apr. 92

Mar. 9 |

Apr. 9 |

Ylay 92

M30 S- |

MEDIT I

MS-3

WD34

GAMMA 60

2s0

320

300

400

| 500

33

33

33

34

60

33

26

25

32

66

0.2s

0.32

0.30

0.40

t.50

Bisaccia Regione Campania )an. 92

Apr. 93

)an. 92

Apr. 93

4

2

3

r3

Lambda

MEDIT I

AtT-03

AtT-03

320

320

30

30

33

33

t0

t0

26

26

t2

t2

t.28

0.64

0.09

0.39

Palena

(Sangro)

Consorzio Bonifica

del Sangro

Feb. 94

Feb. 94

Feb. 94

3

I

I

MEDIT I

VESTAS V27

VESTAS V2O

320

220

t00

33

27

20

26

3l

24

0.96

0.22

0. r0

Villagrande Comune Apr. 93 MEDIT I 320 33

Acqua Spruzza
(Frosolone)

ENEL S.p.A. Winter 94

Winter 94

Winter 94

Winter 94

2

2

2

2

M30

MEDIT I

MS-3

wD34

200

320

300

400

33

33

33

34

33

26

25

32

0.40

0.64

0.60

0.80

Frosolone Comuniti Montana

Sannio

1994 MEDIT I 320 33 26 0.32
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Table 13.1 Wind Turbine Generators Installed in Italy (as of 31 December 1997) (continued).

SITE OPEMTOR
GRID

CONNECTION NO. WTG TYPE
WTG

POWER
(kw)

ROTOR TOWER PLANT
DIAMETER HEIGHT POWER

(m) (m) (MVv)

Oristano Consorzio Industriale lrlay 92 MEDIT I 320 33 26 0.32

Carloforte N.A. June 94 Lambda 320 33 26 0.96

Monte Uccari

(Nurra)

Consorzio Bonifica

di Nurra

End 94 Lambda 320 33 26 t.60

San Simone

(Nurra)

Consorzio Bonifica

Sardegna

Jan. 93 M30 200 33 33 0.20

Brunestica

(Nurra)

Consorzio Bonifica

di Nurra

t994 MEDIT I 320 33 26 0.96

Tocco da

Casauria

Comune June 92 M30 200 33 33 0.40

Campanedda Consorzio Bonifica

di Nurra

t994 M3O A 250 33 33 t.00

Ottava Consorzio Bonifica

di Nurra

t994 M3O A 250 33 33 t.00

Villacidro (CA) Consorzio lndustriale N.A.

Spring 87

4

/.

HYIZ

Windmaster

Htlz
Windmaster

t50

t60

2t.8

2 t.8

,t5

23

0.60

0.32
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E Table 13.1 Wind Turbine Generators Installed in Italy (as of 31 December 1997) (continued).

SITE OPERATOR
GRID

CONNECTION NO. WTG TYPE
WTG

POWER
(kvv)

ROTOR TOWER
DIAMETER HEIGHT

(.) (m)

PLANT
POWER
(MW)

Villa Favorita Societi Villa Favorita N.A. HYIZ

Windmaster

t50 2t.8 23 0. t5

Frontone (PS) ANAS N.A. Leroy Sonas

LS PL 3I5

2t6 N.A. N.A. 0.2 t6

Collarmele (AQ) Marsica Gas July 93 Riva M30 A 250 33 33 0.250

Ostuni(BR) Massari V Apr. 92 r50 2r.8 0.t50

Assemili (CA) CO2 Industriale Oct. 92 VESTAS 227 225 3l 0.225

Casone Romano

(FG)

Dec. 94 9

I

M3OA

M30-S2

250 33 33 2.6

Mazara del Vallo

(TP)

Sicil Marin Aug.95 Floda 600

(Markhams) 600 36 42 0.6

Montefalcone

(BN)

IVPC Apr.96 t2 Vestas V42 7.2

Alberona (FG) Apr.96 Vestas V42 600 42 40

S. Agata di Puglia Oct.97 42 Vestas V42 40 2s.2

Monteleone di

Puglia

IVPC Dec. 96 28 Vestas V42 600 42 t6.8
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Table 13.1 Wind Turbine Generators Installed in Italy (as of 31 December 1997) (continued).

OPEMTOR
GRID

CONNECTION NO. WTG TYPE
WTG

POWER
(kvv)

ROTOR TOWER
DIAMETER HEIGHT

(m) (m)

PI.ANT
POWER
(MVv)

Anzano di Puglia Dec. 96 t2 Vestas V42 600 40 7.2

Collarmele (AQ) Marsica Gas Sep. 96 t.5

Collarmele (AQ)* ENEL )an.97 35

I

M3O-A

M30-S2

2s0

350

33 33

33 33

8.75

0.35

Lamenzia T. (CZ) Consorzio Industriale MEDIT I 320 0.64

Monte Arci (OR) ENEL Dec.97 t4 Lambda 320 33 26 4.48

Castelfranco in

Miscano (BN)

Sanseverino Aug.97 Vestas V42 t.2

TOTAL 98.78

o€

." #tw



some Italian banks are now taking into
consideration the financing of wind pro-
jects as a part of their business.

13.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

13.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

As stated earlier, the electricity produced
from renewable sources and fed into
ENEL s network has been entitled to pre-
mium purchase prices, to be periodicilly
updated, by Directive No.6/92 issued by
CIP (Interministerial Committee for
Prices). The 1997 rates are ITL 195.6/kwh
for the first eight years of plant operation
and ITL 98.3/kwh for the remaining life-
time.

These purchase prices have now actually
been restricted to a number of plants,
already existing or planned, for a total of
about720 MW following the govern-
ment's Decrees of July 79,1996 and
February 24,7997.

A new legislative measure is foreseen to
be issued in 1998 in order to define a

more up-to-date form of energy purchase
price incentives than those of CIP No.
6/92. According to people involved in
renewable energy development, a new
provision should take into account the fol-
lowing criteria.

1. Incentives should be given to energy
production for the whole plant life-
time;

2. Really renewable sources should be
dealt with separately from the "assim-
ilated" ones like e.g. co-generation;

3. Proposals should preferably be
selected on the basis of a competition
among energy purchase prices offered
by private investors;

4. The total yearly amount of incentives
should be predetermined;

5. Initiatives accepted but not realized
after a fixed period should be can-
celed;

90

6. Careful, continuous monitoring
should be carried out in order to ver-
ify and possibly modify the shares of
financing amongst the different tech-
nologies.

As discussed in the 1996 IEA Wind
Energy Annual Report, the governments
of some regions of Italy have made avail-
able capital cost subsidies that can cover a
substantial part of the cost of wind farm
projects within the framework of their
Regional Plans named POP (Piani
Operativi Plurifondo). The Campania and
Apulia Regions, in particular, have
granted support to 20 wind farm projects;
the sum granted till now is about ITL70
billion (USD 40 million).

In addition, for 7997, a program was
announced by the Region of Sicily con-
cerning the increase of energy production
through renewable sources such as solar,
wind and geothermal energy. A total
amount of ITL 52 billion (USD 30 million),
utilizing also the European Union's
Structural Funds, has been allocated in
order to support investors with a contri-
bution to capital cost up to 70"/".

13.5.2 Planning and Grid Issues

The previous IEA Wind Energy Annual
Reports already described the constraints 

I
to market development ensuing both from l

the rather long time taken by local plan- 
r

ning permissions and from the reinforce-
ment of local electric networks needed for
grid connection of large wind farm capac-
ities. As a whole, these constraints have
not yet been overcome.

Nevertheless, in these fields, some activi-
ties have been carried out by ENEA and
ENEL, respectively, concerning local pub-
lic information and the planning of new
high voltage lines in the area of Southern
Italy where most plants are or would be
Iocated.

At the moment people are generally in
favor of the exploitation of wind energy

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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and such opinion could make it easier for
investors to get the necessary permits
from local municipalities in a relatively
short time.

Considering all this, the target of 700 MW
installed by 2000-01 could yet be

achieved.

i3.5.3 Institutional Factors

The Ministries of Industry (MICA) and of
the Environment play an important role in
the development of wind energy. In par-
ticular, MICA has been financing the
activities carried out by ENEA concerning
support to local administrations, siting,
and certification. MICA has also, for some
years now been taking legislative mea-
sures devoted to increasing the dissemina-
tion of renewable sources.

As for POP funding (see above), for the
time being only three Regions, Campania,
Apulia and lately Sicily, are supporting
the development of wind energy with a

substantial contribution to plant capital
cost.

13.5.4 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

As in many other countries, the most
important environmental issues for wind
energy projects in Italy are generally
visual impact, noise, and land use.

A true Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) is not at present required by the
Italian Law for wind energy projects,
unlike other power plants. However, it is
necessary for developers to identify the
possible environmental protection con-
straints in the specific areas involved by
contacting the local municipalities and the

provincial and regional authorities.

However, something might change in
Italy during the next few years following
the implementation of the European
Council Directive 97 /77/EC of March 3,

7997. This Directive has added wind
power plants to the list of projects for

International Energy Agency

which an EIA procedure may be appropri-
ate. Member states will have to determine
whether wind energy projects must
undergo an EIA procedure through a case

by case examination or by setting suitable
thresholds or in accordance with other cri-
teria.

13.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R,D&D PROGRAMS

In past years, the state agency ENEA and
the utility ENEL launched some R,D&D
programs under the Government's co-

ordination (acting through the Ministry of
Industry, Commerce and Trade - MICA).
Although ENEL is now in the process of
re-orienting its activities according to a
more commercial approach, information
on already ongoing R,D&D programs is

still given in this section for both organi-
zations, as has been done in the past.

13.6.1 ENEA's R&D Program

Funding Leaels

Within the framework of the MICA-ENEA
agreement, about USD 3.3 million con-
cerning wind activities were allocated in
1997.|n comparison to the previous year
there was a substantial reduction (more

than 40%).

Ongoing Actiaities

The engagement of ENEA on renewable
sources began in the early 1980s due to
the decision of the Parliament to involve
the Agency in various energy options. The

activities, defined in a coordinated way
with the central government, have since
been carried out in collaboration with the

other national operators of the field and

within the framework of a wider research

and development network, as well as at

the international level. Such activities
have aimed at constituting the technical-
economic conditions for progressive
exploitation of the renewable energy
potential of the country, through the
removal of the various barriers that

9l
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obstruct the spread of the various tech-
nologies.

Besides the promotion and development
program on renewable sources, ENEA has

also been called upon to cover new
renewable sources, especially those tech-
nologies that offer, at the national level, a

significant potential, both in the short
term and in the medium-long one.

The activities that ENEA already carries
out or is in a position to carry out can be

synthesized as follows.

1. Research and technological develop-
ment, in connection with the national
industrial programs;

2. Qualification of the products;

3. Identification of the exploitable
energy basins, at national and
regional level;

4. Evaluation of environmental impact;

5. Public information;

6. Monitoring of the initiatives.

ln 1997 a new activity began in the field
of local public information. Some meet-
ings were held by ENEA, also with an
organizing support by the Apulia and
Campania Regions and local authorities,
in villages and communities involved in
wind energy projects, in order to clarify
the chances of develooment tied to the
installation of wind farms, and the impor-
tance of taking into account the land char-
acteristics. The aim was to minimize any
possible environmental impact.

Other activities concerning siting and
wind turbine certification have also been
in progress. In 1997 , the wind tunnel
designed for certification purposes was
completed at ENEA's Casaccia Centre
near Rome.

I n t e rn at iona I Col I nbo r a t ions

ENEA is engaged in Annex XVI of the
IEA R&D Wind Agreement, entitled Wind

92

Turbine Round Robin Test Program. Such
activities are carried on in collaboration
with research organizations from the
United States, Canada, Denmark, and
Greece.

Other international activities are likely to
be launched within the framework of pro-
grams sponsored by the European Union.

13.6.2 ENEL's R,D&D Program

Funding Leaels

The expenditure borne by ENEL for wind
energy R,D&D activities in 1997 was
around USD 5.5 million. This amount was
less than was budgeted in the 7996IEA
Wind Energy Annual Report because of
delays in some activities. The 1998 budget
is around USD 5.7 million.

Wind Plant Siting

During 1997, ENEL's R&D Department
(now SRI) has continued wind surveys
and micrositing activities. This sector has
seen a cooperation of SRI with the
Conphoebus and ISMES subsidiary com-
panies (which are part of the ENEL
Group). Sites for about 100 MW are now
at an advanced planning and permitting
stage, which makes them exploitable by
the ENEL Group for possible wind farm-
ing ventures in a short time.

Wind Turbine Testing

Testing activities have continued at the
ENEL sites of Alta Nurra in Sardinia and
Acqua Spruzza near Frosolone in Molise
(Central Italy). The 7997 production was
1,007 MWh at Alta Nurra and 2,839 MWh
at Acqua Spruzza.

At Alta Nurra, besides the running of
medium-sized units installed in previous
years,1997 has seen the recommissioning
of the 1.5-MW,60-m-diameter GAMMA
60 prototype damaged by the fire in 1995.

This prototype was built by WEST with
support from ENEA. ENEL placed an
order for its purchase but, at the time of
the accident. the unit had not been taken
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over yet. Significant effort was required to
repair all damaged parts and to carry out,
at the same time, a number of improve-
ments suggested by a design review made
jointly by ENEA and WEST.

After re-commissioning tests, the machine
has been out of operation, waiting for
ENEL to settle some contractual details
with the manufacturer. ENEL's R&D
Department considers the research work
as already completed on this prototype,
even though it could still be run for moni-
toring purposes.

At Alta Nurra, ENEL has also tested three
stand-alone systems (two of which are of
the hybrid wind-PV type) with batteries
for supplying remote dwellings, in order
to gain full experience that can enable the
utility to draw up specifications for sys-
tems that are up to its power supply stan-
dards.

At Acqua Spruzza in Molise, performance
monitoring and structural stress measure-
ments have been in progress on eight
medium-sized wind turbines of four dif-
ferent models, for a total power of
2.5 MW. Experiments have focused spe-

cially on the winter months to complete
assessment of wind turbine behavior in a

harsh climate at high altitude (1350 m). So

far, experience has shown that such an
environment can well pose problems,
mainly from ice accretion (with conse-

quent drop of performance of blades and
anemometers), high turbulence (which
brings about heavier fatigue stresses on

machines), and lower machine availability
(the personnel are sometimes prevented
from reaching the plant for several days
after snowfalls). All year round, other
problems have resulted from frequent
lightning over voltages. These have
affected the centralized measuring, con-
trol and monitoring system, whose design
had to be revised.

Test results from Acqua Spruzza have also
been provided to international research

International Energy Agency

projects financed by the European
Commission within the framework of the

IOULE program.

Demonstration Wind F arms

ENEL's first demonstration wind farm is
located near Collarmele in Abruzzo
(Central Italy) and is made up of 36 wind
turbines supplied by Riva Calzoni, for a
total capacity of 9 MW. After commission-
ing, a preliminary experimental operation
period was also required by ENEL in
7997. After completion of this phase (in
7997 the plant produced 8,136 MWh),
ENEL's R&D Department handed over
the wind farm to the Production Division
as a regular generating plant. (See fig-
ure 13.5)

Since September 1997, work has also been

taken up again on ENEL's second demon-
stration wind farm at Monte Arci in
Sardinia. This plant, 11 MW in capacity,
was originally to be equipped with 34

wind turbines of the Medit type supplied
by WEST. After completion of civil and

electrical engineering work, the installa-
tion of wind turbines was put off in 1995

after WEST found some design defects on

Medit machines at other, non-ENEL sites'
WEST then developed a new version of
Medit, named Lambda, featuring a teeter-
ing hub (instead of a rigid one) and other
improvements. The first 14 Lambda units
have now been set up at Monte Arci. The

wind farm should be completed in the

Spring of 1998 and then transferred to the

Production Division.

Any further activities relating to the set-

ting up of wind farms have been con-
ferred upon ISMES, a subsidiary comPany
of the ENEL Group. ENEL's R&D
Department will however remain in
charge of wind research and technology
monitoring and will provide its technical

assistance both inside the ENEL Group
and, possibly, also to third parties.
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I n t e r n a t io n al Collabor a tio ns

Internationally, ENEL's R&D Department
has been involved in some projects
funded by DG XII of the European
Commission (JOULE Program). Among
these, it is worth recalling that, also in
1997, ENEL played a major part in the
EURE Utility Wind Farm Project, carried
out by 14 European utilities. In particular,
a feasibility study of wind farms with
megawatt-class turbines at some
European sites for a total capacity of 100

MW was completed in late 1997. ENEL's
R&D Department has contributed to sev-
eral parts of this job.

Figure 13.5 Some of the 36 single-bladed
Riva Calzoni machines at ENEL"s 9-MW
Collarmele wind farm in Abruzzo
(Central Italy).
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JAPANCHAPTER 14

14.1 GOVERNMENT PROCRAMS

14.1.1 Aims and Objectives

As the necessities to cope with the prob-
lem of global warming as well as to guar-
antee our own energy security have
increased, it has become indispensable to
introduce new energy sources which have
fewer resource and environmental con-
straints. Therefore, the government has

expanded the policy on new energy
sources during last several years.

The Long-Term Energy Supply/Demand
Outlook established in 1990 was revised
in 1994 to further improve energy conser-
vation and promote the introduction of
non-fossil energy resources such as

renewable energy and nuclear energy.

In order to promote the introduction of
new energy sources and to achieve the
Long-Term Supply/Demand Outlook, the
Basic Guideline for New Energy
Introduction was established as a national

INSTALLED
CAPACITY

kw

Table 14.1 Installation of Wind Turbine Generating Systems in fapan.

policy in December 7994.It prescribes for
the following:

Specification of the new energy sources to
be introduced on a priority basis;

Determination of introduction targets for
FY 2000 and FY 2010 and methods to
achieve them for each new energy source.

On June 23, 7997, the Law on Special
Measures for Promotion of Utilization of
New Energy (New Energy Law) was
enacted to accelerate the introduction of
new energies for achieving the targets by
FY 2000 and by FY 2010 It prescribes the
following:

Formation and announcement of basic
policies on new energy use;

Financial support measures for businesses

which use new energy;

74.1.2 Strategy

In1978, Japan started its wind energy
R&D program, which is a part of the

TOTAL
NO. UNITS

OPERATINGYEAR

TOTAL
CAPACITY

OPEMTING KW

NUMBER OF
INSTALLED

UNITS

- 1989

| 990

t99l

t992

| 993

t994

| 995

t996

t997

964.0

633.0

r00.0

t908.0

2083.0

874.5

3640.0

3999.0

6543

357.5

890.5

2898.5

2898.5

494t.5

5856.0

9496.0

t3495.0

20038.0

9

t3

23

23

35

4l

54

bl

86

l4

4

9

t2

6

r3

t6

t9
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general R&D Program for renewable
energy called the New Sunshine Project. It
has been directed by the NEW Sunshine
Program Promotion Headquarters (NSS

H.Q.) in the Agency of Industrial Science
and Technology (AIST) of the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI).

In7995, a national "Wind Power
Development Field Test Program was ini-
tiated to attain the national target of the
Basic Guideline for New Energy
Introduction. The 50 % subsidy of plant
cost under this Project has increased the
installed capacity of wind power in Japan.

The New Energy Law enacted this year
defines the measures to achieve the tar-
gets by FY 2000 and by FY 2010 for10
kinds of new energy fields such as solar
energy, wind energy, clean energy cars,
etc. Financial support measures for busi-
nesses are also defined.

14.1.3 Targets

The targets for wind energy are very
small. They are 20 MW by 2000 and 150

MW by 2010. However, since the first tar-
get will surely be reached early in 1998,

the numerical value will possibly be
revised in the near future.

14.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

14.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

During 1997, 6 units with 1386.5 kW of
total capacity have been installed and
another 13 units with2756.5 kW of total
capacity are under construction/planning.
Therefore, it is expected that the total
capacity of the wind turbine generators
that are operating in |apan will exceed
20,000 kW in |anuary 1998. Table 14.1 and
Figure 14.1 show the time history of
capacity of wind turbine in ]apan.

=15:
.U
|!

dro

Figure 14.1 Time History of Capacity of Wind Turbine Generators in Japan

| 993

Year
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14.2.2 Installed Conventional Capacity

The amount of electric power generation
in1994was964.33 TWh. The features of
the primary energy resources are shown
in Table 14.2.

14.2.3 Numbers/Type, Make of Turbines

Shown in Table 14.3.

14.2.4 Plant Types and Form of Plant
Ownership

Shown in Table 14.3.

14.2.5 Performance

In Table 14.4 performance data of some
operating Wind turbine generators
excluding Research machines are shown.

14.2.6 Operational Experience

There is limited operational experience in

Japan. However it must be pointed out
that siting and planning are very impor-
tant. As is seen in Table 14.4, some plants
recorded very poor capacity factors. This
is mainly because the turbines were built
at sites with very low wind speed, while
the turbines have rather high rated wind
speed. This combination destroys cost
performance as well as turbine perfor-
mance. Better understanding and a more
scientific approach to siting and planning
are needed.

Table 14.2 Features of the Primary Energy Resources of Japan (in 1994).

14.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

The information that is available can be

obtained from Table 14.3, in which all
grid-connected commercial wind turbines
are listed.

14.4 ECONOMICS

Because commercial wind turbine devel-
opment is still at an early stage, a statisti-
cal evaluation of economics of wind gen-
eration in |apan can not be properly done.
In general, wind energy generation is con-
sidered more expensive than conventional
energy. Some example data are shown
below

14.4.1 Electricity Prices

The surplus electricity from wind turbine
generators is purchased by electric power
companies through contracts. The price is
usually the same as that of house-hold
customers, between 14.44 yenlkWh and
18.10 yen/kWh depending on the power
companies and the season.

The cost of energy from wind generation
was estimated as 32 Yen/kWh by the

Agency of Natural Resources and Energy

a couple of years ago. This means the cost

of wind generation is about 3 times more
expensive than that of other conventional
energies.

Distribution Ratio of Primary Energy Resources

oil

Coal

Nuclear

Natural Gas

Others

Contribution Ratio of lmported Energy Resource

Contribution Ratio of lmported Oil

Percent

55.9

2.6

8r.5

99.7

r6.3

t4.6

r0.6

l
lnternational Energy Agency



t Table 14.3 List of Wind Turbine Generator Systems in japan, 1996 and 1997.

MACHINE PURPOSE
NO. OF
UNITS

RATED
POWER

kwLOCATION
START
DATE OWNER

t996

t996

t996

t996

1996

t996

t996

t996

t997

t997

t997

t997

t997

Yamgata Wind Power
Institute

Choguko TPC

Kansai EPC

Shizuoka Pref.

Sado Natural Energy Institute

Nadachi Wind Power Station

NTT

NEDO/Iohoku EPC

Erimo Wind Power Institute

Hebiura Wind Power Station

Toyota Auto.

NEDO/Arco Co.

NEDO/Tabashine Assn.

Hokkaido Kaihatsu
kyoku

Yamagata Pref.,
Tachikawa-Chou

Yamaguchi Pref.,
Heki-cho

Hyougo Pref. lkuno-machi

Shizuoka Pref., Omaezaki-machi

Niigata Pref., Kanai-machi

Niigata Pref., Nadachi-machi

Hiroshima Pref., Oogaki-machi

Aomori Pref., Tappi-machi

Hokkaido Erimo-Choi

Aomori Pref., Kazamaura-mura

Aichi Pref., Tahara-machi

Kanagawa Pref., Miura-shi

lwate Pref., Hiraizumi-cho

Hokkaido lshikari-shi

400/r00 kw

300/r00 kw
r07.5 kw

| 50/30 kw
300/r00 kw
22sl40kw

400/r00 kw
16.5 kw
500 kw

400/t00 kw
400/r00 kw

t6.5 kw
400/r00 kw

490 kw
80 kw

Micon

MHI
Kenetech

lHl/Nordex

MHI

Micon

Micon

Yamaha

Yamaha

Micon

Micon

Yamaha

Micon

MHI

TACKE

Power supply

Demo.

Demo.

Power supply

Demo.

Power supply

Power supply

Power supply

Power supply

Power supply

Display

R&D/Power supply

R&D/Power supply

Power supply

2

I

I

I

I

2

I

I

2

I

I

2

I

Ifr

no
o

=

o
o
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Table 14.4. Performance Data of WTGS in ]apan (1996)

OWNER LOCATION RATED
POWER, KW

WIND
GENERATION

kwh

CAPACITY
FACTOR

t996

Kyushu EPC

Seto-Cho

Tohoku EPC

NEDO/Okinawa
EPC

Chubu EPC

lzumo-shi

Mattou-shi

Tachikawa-Chou

Tokyo EPC

Hokkaido EPC

Hokuriku EPC

Hokuriki EPC

Shikoku EPC

kanto-Kokusai
Gakuen

Kouchi Pref.,

Industrial Dep.

Heiwa Kanko

Yamagata Wind
Power lnstitute

Kagoshima Pref.,
Kami-Koshiki-Jima

Ehime Pref., Seto-cho

Aomori Pref.,
Tappi-Misaki

Okinawa Pref.,
Mikayo ls.

Aichi Pref.,
Hekinann-shi

Shimane Pref.,
lzumo-shi

lshikawa Pref.,
Mattou-shi

Yamagata Pref.,
Tachikawa-Chou

Chiba Pref.,
Futtsu-shi

Hokkaido
Tomari-mura

Fukui Pref.,
Mikuno-cho

lshikawa Pref.,

Shiga-machi

Kouchi Pref.,
Muroto-misaki

Chiba Pref.,
Katsuura-shi

Kouci Pref.,
Noichi-machi

Fukushima Pref.,
Tenei-mura

Yamagata Pref.,

Tachikawa-Chou

2s0

r00

2675
(337s)

s00

250

33

t00

300

300

I r00

r6.5

275

300

2s0l50

250/50

450

800

434450

| 08309

7880000
(FYr996)

| 330580

t26400

45t45

874s4

t266336

94625

| 343808

| 3043

t42997

264540

t23 | r5

t48487

68l5 l7

t094024

0.r98

0.t24

0.302

0.304

0.0s8

0.r56

0.t00

0.048

0.036

0.t39

0.090

0.059

0.20 |

0.056

0.068

0.t73

0.t56
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Table 14.5 Trial Price Estimation.

ANNUAL MEAN WIND 250 KW MACHINE 4OO KW MACHINE

6 m/s

7 mls

8 m/s

15.46 yen/kWh

10.04 yen/kWh

7.77 yenlkWh

14.79 yen/kWh

9.45 yen/kWh

7.l7 yenikWh

Ln7996, the New Energy Foundation
reported as shown in Table 14.5.

14.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

14.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

Aiming at developing 150 MW capacity
by 201.0, MITI/NEDO's national Wind
Power Development Field Test Program
started in 1995. This program provides
incentives to develop wind markets in
japan and has raised interest in wind
energy among developers, local authori-
ties, private companies/persons, etc.

The New Energy Law that was newly
enforced this year prescribes further mea-
sures of accelerating the introduction of
new energies. In the law, "New Energy" is
defined as oil-

alternative energy sources that have not
yet been widely used due to economic
constraints, but whose introduction is nec-
essary in order to reduce Japan's oil
dependence.

Table 14.6 shows the new energy installa-
tion record and targets for various kind of
new energies, in which targets are shown
in MW or in kl (oil equivalent). "Clean
energy vehicles" mean electric vehicles,
natural-gas vehicles and methanol-fueled
motor vehicles.

The incentive measures for introducing
wind energy in ]apan are summarized in
Table 14.7.

The capacity of wind power plants cov-
ered in the New Energy Law is 800 kW or
above for private business entities and

r00

1200 kW or above for municipal corpora-
tions or related companies with municipal
corporations.

14.5.2 Planning and Grid Issues

In Japan, the problem of complex terrain
is rather large. The resulting gusty and
turbulent winds affect the design of tur-
bines for mechanical strength and electri-
cal quality of output power. Also complex
terrain increases the cost of transporta-
tion, erection, and grid-connection. The
higher cost of wind plants on average in
japan is mostly attributed to these factors.

On the other hand, as mentioned above,
improved siting and planning could
improve performance of newly installed
turbines. In the past a lack of scientific
understanding brought very poor opera-
tional data.

14.5.3 Institutional Factors

Besides the institutional progress men-
tioned above, important changes in elec-
tricity regulations in 1992 have had a
worthwhile effect as well. Reverse current
was permitted for the first time, which
allowed utilization of grid-connected
wind turbine generators. However, even
though the price can be determined
through negotiation with a one-year con-
tract between the developer and electric
power company, still theie is no law that
settles the duty and price of purchasing
wind energy. Therefore, it is difficult to
establish a stable wind energy business.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Table 14.6 New energy installation record and targets.

TECHNICAL AREA FY I995 RECORD FY 2OOO TARGET FY 20IO TARGET

SUPPLY SIDE
NEW ENERGY SOURCES

Photovoltaic power generation

Wind power Seneration

Thermal energy conversion

Waste power generation

Solar heat utilization

Thermal use of waste

Others

Combined share of total primary
energy suPPry

DEMAND SIDE
NEW ENERGY SOURCES

Clean energy vehicles

Cogeneration using natural gas

4OO MW

20 MW

2oo x lo3 kl

2000 Mw
3o0o x l03 kl

70 x lo3 kl

5050 x lo3 kl

5050 x 103 kl
(2.0o/o)

440 x 103 t<t

2670 MW

4600 MW

I50 MW

580 x 103 tt
4000 MW

5500 x | 03tt

140 x 103 t<t

5930 x 103 kl

19100 x l03 kl
(3.0olo)

2220 x l03 kl

4550 MW

14.6.1 Funding Levels

Table 14.9 shows the history of the budget
for wind energy R&D in the NSS Project
and Field Test Program .

14.6.2 Priorities

14.6.2.1 Neu Sutrshine Proiect : Resenrclr €t

Deaelopment

In 7978, Japan started its wind energy
R&D program which is a part of the gen-
eral R&D Program for renewable energy
called the New Sunshine Project. It has

been directed by the NEW Sunshine
Program Promotion Headquarters (NSS

H.Q.) in the Agency of Industrial Science

and Technology (AIST) of the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI).
In this program, the following activities
have been conducted:

Wind resource measurement (Now trans-
ferred to Wind Power Development Field
Test Program);
R&D of large-scale wind turbine genera-
tor systems.
Demonstration of a MW-class power
plant;
R&D for basic innovative technologies.

39 MW

9MW

19 x lo3 kl

8IO MW

logo x lo3 kl

4l x t03 tt
4790 x 103 kl

7o2o x lo3 kl
(l.lo/o)

4xto3kl
r290 MW

14.5.4 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

So far no significant environmental prob-
lems have occurred. It is because the his-
tory of wind farm development is very
young in Japan. At Tappi Wind Park, a
complaint of noise was once reported, but
it was solved by soundproof construction.

Regarding birds, the behavior of migra-
tory birds was once observed by Tohoku
EPC. According to the report, the birds
are clever enough to recognize the rotat-
ing blades and no bird has been killed by
the Wind turbine generators at Tappi
Wind Park so far.

14.5.5 Financing

The New Energy Law provided some tax
benefits this year.

14.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R,D&D PROGRAMS

The outline of the national wind energy
activities in Tapan is shown in Table 14.8.

International Energy Agency t0l
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'tabIe L4.7 The Incentive Measures for Introducing Wind Energy in Japan.

INCENTIVE TYPE SYSTEM RECIPIENT SUBSIDY MEASURES

SUBSIDY

SURVEY

PROJECT

FINANCING

TAXES

NATIONAL
TAX

LOCAL TAX

Investigation into regional energy development

Investigation into model projects
for providing against greenhouse gases

Projeit for developing regional new-energy
vision (founded in 1995)

Model power generation projects for regional
energy development

Proiects for power generation implementation
(distant areas and islands)

Wind power development field test program
(founded 1995; wind measurement, system design
and construction operation)

Project for encouraging power generation for regional
energy development and utilization

Tax system for encouraging investment focusing on
structural innovation of energy demand and supply

Tax system for local energy

Municipal corporations
or related companies

Municipal corporations

Municipal corporations

Municipal corporations and
private businesses

Agricultural cooperative association
and other organizations

Municipal corporations and
private businesses

Municipal corporations and
private businesses

Persons and business entities that file
blue returns

Persons or corporations engaged in
business system for local energy

Subsidy rate of l/2 or less

Ecotopia
Subsidy rateol l12

Subsidy rate of l00o/o

3096 or less

v3

10006 for wind measurements
50o/o lor the rest

100 million yen or less
lnterest rate ol 3Vo covered

Tax subtraction of 7olo or special
depreciation oI 30o/o

Reduction in imposed standard tax
of 116

m
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o
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c
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Table 14.8 National Wind Energy Activities in Japan.

NATIONAL ACTIVITIES ORGAN I ZATI O N/I N STITUTE

New Sunshine Project (R&D)

l. Wind resource measurement

2. R&D of LS-WTGS (500 kw)

3. Demonstration of a MW-class wind farm

4. Generic, innovative R&D (WINDMEL-|, -ll, Aerodynamics)

Wind Power Development Field Test Program (Demo)

New Promotion Prolect

Standard (lEC, lSO, JIS)

NSS-H.Q.

NEDO

NEDO/MHVTohoku EPC

NEDO/Okinawa EPC

MEL

MtTt/NEDO

MITYNEDO

M lTl/M EL/industries/etc.

The New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization
(NEDO) carries out the first three, while
the last one is undertaken by Mechanical
Engineering Laboratory (MEL) , AIST
MITI and support the first three mainly
through technology evaluation.

After completion of the 100 kW pilot plant
in 1986 and further research for a large-
scale wind turbine, a new R&D program
to develop a 500 kW class wind turbine
prototype was initiated in 1990.

Conceptual design of the 500 kW proto-
type was completed in FY 1992. In FY

7994 and 1995, some components of the
500 kW wind turbine were tested by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industry Ltd.(MHI).
Full scale fatigue testing of the rotor
blades was carried out to verify the blade
design. Load testing and noise measure-
ment of the gear box and modal analysis
of the nacelle cover by FEM were under-
taken. It has a three-bladed,38m-diameter
rotor mounted to a rigid hub.

In October, 1996, the machine was erected
on a hilly site in the center of Tappi Wind
Park owned by Tohoku EPC (Figure 14.2).

On October 15, the turbine was damaged
by a lightning strike. Its sensors, a part of
control system, and other apparatus were
damaged, but it was repaired and opera-
tion started on October 21. A series of
field tests are now underway. The main
items of the tests are:

Reliability tests of the wind turbine gener-
ators and its components;
Performance tests: wind turbine genera-
tors, Pitch control system;
Grid connection system Aerodynamics of
rotor blades;
Construction / Vibration tests;
Data acquisition and Economics analysis;
Noise measurement.

In July 7997, the system was shut down
due to abnormal noise from the gear box.
Inspection revealed that the gear box was
damaged by a metal element. It is now
under repair.

Table 14.9 Budget for National Wind Energy Projects in Millions of Japanese Yen (JPY).

YEAR l99l t992 1993 1994 t995 1996

NSS prolect 982549 981 744 635

80

608 556

320 460Wind Power Develooment
Field Test Program

Total

International Energy Agency

549 981 982 744 715 928 t0 t6

t03
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14.6.2.2 Demonstration of a MW-class Wind
Fnrm (Miyako Project)

An experimental MW-class wind farm of
1.7 MW rated power was completed in
October 1995 on Miyako Island in
Okinawa. The wind farm consists of two
units of MHI-250 kW wind turbine gener-
ators and three units of Micon
400/ 100-kW Wind turbine generators.
One of the purposes of this project is to
demonstrate the availability of wind
energy connected to a grid of small capac-
ity on such an island. The site is an open
narrow flat cap covered by ocean with
open 7 m/s of annual mean wind speed.
The highest record of monthly capacity
factor was 53.2% obtained in December
1994.The annual capacity factor in 1996

was 31.1%. (See Table 14.10)

14.6.2.3 Wind Pouer Deaeloament Field Test

Program

To attain the national target of the new
energy/environmental policy, in which
wind energy shall be promoted up to
150 MW capacity by 2070, national
NEDO's Wind Power Development Field
Test Program was started in 1995. In the
project, subsidies from the government
are provided for those who are active in
developing wind power plants. The term
of a project is five-years. In the first year,
meteorological measurement is under

taken with 100 % of subsidy. In the second
year, an optimized wind power plant is
designed with a subsidy up to 50% of the
design cost, if the wind measurement
proved to be available enough for wind
power generation. In the third year, the
wind plant is constructed with a subsidy
up to 50%.

Among many candidates who apply to
this Wind Power Development Field Test
Program, more than ten are subsidized for
wind measurement, while a few are subsi-
dized for plant design and construction.

14.6.2.4 IEC Standard and IIS Standard

The national programs include coopera-
tion in IEC Standard activities in the wind
energy category. MITI also promotes the
policy to have international consistency in
standards. Therefore, national ]IS stan-
dards for wind turbine generator systems
are also on the table for publication in the
near future in parallel wlth IEC standards.

14.6.3 New Concepts

Under the NSS's R&D Program, MEL, a
national laboratory that has been carrying
out generic research since 1978, has tested
the fully flexible wind turbines, WIND-
MEL I and WINDMEL II. As a technical
result of the research operation of the
WINDMEL II, the concept of flexible

Table 14.10 Operational Data of the Miyako Wind Power Plant (two units of MHI 250-kW
machine).

YEAR WIND SPEED
(m/s)

GENERATION
(MWh)

CAPACITY
FACTOR

(o/")

1992x

| 993

t994

| 995

t996

20.0

22.8

28.s

37t,5t0

r,000,740

|.247,280

t04

7.6
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blade design proved to have an advantage
in reduction of mechanical stress, as well
as in stabilization of output power.

14.6.4 MW-rated Turbines

We have studied MW-scale wind turbines,
but so far there is no R&D program. The
main question involves transportation
and construction in the restricted condi-
tions of our roads and mountainous
topography.

14.6.5 Offshore Development

Although Japan could develop offshore or
semi-offshore wind farms, it is not so

urgent as in European countries because a

lot of potential candidate sites for wind
turbines on land remain undeveloped.

14.6.6 International Collaboration

The main activities for Japan are IEA
Wind R&D cooperation and IEC standard
of wind turbine generators. Many individ-
ual international collaborations are under-
taken at research institutes and universi-
ties.

74.6.7 Wind Energy Resources

In7994, NEDO completed a new wind
database for wind energy development
which covers the data at 737 stations in
the national local meteorological observa-
tions network system (AMeDAS) and

those at 38 NEDO locations. In total, data

Table 14.11 Wind Energy Potential in Japan

from964 stations were analyzed to create

a wind atlas. In 1995, the Japan WIND
ATLAS was published by NEDO.

The wind energy potential is shown in
Table 14.11. The minimum and maximum
values correspond to the array conditions
of wind turbine generators in a wind farm
of 10D x 10D and 10D x 3D respectively,
where D is the diameter of a wind turbine
generators. According to scenario 2,

which is a moderate one, it is expected
that a contribution of a few percent of the
electricity demand in Japan can be sup-
plied by wind.

l--
AREA km'

I (ratio to total POTENTIAL
I land surface NUMBER

SCENARIO ino/o) OF UNITS

I t 23,280 l2s,s 19 -
(6.40/o) 565'278

) 2 3,s99 18,430 -

POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
CAPACITY WIND GENEMTION

MW GWh (ratio to total
(ratio to total in o/o) generation in o/o)

not completed not completed

9,220 - 35,240 8,9t6 - 34,127
(4.610/o - 17.620/o) (lo/o - 3.84o/o)

|,440 - 6,870 |,325 - 6,537
(0.7o/o - 3.43o/o) (0. l5olo - 0.74o/o)

(to/o) 70,481

3 759 2,792 -
I to.zuo t3'743

i
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CHAPTER I5

15.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

Legislation regarding electricity produc-
tion for public service was modified in
1992 to allow independent power produc-
tion and other forms of private genera-

tion. Nowadays, private investors are

allowed to build and operate electric
power stations for either self-supply or
electricity sale to the Federal Electricity
Commission (CFE), the government-
owned electric utility. Current environ-
mental and energy policies share the aim
of sustainable development. Therefore,
the energy sector is seeking appropriate
strategies for the implementation of wind
energy in Mexico, which could foster the

creation of jobs and regional development
and promote private investment.

Specific targets for wind capacity have not
been announced by the government, but
large-scale implementation of wind
energy is just starting. However, promot-
ers of wind energy, which include the

working teams on renewables from gov-
ernment-owned institutions (e.9. the
Electrical Research Institute (IIE), the
Federal Electricity Commission (CFE),

and the National Commission for Saving
and Efficient use of Energy (CONAE)),
have pointed out that the exploitation of
the main wind resource in Mexico could
lead to 5000 MW of new, clean power.

The best wind resource is found south of
the Tehuantepec, in a 3000 kmz region
known as "La Ventosa." Annual mean

wind speeds fromT to 11 m/s at 30 m
height have been measured at some sites

in this region. It is estimated that up to
2000 MW of wind farms could be installed
there with technical and economic advan-
tages.

15.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

During 1997, no additional wind capacity

was connected to the National Electric

System (SEN). Therefore, the total
installed wind farm capacity remains at

1.575 MW, corresponding to a demonstra-
tion project commissioned in the middle
of 7994, at "La Venta," Oaxaca. This
power station was bid as a "turn keY"

project by CFE who owns and operates

the facility.

"LaYenta" wind farm has seven 225-kW

Danish wind turbines (Vestas V27).

During 1996, electricity production from
this power station was 5 Gwh, with a

capacity factor of 36o,,.

A new project in "La Ventosa" has been

announced by CFE. This project, known
as "La Venta II," would have a 54 MW
capacity and, if built, it would be the first
large-scale wind farm owned by the pub-
lic sector in Mexico. No firm dates have

been announced to start this proiect.
Currently, CFE is working on a smaller
project at a site known as "Cuerrero
Negro" on the Baja California Peninsula,
where a 600-kW wind turbine will be

installed in early 1998. The turbine will
operate in parallel with a bank of diesel
generators rated at 16 MW. Plans are

underway to expand the wind capacity at

this site to 3 MW.

At least two wind farm projects are under
development by private companies in
association with municipalities. The first
one is a 30-MW wind farm to be installed
on Cozumel Island in southeast Mexico.

The second is a wind farm of 27 MW to be

built at "La Ventosa." Both proiects are in
the modality of electricity self-supply.
Permits to build both projects have

already been granted, but a number of

International Energy Agency t07
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negotiations are sti\\ pendrngbetore the
ground is open tor construci\on.

C on verr fional genera ting c ap acity
installed in Mexico as of October, l99S
was 34,287 MW, built up as follows: oil
plus natural gas (54.2%), hydro (27.7%),
coal (7.5%), oil/coal (6.I%), nuclear
(3.8%), and geothermal (2.2%). During
1996, electricity production from conven-
tional capacity was 151.9 TWh. The need
for new capacity to 2005 was forecast in
7996 tobe 72,76IMW.

15.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

At present, there is no wind turbine man-
ufacturing industry in Mexico, except for
one company that makes a small 6-kW
machine. However, there is an increasing
interest from private investors to establish
wind turbine manufacturing joint ven-
tures. Several wind turbine components
(e.9. towers, nacelles, electrical parts,
cables, transformers, and others) could be
manufactured in Mexico using existing
infrastructure. It is expected that deploy-
ment of wind energy in Mexico could be
impelled by a meaningful level of activity
in local wind turbine integration.

15.4 ECONOMICS

Electricity price to consumers varies
depending on the region, the time of the
day, and the supply voltage. For electric-
ity billing purposes, the country is
divided into eight regions. Each region
has its own timetable for electric tariffs
along the day. Examples of electricity
prices (active in December, 1997) valid for
the whole country, are given in Table 15.1.

Domestic customers pay MEP 0.310 for
each of the first 75 kwh, 0.362 for each

VOLTAGE MNGE (KV) PEAK

l.\[11 .

K\\ \\ \\\ \'\(t\\ rr\ he \\,tS\l\bqr* ..., -
1 t\1r, i.,, -.,!1r A r,yIr rn c'.\('(rss ()f th(' /irsl
200 kwh.

No special buy-back price for wind
energy has been set in Mexico. Hence,
prices for electricity from wind energy to
be paid by CFE would be based on the
active tariffs. This means that the rev-
enues from a wind farm project in Mexico
would depend not only on the amount of
electricity generated, but also on the time
of the day this electricity is fed into the
grid.

According to CFE, generation costs from
"LaYenta" wind farm are near USD 0.043
per kWh, while the total installation costs
for this facility were around USD 1,250
per kW. Generation costs from "La
Venta," according to CFE, are similar to
generation costs from big thermal power
stations in Mexico.

15.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

The main constraints for wind energy
market development in Mexico are typical
of the starting phase of similar programs
around the world. Ad hoc market incen-
tive mechanisms and planning strategies
are being sought, but there are several
barriers to overcome.

The Ministry of Energy is sponsoring
some projects and activities in this direc-
tion. It is expected that results will be seen
within the next few months. Meanwhile,
private investors continue their activities
to develop wind farm projects at those
sites and opportunity niches where the
present conditions could lead to feasible
projects.

INTERMEDIATE BASE

Table 15.1 Examples of electricity prices in Mexico (MEP, December 1997).

l>v<35

35 >V< 220

0.77-0.96

0.74-1.04

0.26-0.36

0.24-0.34

0.20-0.26

0.2 t-0.25

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997



NATIONAL ACTIVITIES

CHAPTER I6

16.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

16.1.1 Aims and Objectives

The targets of the energy policy of the
Netherlands are laid out in the Third
Energy Memorandum, issued December
7995,by the Ministry of Economic Affairs.
Results should be an overall stabilization
of CO2 emission and fossil fuel use (at the
level of 1990). This is necessary because of
the limits to fossil fuel sources, increasing
vulnerability of the energy supply, and
international environmental problems,
specifically imminent effects of climatic
change.

The road to follow is organized according
to the so called Trias Energetica which
says: First limit energy demand as much
as possible, then meet the remaining
demand with renewable energy. Finally if
fossil fuels are still required use them
cleanly and efficiently.

To save energy, the memorandum
announces initiatives for an improvement
in energy-efficiency of one third of the
energy use in the next 25 years.

Sustainable energy will contribute 10% in
annual saving of fossil fuels in 2020

through initiatives like green electricity,
green funds, a fair pay-back rate, and an
action plan for intensified R,D&D efforts.
Most efficient fuel use is pursued by
installing combined heat and power, gas

fueled new generating plants, and devel-
oping clean technology for coal fired
plants. Building new nuclear plants is not
an option for the coming years.

The Third Energy Memorandum also sets

out the policy for a liberalized energy
market. It announces a network authority
for electricity and natural gas, gradually
more freedom of choice for end users, and
fair competition rules. The announced
Energy Report for the year 2000 will ana-
lyze andjudge development of long term

International Energy Agency
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supply and demand and give a facility to
influence desired penetration of sustain-
able energy sources and energy conserva-
tion. It announces a new Electricity Act.

The budgets per year (to be built up in a

few years) are:

1. From the Ministry of Finance for fis-
cal incentives: 175 million NLG: green
funds, Accelerated Depreciation on
Environmental Investment, Energy
Investment Deduction and green VAT,

and

2. From the Ministry of Economic
Affairs budget: 40 million NLG for
research and development, and
45 million NLG for demonstration
and market introduction.

At present, not more than 1ol, of Dutch
energy consumption is met by renewable
sources such as solar, wind, and water.
The Memorandum set the targets for
renewables at a 3"/n contribution in 2000

and a 10o1, contribution in2020. The tar-
gets have been set in annual saving of fos-

sil fuels, expressed in petajoules (see

Table 16.1). Total national energy con-
sumption is2,700PJ.

16.7.2 Strategy

The strategy to reach the targets of the
Third Energy Memorandum was laid out
in the action plan Renewable Encrgy on thc

March (DEIO) published in March 1997 by
the Ministry. This plan stresses the need
for an accelerated effort of concerned par-
ties and sums up the measures that are

required in the years till 2000 under three

themes:

Improving the price-performance ratio;
Stimulating market penetration;
Addressing administrative bottlenecks.
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16.1.2.1 Improaing the Price-Performance
Ratio

This is primarily a'technology push'
operation. If renewable energy is ulti-
mately to compete with fossil fuels such
as gas and oil, the key is technological
development. To improve the price-per-
formance ratio, research, development
and demonstration is essential. The fol-
Iowing actions have been started:

Execution of long term research programs
in the field of wind energy, solar energy,
and energy from biomass and heat
pumps;
Execution of the Economy-Ecology-
Technology program;
Intensifying the participation in European
research programs.

16.1.2.2 Stimulating Market Penetration

This is primarily a market pull operation.
To promote market penetration of those
renewable energy options that are on the
verge of becoming economic, the follow-
ing actions have been started:

Broadening the range of fiscal instru-
ments;
Reaching agreements with EnergieNed,
the association of energy distribution
companies in the Netherlands, about the
activities they are to undertake in the
period 1997-2000 in order to promote
renewable energy;
Improving the export instruments for
renewable energy products;
Setting up the Renewable Energy Project
Bureau in1997;
Amending the new draft Electricity Act in
such a way as to allow a minimum share
of renewable energy in the electricity sup-
ply to be mandatory as from the year
2001,;

Publication of the energy report, stating
the percentages of mandatory minimum
shares of renewable energy for the period
2001 - 2005.

1-6.L.2.3 Addressing Administratiae
Bottlenecks

This is primarily an operation focusing on
the planning and decision making
process. When a given option is ripe for
the market and capable of large-scale
application administrative bottlenecks can
arise. The following actions are therefore
to be taken to remove those bottlenecks:

Extension, broadening and deepening of
the Administrative Agreement on
Location Problems Wind Energy between
the government and regional authorities;
Promotion of combined use of space for
nature, agriculture, infrastructure and
wind energy;
Incorporation of large scale locations in
the Electricity Supply Master Plan, in con-
sultation with regional authorities;
Drawing up an Off shore Wind Energy
Location Plan.

16.1.3 Targets

The official target for wind energy is set
in annual avoided fossil primary energy
in petajoules (see Table 16.1). This trans-
lates roughly in needed installed capacity
according to the following table.

From the 2,750MW in2020 it is expected
that around 1,500 MW will be installed
offshore. (See Figure 16.1)

16.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

16.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

During 7997,90 turbines with a total of
44 MW were installed and 51 turbines
with a total of 14 MW were removed
bringing the total operational capacity by
the end of 7997 to 325 MW with 1.144 tur-
bines and 764,934 m2 swept area. (See

Figure 16.2.)

16.2.2 Numbers/Type, Make of Turbines

The average installed capacity per turbine
in 1997 was 492 kW, average ratio
between swept area and capacity was

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997



Table 16.1 Renewable Energy Thrgets in Annual Avoided Fossil Primary Energy (PJ)

2007

Wind Energy

Solar Energy PV

Solar Energy Thermal

Hydro Power

Biomass (incl. waste)

TOTAL RENEWABLES

Geothernal

Cold and Heat Storage

Heat Pumps

TOTAL SUSTAINABLES

t6

I

2

I

54

74

0

2

7

9

33

2

5

3

85

r28

0

8

50

58

t86

45

t0

t0

3
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Figure 16.1 Expected wind capacity 1995-2020
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Figure 16.2 lnstalled, removed, and operational wind capacity.

Z.q m2 /UW and average hub height 42 m.
(See Figure 16.3)

Of the installed capacity in7997,41o1, was
manufactured in the Netherlands, the
remaining was from Denmark as shown
in Table 16.3.

Removed were 35 HMZ WindMaster
300 kW/25m turbines, which were
replaced with the 18 WindMaster
750 kW / 45m turbines and 14 Bouma

-60

250kW /25rr. which were replaced with 14

Vestas 225kW /27m machines.

16.2.3 Plant Types and Form of Plant
Ownership

The new wind capacity consists of 2

medium sized, T small wind farms, and
12 individual machines according to
Table 16.4.

Of the installed wind turbines,53ul, are
owned by utilities and 3I"/,, by limited
companies.

16.2.4 Performance of Installed Plants

In 1997 electricity production from wind
energy was 451 GWh or 0.6"/o of national
electricity consumption and it avoided
3.9 PJ in fossil fuel.

Llke 7996,1997 also had a Windex of 68"/u

which classifies it as a bad wind year. The
3O-year average is set at 100'/u. The aver-
age of the last 10 years was 88'l'.

%b]" T ? 
Tarsets f9r Wi1d rleggJ.

YEAR CAPACITY SAVED PRIMARY
MW FUEL, PJ

| 990

| 995

2000

7007

2020

50

250
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2000

2750

0.6

4

t7

33

45

|2 IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoon 1997
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this 70% was produced in centralized
plants, 15% was imported, and 15% was
generated in combined heat and Power
plants.

16.2.6 Operational Experience

There were no major accidents or inci-
dents in 1997.

16.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

16.3.1 Status/Number/Sales of
Manufacturers

The number of Netherlands wind turbine
manufacturers has not changed over the

last 5 years. They are Lagerwey, NedWind
and WindMaster.

The three Netherlands blade manufactur-
ers are Aerpac, Polymarin and Rotorline.
Most of their blades were supplied to
Dutch, German, Danish, Spanish and U.S.

wind turbine manufacturers.

Average specific production in 1997 was
645 kWh/mz, corrected for the ylar long
average it should be 950 kWh/mz. In an
average wind year, the installed capacity
of 325 MW with a swept area of
764,g34m2 could produce 725 GWh and

avoid 6.3 PJ.

Monthly energy production from wind
energy can be found at the internet site
http: / / www.kema.nll kema /wind-
novem.htm.

16.2.5 Installed Conventional Capacity
And Electricity Consumption.

Installed conventional capacity in 1997

was around 18 GW of which around
3.5 GW came from decentralized com-
bined heat and power plants. The maxi-
mum load of 17,785 MW occurred on
December 17.

Electricity consumption increased 3.2% in
1997,bringing the total to 81,170 GWh. Of

International Energy Agency il3
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Table 16.3 Distribution of New Turbines by Manufacturer.

MANUFACTURER

WindMaster

Vestas

NedWind

Nordtank

Bonus

Total New

TURBINES

t8

24

t9

t6

t3

90

ROTORAREA
m2

26.t40

23.620

14.341

23.235

r9.r02

106.437

MW

r3.5

9.0

4.8

9.6

7.5

44.3

o/o

30

20

tl

22

t7

r00

ln 1997, about 360 people were employed
directly by the wind turbine and blade
manufacturers.

It is estimated that another 400 were
employed with subcontractors, consulting
firms, service companies, research insti-
tutes and universities.

16.3.2 New Products/Technical
Developments

The prototype of the Lagerwey direct
drive 750 kW turbine was fitted with a

50 m instead of a 45 m diameter rotor and
tests started in the last quarter of 1997.

WindMaster is designing a range of
machines for high and low wind speed
regimes. They will have capacities from
600 to 900 kW with variable speed,
3 blades, pitch control, and full network
adaptable abilities.

Blade manufacturers are developing their
product range for machines of 300 kW,
600 kW,850 kW 1 MW, 1.5 MW and fur-
ther. They adapt their designs for stall and
pitch regulated, constant and variable
speed machines. Aerpac supplied its first
blade set for a 60 m diameter machine.

Industry and researchers foresee the fol-
lowing trends for 2001:

il4

Evolution of existing concepts
towards bigger machines of 1.5 to
3 MW and resolving the related trans-
port problems.

Meeting higher requirements on qual-
ity of electricity, e.g. power factor,
voltage and power stability.

The first offshore turbines will be
derived from existing technology.
Future turbines will be designed for
site specific conditions.

Improved price-performance ratio
through economies of scale, shorter
time to market and increased reliabil-
ity.

Aerodynamics and aeroeleastics will
remain the main R&D tooics for the
next decade.

16.3.3 Business Developments

The shares of WindMaster Nederland
have been bought by WindMaster man-
agement and a group of American
investors. The controlling stake was
bought from the Dutch Begemann Group.

16.3.4 Support Industries

TWo new developers started activities in
7997.r{ork for engineering firms is

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Repon 1997
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Figure 16.4 Wind farm Prof. Dr. ir. Harry van den Kroonenburg.

expanding. One maintenance firm started
as a result of the restructuring of
Lagerwey. Major banks and insurance
companies are increasing their activities
as a result of financing through the Green
Funds.

16.4 ECONOMICS

16.4.1 Electricity Prices

Buy-back prices ranged from 72.6 to 76.3

cents/kWh. For a detailed account see last

year's lEAWind Energy Annual Report

page9.

76.4.2 Turbine/Project Costs

There are no reliable statistical data avail-
able yet for the years L996 to 1997. Based

on 19 of the 73 projects in 1996, the spe-

cific investment per kW installed capacity
ranged from a high of 2,992 to a low of
1,554 with an average of 2,416 NLG/kW.
The specific investment per mz swePt
area ranged from a high of 941 to a low of
550 with an average of 799 NLG / mz .

Based on 6 of the 21 projects in 1997, the
specific investment per kW installed

International Energy Agency

capacity ranged from a high of 2,417 to a
low of 1,744with an average of
2,087 NLG/kW. The specific investment
p", *2 swept area ranged from a high of
1,081 to a low of 668 with an average of
854 NLG/mz. Turbine costs are still
around 70% oI total project costs.

16.4.3 Invested Capital

Based on the averages given in 16.4.2, the
invested capital for 7996 was 114 million
NLG and for 1997 it was 93 million NLG.

16.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

16.5.L Market Stimulation Instruments

As a result of the announced possibility of
a mandatory share of renewables after the

year 2000 in the new Electricity Act
(which should come into effect in 1998),

the association of distribution companies
(EnergieNed) committed itself to supply
3.2% of electricity from renewables in the

year 2000. About one third of this amount
is expected from wind energy, corre-
sponding to 750 MW of installed capacity'

il5



= Table 16.4 Size of Wind Turbines Installed :r:.1997.
6

NAME OF WIND FARM MANUFACTURER HEIGHT TURBINE DIAMETER CAPACITY SWEPT AREA

WP Harry van den
Kroonenberg

Windpark Waardpolder

WP lrene Vorrink (2)

Vlissingen buitenhaven

Jacoba-Haven

Windpark Haringvliet B.V

Windpark Beabuorren B.V

Windpark Noorderpolder B.V

Windpark Terneuzen B.V

Various solitary turbines

WindMaster

NedWind

Nordtank

Vestas

Vestas

Bonus

Bonus

Nordtank

Vestas

Danish
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30
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From January 7,7998 a system of green
labeling is in effect. A producer of wind
electricity from now on gets a fixed price
plus one Green Labels for every
10,000 kWh. These labels can be freely
traded. Price will be formed on a 'stock
exchange'where contracts for green elec-

tricity can be bought and sold to the high-
est bidder. Bidders will be the utilities, but
also intermediaries, that have to meet
their obligation in 'green' electricity.
Expected value of a green labeled kWh is
NLG 0.05 to 0.06. (Information available
at http: / / www. groenlabel.ned.nl)

A market incentive introduced January 1,

1997 was the Energy Investment
Deduction scheme, a provision of the
Ministry of Finance. It allows profit mak-
ing companies to deduct 40o1, of the
investment in wind turbine installations
from company profits in the year of
investment. The company tax is 35%, so

this implies a I4"/" reduction on invested
capital.

From ]anuary 7996, under the Accelerated

Depreciation on Environmental
Investment scheme, a provision of the
Ministry of Finance, companies are

allowed to freely amortize investments in
wind turbine installations, e.g. profit mak-
ing companies can write off the invest-
ment in a wind farm in the first fiscal

year. This accelerated depreciation keeps

taxable income down so that companies

pay less income or corporation tax in the

early years. This deferral of tax payments
is of benefit to companies' cash and inter-
est position.

In January 1995 the green investment
scheme became operational. So-called
Green Funds are operated by maior banks
and recognized by the Ministry of
Finance. Green Funds have to invest in
green projects like wind turbine installa-
tions. Capital is supplied by private citi-
zens and the dividend or interest is
exempted from income tax. This allows

International Energy Agency

green funds to offer a lower interest rate

on capital of about 1.5 to 2 percent points
in 1997. The capital collected from private
investors increased to 2 billion NLG in
1997. For them, the interest rates are

approximately 4%.

From january 1996 the Regulatory Energy
Tax, a kind of CO2 tax, for small con-
sumers came into effect. The tax applies to
electricity, natural gas, medium heavy oil,
gas oil and liquid petroleum gas (LPG).

Renewables are exempted from this car-
bon tax. Also exempted are transport
fuels. For electricity the CO2 tax is NLG
0.03 per kWh (excl. VAT) in 1996,7997
and 1998 for a maximum consumption of
50,000 kWh/yeaa the first 800 kWh are

not being taxed.

The energy tax is paid to the utilities, who
in turn pay to the taxation authority
(Ministry of Finance). However, utilities
are exempted from payment for energy

generated from renewables. Instead, they
have to pay NLG 0.03 per kWh to the

generators of renewable energy; e.g. wind
turbines, hydro, solar PV or biomass.

Various distribution utilities started to
offer green pricing. They offer their cus-
tomers green-, or nature-, or eco-electric-
ity. Customers can, voluntarily, buy all or
a share of their annual electricity at 5 to
8 cents higher than normal price (CO2 tax

is included in this price).

With all the incentives in place and the

conception of financial models by the

financial engineers, bankers, developers
and utilities now tell us that money is not
the problem.

16.5.2 Financing

Through the Green Funds there is an

abundance of capital available. Green
Funds of the 3 maior banks are competing
to invest in wind energy projects with low
interest rates. The green interest in 1997

was 3.8 to 5.2% depending on the term of
the loan 2,5 or 10 years. Average interest
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Table 16.5 Electricity Production, Windex, Avoided Fuel and Emissions.

WIND ENERGY

Year End

December 3 |

ELECTRICITY
Total Windex

lcwhl lo/ol

AVOIDED FUEL

Primary CH+

tPJl [M'3]

AVOIDED EMISSIONS

COZ NO" SOZ

[kton] [ton] [ton]

| 986

1987

| 988

| 989

| 990

t99 |

t992

| 993

1994

| 995

1996

1997

7

t6

26

26

55

72

t45

r65

251

317

430

451

t00
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80

93

87

94

88

68

68

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.6

r.3

t.5

2.2

2.8

3.7

3.9

2

5

7

7

t6

20

4l
46

69

87

il8
t23

4

t0

t6

t6

34

44

88

99

t49

t87

252

262

7l
15 3

245
245
52 t0

68 t3

f36 26

t55 30

236 45

298 57

404 77

424 8l

rates on the regular capital market in 1997
were 6 to 7"/o. All non-utility investors in
wind energy finance their projects
through the Green Funds. Utilities finance
their investments from their own cash
flow and calculate with an internal rate of
return of 5%.

16.5.3 Planning and Grid Issues

Installed capacity has dropped dramati-
cally in 1996 and 1997.Therc are 2 main
reasons for that: (1) the change from an
investment subsidy scheme to fiscal
incentives has created uncertainty in the
market and (2) development of sufficient
sites with building permits in place is
increasingly difficult. At least 25 MW
were delayed to 1998 because of pending
court cases about building permits that
were opposed.

To address the problem of the availability
of sites Novem has supported a number
of studies to approach owners of large
real estate and stimulate the multi-func-
tional use of sites. These owners include,
for example, the Army, Waterstate,

il8

Rijksdomeinen and the National Railway
Company.

The technical potential for wind energy
on railway grounds (no blades above the
railway!) is 750 MW at sites with 5 m/s at
30 m height, of which there is 100 MW at
6 m/s at 30 m. The Railway Company is
interested in developing some of the
potential.

On October 7,1997 year Novem started a
national campaign'Space for Wind
Energy'. It is aimed primarily at local
decision makers and the local public. The
backbone of the campaign is a series of
products and services that can be used to
assist local authorities to create room and
space for wind energy, e.g.:

A so called 'quick scan' offered to local
communities in order to get a quick esti-
mate of their local wind energy potential;
A detailed guideline for planning officials
is available, to help them incorporate
wind energy in their physical planning
schemes;

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Excursions to wind farm sites with locals;
Support to organize local meetings.

The evaluation of the Administrative
Agreement on Location Problems Wind
Energy showed that the agreement as

such is a useful instrument to improve the
implementation of wind energy.
Considered as a shortcoming was the fact
that it did not contain any sanctions for
those parties that did not reach the tar-
gets. Also the number of parties involved
was judged as being too limited.

16.5.4 Institutional Factors

The 12 (influential) provincial
Environment Foundations and the (pow-
erful) Foundation Nature and
Environment published a common view
and position on the role of wind energy in
the Netherlands. This is a major break-
through. Their view is positive and pro-
active. They support the development of
wind energy in close relation to the ambi-
tion of a sustainable energy supply, of
which a policy that is truly directed
towards energy conservation is a crucial
part. They support the 1000 MW target for
wind energy in 2000. They will work out
guidelines for the selection of locations of
wind farms, taking into account the possi-
ble damage to landscape and birds. They
promise to actively contribute towards the

ecological and economical sound imple-
mentation of wind energy.

16.5.5 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

The national research program on the
impact of wind turbines on birds was

completed. The main goal of the program
was to collect data on nocturnal flight alti-
tudes of birds in tidal and semi offshore
areas. The results of the studies show that
the concentrated nocturnal movements of
waders between tidal flats and inland
high tide roosts are, in general, at present-
day wind turbine heights. Waders flying
between tidal flats and inland roosts may

International Energy Agency

therefore run the risk of colliding with
wind turbines in tidal areas during dark-
ness. However, because waders do not
always use the same inland high tide
roosts during darkness and during the
day, the local situation at night should be

taken into account before actual locations
for turbines are assigned in tidal areas.

16.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R,D&D PROCRAMS

16.6.1 Funding Levels

As a result of the R,D&D policy laid out
in the action plan Renezunble Energy on the

March, the Novem budget for the wind
energy program (TWIN) was raised from
9 million NLG in 1996 to 14.1 million
NLG for the years 7997 to 2000. Staff
increased from 4 to 6 people.

As of January 1998, Dr. Gijs van Kuik will
be the new professor in wind energy at

Delft Technical University.

16.6.2 Priorities

The Netherlands R&D-pIan Wind Energy

has been revised for the period 7997-200L
The priorities for R&D subjects were set in
an April 1997 workshop attended by the

wind turbine and blade manufacturers,
the engineering firms and the program
managers ECN, TU-Delft and Novem. The

plan will be the basis for the research pro-
grams for ECN, TU Delft and Novem. The

first ten priorities are: development of
design codes; expand, adapt and validate
engineering rules; development of new
rotor concepts; development of a dynamic
model of offshore wind turbines; main-
taining testing facilities; transfer of knowl-
edge to industry; development of knowl-
edge of 3-D stalled airfoil characteristics;

testing of blades and conducting concep-

tual design studies.

Some specific results from the last few
years R&D are computer codes such as:

SWIFT which generates a simulated wind
field for input in aeroelastic codes; TIDIS,

il9
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an aerodynamic correction method for
3D-effects; BLADOPT, an optimization
tool for blade design; and SILANI a tool
for comparative calculations on noise
emission from blades depending on air-
foils used.

16.6.3 New Concepts

There were no major new developments
in turbine design that will reduce costs
and or improve the technology.

16.6.4 MW-rated Turbines

The 4 x 1MW wind farm Moerdijk, oper-
ated by the private investor Windfarmers
V.O.F. consists of turbines from NedWind
with hub height 70 and rotor diameter
55 m. Electricitv production in 1997 was
5.83 GWh for S,SbS m2 swept area, giving
a specific production of 614 kWh/mz.

Taking into account that 1997 was a bad
wind year with a windex of 68'/o, in a nor-
mal wind year this would be 8.47 GWh.
This is well above the estimated produc-
tion of 6.8 GWh annually.

ln 1997 another 19 of these machines were
to be built. Granting a building permit for
this project proved to be extremely diffi-
cult. Appeals against it ran to the highest
court (Raad van State) with the Ministry
of Agriculture opposing the permit. The
appeal was rejected and it is expected that
the turbines will be on line in the third
quarter of 1998.

16.6.5 Offshore Developments

Maximum wind capacity on land based
sites is estimated to be around 1,500 MW
in 2005 to 2010. The national goal is

TA(LFI 6:
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Figure 16.5 Installation sequence wind turbine in near shore wind farm.
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3,000 MW in 2020.It is believed that this
can be realized with offshore installations.

Novem has carried out a feasibility study
of a demonstration project of a near shore
wind farm. The wind farm is meant to
gain experience and knowledge of off-
shore installation, construction and opera-
tion. The characteristics of this demonstra-
tion project are:

Minimum distance to coast is 8 kilometer;
Water depth will be between 5 and 20 m;
One hundred wind turbines with capacity
of 1 MW;
Monopole foundation rammed in sea-bed;
Investment around NLG 450 million;
Construction in less than a year;
Employment of 1000 man year during
construction and 10 man year for opera-
tion and maintenance;
Net energy production 300 GWh per year;
Selling price electricity NLG 0.14 per
kWh;.
Exploitation costs NLC 11.2 million per
year;
Green interest rate 4.5'%:

Term of loan 20 years;
Economic lifetime 20 years;
Guarantee costs project financing 1.5%;

Equity \5/85.

Participants in the study were: the
national nature and environment associa-

tion, project developers, banks, offshore
and construction companies.

Representatives from the ministries of
economic affairs, the environment and
water state were in the advisory council
overseeing the study. The conclusion is

that this project is feasible under the con-
dition that it be granted a subsidy from
the COz abatement fund. It was recom-
mendation to carry out the project. The
final report was presented to the Minister
of Economic Affairs in November 1997.
The minister has said the project qualifies
for assistance under the government COz-
reduction program and that 60 million
NLG will be reserved for an offshore pro-

lnternational Energy Agency

ject. Preparations are under way to start
the next stage.

16.6.6 International Collaboration

For a detailed list of projects see the 1996

IEA Wind Energy Annual Report.
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17.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

The New Zealand government's state pol-
icy for energy is to ensure the continuing
availability of energy services at the low-
est cost to the economy as a whole, con-
sistent with sustainable development.
Direct government funding is not avail-
able for the development or assistance of
renewable energy. Howevet the Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Authority
(EECA) is funded by the government for
the purpose of promoting the uptake of
energy efficiency and conservation and
renewable energy. With respect to renew-
able energy, EECA's primary function is to
disseminate information on potential
energy sources and their application.

EECA, with support from the New
Zealand Wind Energy Association
(NZWEA), has applied to the Inland
Revenue Department for a more accurate
tax depreciation rate for wind turbine
generators which, if granted, will improve
wind power plant economics.

17.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

The total grid-connected wind turbine
capacity in New Zealand remains at just
under 4 MW. The installed wind turbines
include seven Enercon E40 turbines (the

3.5-MW Hau Nui wind farm), a Vestas

V27 owned by the Electricity Corporation
of New Zealand (ECNZ), and various
small turbines owned by other parties.

New Zealand's first commercial wind
farm (Hau Niu) completed its first year of
operation in June 7997. The predicted
annual energy production was 12.8 GWh,
based on an average wind speed of
9.7 m/s. The owners, the local power
company, Wairarapa Electricity, recorded
an actual energy production of 12.5 GWh
for the year to June 1997. The latest fig-
ures indicate a 10u1, increase on predicted
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values. with 8.9 CWh of energy being pro-
duced during the 7 months from July 1997

to January 1998 is 50%. Availabilities of
the Hau Nui turbines to date have been
high, achieving an average greater than
99'lo. Research has indicated that,
although the strong trade winds ("roaring
forties") prevailing in New Zealand give
large generation, they can also cause pro-
duction losses due to frequent shutdowns
in high winds. The amount of energy lost
depends on the type of control system
employed by the wind turbine. The Hau
Nui machines have modified operation at
the high wind speed end of the power
curve to reduce the hysterisis losses due
to high wind speed shutdowns.

The ECNZ V27 wind turbine in
Wellington has produced 911 MWh in the
year to June 1997, giving a capacity factor
of 76"/". The availabilitv was iust over
98"/,,.

Commercial interest in wind power is

steadily increasing as it becomes competi-
tive in the fully deregulated market.
CentralPower, a power company in the
central North Island, is now developing a

32-MW wind farm. This wind farm, to be

built by Vestas and DesignPower NZ Ltd,
will be the biggest wind farm in the
Southern Hemisphere.

ECNZ is undertaking public consultation
for a proposed 30- to 40-MW wind farm at
Makara near Wellington.

Power companies and developers con-
tinue to monitor and assess various
potential wind farm sites around New
Zealand. Sites with a total installed capac-
ity of up to 600 MW are currently being
investigated. High annual average wind
speeds of approximately 'l 0 m/s are

expected to make wind farms on these

sites economically attractive.
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In New Zealand, the majority of electric-
ity is produced by hydro-power stations
with an installed capacity of approxi-
mately 4,800 MW. The remainder of the
nation's electricity is produced by fossil
fuel and geothermal power stations,
which together have an installed capacity
of approximately 2,600 MW.

17.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

A7-m rotor diameter prototype diffuser
augmented wind turbine, the "Yortec 7" ,
has been developed and constructed
(March 1997).The prototype turbine has
been scaled up L5 times from the original
Grumman Aerospace wind tunnel model,
which was the subject of a test program
completed in 1982. The Vortec 7 is being
used for testing and verifying CFD mod-
eling to improve and optimize the diffuser
topography and technology.

A prototype vertical-axis wind turbine is
being developed with the aim of produc-
ing economically viable medium-to-large
scale machines. The patented design
allows high efficiency and large sizes
(multi-megawatt) without excessive stress
on the blades. Wind turbines of 100 kW to
2 MW are expected in the next 3 years,
followed by 3 to 5-MW machines. The
New Zealand company, Wind Torque
Limited, is planning to begin production
of a two-bladed, teetering hub turbine
which incorporates a "Torque Limiting
Gearbox" to allow variable-speed opera-
tion.

Local industry has the expertise to manu-
facture turbine towers, as was proven
with the construction of seven tubular
towers for the Hau Nui wind power
plant. Local construction and manufactur-
ing industry content for CentralPower's
32 MW wind farm will include the lattice
towers, foundations, and the electricity
reticulation and distribution systems. The
local fiberglass industry has expressed
interest in manufacturing wind turbine
blades. They already have considerable
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experience in advanced technology and
industrial applications, as well as in New
Zealand's highly successful boat building
industry.

17.4 ECONOMICS

New Zealand has a deregulated wholesale
electricity market in which wind power
competes directly with other forms of
generation without subsidies or incen-
tives. The overall average wholesale
power price for 7997 was approximately
4.5 NZ cents/kWh, with some large spot
price variations occurring in the newly
implemented electricity market. Extra
charges are applied to the wholesale price
for transmission of the electricity. The
open electricity market therefore provides
a natural incentive to produce electricity
close to load sources which can allow
electricity transmission charges to be
reduced or avoided.

Wind power plants constructed at the best
sites in New Zealand are expected to pro-
duce electricity at a cost of between
5.5 and 7.5N2 cents/kWh, given current
wind turbine prices.

17.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Research is continuing on understanding
the performance of wind turbines in New
Zealand's high wind speed environment.
The commissioning of New Zealand's first
wind farm has extended the operational
experience of wind turbines in this envi-
ronment.

NZWEA was formed with members from
all parts of the wind power industry. The
NZWEA mission statement is "To pro-
mote the uptake of New Zealand's abun-
dant wind resource as a reliable, sustain-
able and clean energy source." In June
7997 EECA and NZWEA organized the
inaugural NZWEA Annual Ceneral
Meeting and Conference. In addition, a

wind power symposium was incorporated
into the IEA Wind R&D Executive

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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Committee's meeting in New Zealand in
November 1997.

17.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

The New Zealand government is funding
wind power related research work
through its contestable Public Good
Science Fund (PGSF). Testing of the Vortec
7 prototype wind turbine is partially
funded from this fund. Another current
project, investigating the potential loss of
a significant amount of energy due to the
hysterisis effect of high wind speed shut
downs if wind turbines do not include
appropriate control algorithms, is being
undertaken by DesignPower New
Zealand Ltd. Funding from the PGSF for
wind energy related research for the year
1997 was approximately NZ $230,000, and
is expected to increase in 7998, with sev-
eral proposals for funding being made for
wind power related research.

lnternational Energy Agency
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NORWAY
CHAPTER I8

18.1. GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

18.1.1 Aims and Objectives

Government policy on the energy sector is
that Norway, in a normal year, shall be

self-supporting in its electricity supply,
based on renewable energy sources
(hydro-power and new renewable sources

of energy). Because the availability of new
hydro-power schemes is limited, it will be

necessary to look into alternative solu-
tions in order to cover the power demand
in the future.

18.1.2 Strategy

Commercial implementation of new
energy projects is the general strategy to
cover the power demand in a deregulated
Norwegian electricity market. Norway
has traditionally had some surplus power/
but foresees a more confined power bal-
ance in the coming years. This implies
that it is essential to develop new energy
technologies in such a way that these may
be real alternatives to meet the future

Table 18.1 Wind Turbines and Output.

power demand. To meet this demand the
government wishes to direct more efforts
towards the exploitation of new renew-
able sources of energy. The budget
amounts for government support of activ-
ities within these fields (including wind
energy) are, therefore, supposed to be

increased in the coming years, however,
no specific targets have been announced
for this support so far.

18.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

18.2.1 Installed Wind Capacity

The national target in a former demon-
stration program was to have wind tur-
bines with a nominal capacity of 3-4 MW
connected to the grid system by the end
oI 1993. At present, 12 wind turbines
(3.9 MW, all of Danish manufacture) are

installed along the Norwegian west coast,

as listed in Table 18.1. There have been no

installations or removals of wind turbines
dwing1997.

WIND
TURBINE
PROJECTS

RATED
POWER

(kw)

YEAR OF
coMMts-
SIONING

PRODUCTION
tN 1997
(GWh)

Froya

Froya

Vallersund

Kleppe

Smsla

Andoya

Vesterilen

Vikna

Vikna

TOTAL
OUTPUT
OVER ALL

rE4t! €ryll
t.485

6.286

r.9t0

0.422

4.974

6.t33

7.070

22.931

t3.034

lx55
I x400

lx75
lx55
I x300

I x400

I x400

3x400

2x500

| 986

| 989

1987

| 988

| 989

t99l

t99 |

t99l

| 993

0.r43

0.993

0.r93

0.04 |

0.767

t.023

t.lt7
3.596

2.985
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3,8s5 kW r0.859 64.245

127

TOTAL
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The wind turbines are installed as single
units, except for two units at the test site
Fraya and five turbines installed in a
wind power plant (2.2 MW) at Vikna,
northwest of Trondheim. All turbines are
connected to the grid system, except for
the oldest one at Froya, which, during
experimental periods, makes up part of an
autonomous wind-diesel prototype pro-
ject. Ten of the wind turbines are owned
by power companies. These have been
installed with the help of a 50% invest-
ment subsidy from the wind energy
demonstration program. The two others
are privately financed and owned.

The wind power plant at Vikna (2.2 MW)
yielded during 1997 an energy output of
about 6.6 GWh, corresponding to
1,255 kWh/mz rotor area. This output
was attained at an average wind speed of
7.4 m/s, a capacity factor of 0.34, and an
average technical availability at the wind
power plant of 9I.4%. On an average the
wind turbines showed a capacity factor of
0.32, and an average technical availability
of about 90%.

No special incidents or particular prob-
lems concerning the running of the wind
turbines have been reported during 1997.

18.2.2 Installed Conventional Capacity

About half the energy consumption in
Norway and nearly all the electricity pro-
duction is met by hydro-power. An
installed capacity of about 27,735 MW
hydro-power provides more than 99% of
the energy for electricity supply in a nor-
mal year. In addition 265 MW thermal
power makes a total sum of 28,000 MW
installed conventional capacitv at the end
of 1997. The energy production from wind
turbines represents only a minor part of a

total electricity consumption of 115.5 TWh
in 1997.

18,3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

18.3.1 Status

At present, there are no Norwegian manu-
facturers of wind turbines. The reason is
that the domestic market for wind tur-
bines seems to be too small. Generally,
there is a need for cost reductions or some
subsidies in the wind energy sector if any
essential expansion of the wind turbine
market is to be achieved.

Only a few industrial companies are
deeply involved in R&D activities on
wind energy, with the exception of the
industrial involvement regarding the
Norwegian wind-diesel prototype system
(one company).

Industrial products for the wind energy
sector are delivery of polyester resins for
turbine blades (one company) and cast
iron components for wind turbines
(mainly one company).

18.3.2 Technical Developments

The second generation wind-diesel project
on the island Froya (west of Trondheim) is
approaching its completion by early 1998.
The main objectives of the project have
been to operate the system against an iso-
lated group of consumers for an accumu-
lated period of one year in order to gain
operating experience with an autonomous
wind-diesel power supply system and to
carry out long term performance testing.

At the end of 7997, it was about two years
since the 55-kW prototype system was put
into operation. Although the system has
accumulated fewer operating hours than
initially planned, a lot of experience was
gained and the lessons learned will prove
very important for future work in this
field. The main conclusions from the pro-
ject, in terms of system performance
results and operating experiences, are
summarized below.

The system performance is documented,
based on a comprehensive data
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acquisition from more than eight months
of continuous operation. The system oper-
ation is verified and compared against ini-
tial design objectives such as system con-
trol performance, power quality and over-
all performance in terms of fuel consump-
tion, number of diesel starts etc. The sys-
tem has during operation, delivered a reli-
able electricity supply with excellent volt-
age quality. The fuel savings under nor-
mal operation have slightly exceeded
expectations most probably due to a posi-
tive correlation between wind speeds and
consumer load.

Different operating problems have, how-
ever, significantly limited the system
availability during the project period. The
main conclusions regarding system opera-
tion and maintenance, can be summarized
as follows.

Autonomous wind-diesel systems will
typically be used in remote areas (often
islands), which are normally exposed to
rough climatic conditions. The project has

shown that special attention is needed for
certain components exposed to wear and
that a good supply of spare parts is essen-

tial in order to ensure high availability of
the system. A reliable wind-diesel system
should therefore have more than one
diesel generator set available.

The complexity of a wind-diesel system
also emphasizes the need for a good con-
trol and protection system that can aid
operators in finding faults.

The present aim, after completion of the

system operation within this project, is to
document the overall results and experi-
ences in a final report which is due early
1998,

After completion of this project, the wind-
diesel system on Froya will be used for
various research and demonstration pur-
poses. For the industrial partner, ABB
Kraft A/S, the system represents the basis
for further development of a fully com-
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mercial product. Further work will focus
on introduction of the wind-diesel tech-
nology in the domestic marked, with a

view to having one or more installations
operating within l-2 years.

18.4 ECONOMICS

18.4.1 Electricity Prices

The Norwegian spot market prices of elec-

tricity at the main grid level for the years
7996-1997 are shown in Figure 18.1. These

prices may represent typical buy-back
prices for wind generated electricity
delivered into the grid transmission sys-

tem. In addition to these prices there are

the grid transmission and distribution
costs for low voltage electricity, taxes and
levies.

The prices charged to various customer
categories are determined by tariff sys-

tems, which are made up of a mixture of
variable and fixed charges. This gives an
average price of electricity of about
NOK 0.55/kWh delivered to households
in 1997. The industrial electricity prices
may vary considerably, but are somewhat
lower than for households.

18.4.2 Invested Capital

The total invested capital in the
Norwegian wind turbine systems may be

estimated at about NOK 42 million
(USD 6 millions). About one half of this
amount has been given as government
grants to the wind turbine owners.

The value of the total wind-generated
electricity so far (64.3 GWh) may be esti-
mated at about NOK 13 million. An aver-

age generating cost in the hydro-power
system of NOK 0.20lkwh has been used

as a reference for this estimate.

18.4.3 Project Costs

Based on estimates from recently pro-
jected wind power plants along the
Norwegian west coast, it may be con-
cluded that the production cost of
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Figure 18.1 The spot market price of electricity at the main grid level in Norway during the
years 7996-1997.
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electricity from such plants at good sites
may be in the range of NOK 0.25-
0.30/kwh, depending on local conditions.
It is then assumed that the plant is
equipped with commercial wind turbines
and financed without state subsidies. This
implies that the cost of wind power ought
to be reduced about NOK 0.05-0.10/kwh
if a good business economy is to be
attained. Accordingly, activities concern-
ing planning and building of wind power
plants are expected to remain at a rela-
tively low rate until it becomes more prof-
itable to develop such units.

18.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

18.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

A growing demand for electricity in the
Norwegian market and expectations of
some increase of power prices in the com-
ing years have given rise to activities in
the planning of wind power installations
in 1997. Expectations of state subsidies
may also have caused actors in the power
market to wish to be prepared if wind

t30

power should become profitable in the
near future.

Owing to the fact that there are some gov-
ernment grants under consideration, NVE
has drawn up the following lines for
planned supportive actions in 1998.

Financial support to carry out feasibility
studies of wind power projects greater
than 500 kW, possible grants correspond-
ing to about 50% of the actual costs,
within limits of NOK 150,000 per project;

Financial support in order to introduce
cost-effective wind power installations,
possible grants within limits of NOK
1,600/kW installed capacity, correspond-
ing to about 20% of an expected develop-
ment cost of NOK 8000/kW installed
capacity.

Activities in the planning of wind power
installations in 7997 have led to applica-
tions for licenses to install three new wind
power plants with a total capacity of
about 7 MW.

\ - 
t- 
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18.5.2 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

The environmental influences of wind
power installations will be appraised dur-
ing the license procedure, along with
assessment of the project economy and
the disposal of the intended areas.

It may be difficult to indicate savings in
environmental benefits with the use of
wind energy in a hydro-power dominated
energy market. Nevertheless, fuel oil is
also used for heating purposes in Norway.
If the energy outputs from wind turbines
in7997 were used to substitute for fuel oil
for room heating it would be estimated to
represent savings of approximately
1,100 TOE (0.105 kg fuel oil/kWh utilized,
energy efficiency 0.80).

18.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

18.6.1 Funding Levels

A combined R&D program on efficient
energy technologies and new and renew-
able sources of energy has been managed
by the Research Council of Norway (NFR)

since 1994. The program includes subjects
such as wind, bio, solar and wave energy.

It is divided into two main areas:

Product development, and
Research as a basis for industrial under-
takings.

The program mainly focuses on product
development for the market. It is the trade
and manufacturing industries that are

responsible for submitting applications
for government grants from the Program
and implementing approved projects. The

quality of the projects and the possibility
for sustainable business opportunities
determine the priority among the differ-
ent energy sectors.

The budget for government support of the
program in7997 was NOK 22 million
(about USD 3 million). In general, up to
50"/o of the development costs can be cov-
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ered by the program, except for basic
research activities, which may be covered
up to 100%.

Only a minor part of the R&D budget,
about NOK 0.5 million (USD 0.07 million)
has been assigned for wind energy activi-
ties in 1997.

18.6.2 Demonstration and Market
Introduction

The Norwegian Water Resources and
Energy Administration (NVE) is responsi-
ble for running a market introduction pro-
gram on efficient energy technologies,
which also includes technologies for new
and renewable sources of energy.

Government grants of up to 50% of the
total cost are available from NVE for some

of these activities. About NOK 68,000

(about USD 9,500) was used under this
program in 1997 for running a wind-
diesel demonstration project. The intro-
duction activities may, however, be

increased in the future with a view to
accelerating the processes for making use

of wind energy.

18.6.3 Priorities

The R&D priorities in 1997 have been:

A project studying the industrial produc-
tion of wind turbine blades with a view to
producing a prototype blade for testing
(one company);
A project concerning numerical analyses
of wind turbine blades (a course of acade-

mic studies).

The priorities concerning introduction of
wind turbines have been:

Preliminary studies of some wind power
projects (several actors);
Preparatory work concerning the financ-
ing of a demonstration project with a

1.5 MW turbine unit (one power com-

Pany);
Preparatory work concerning the financ-
ing of a planned 3.75 MW wind power
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plant in the south of Norway (one power
company).

18.6.4 International Collaboration

Participation in intemational collabora-
tion conceming wind energy has been
restricted to activities which are rooted in
national activities where the benefit from
such participation is obvious, e.9., the
participation in IEA R&D Wind and some
EU projects.

ABB IGaftA/S participates in the JOULE
III project "Power control for wind tur-
bines in weak grids." Some of the experi-
ences from the work with the second gen-
eration wind-diesel system at Froya may
be exploited in this project.

The Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, tondheim, has participated
in the fOULE project "Database on wind
characteristics."

t32 IEA R&D Wnd Annual Report 1997
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CHAPTER I9

19.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

19.1.1 Aim and Objectives

Spain is a country with excellent wind
resources and with a well-developed tech-
nology in the wind energy field. This
technology has come from the very active
participation of Spanish industry in the
research and development programs dur-
ing the past years. At the present time,
wind energy has a very promising future
in Spain. The estimate for the next year is

that over 700 MW will be installed in 47

new wind farms that will allow reaching
the milestone of 1,000 MW of wind power
in operation in the country during the
year.

The main participants in the structure of
the Spanish electric supply system are

coaf-thermo plants (47 'k,) hydroelectric
plants (36'y') and nuclear plants (16"/').

The targets relating to the use of renew-
able energy sources are described in the
Energy Saving and Efficiency Plan
(P.A.E.E.) contained in the Spanish
National Energy Plan. This Plan foresees

an increase of 25"k in the use of renewable
energy for the year 2000 compared to
1990.

The Spanish Government is supporting
the use of renewable energies and their
policy is in agreement with the general
objectives defined in the European Union:
economic growth, creation of employ-
ment, maximum self-sufficiency, and rais-
ing of the quality of life of inhabitants
through improved environmental condi-
tions.

The wind goal of 168 MW by the year
2000 foreseen in the P.A.E.E. has been
widely surpassed reaching and exceeding
such amount in the year 7996.

Figure 19.1 Distribution of installed capac-
ity at the end of 1997 shows the existing

I nternational Energy Agency

wind installations distributed by regions
at December 31st1997.

79.L2 Strategy

The strategy followed for the develop-
ment of wind energy in Spain has been

implemented in several steps. At the
beginning and during the period 1980 to
1985, the program focused on assessing

national resources and also developing
the national technology. As a result of the
programs (national, and utilities pro-
gram), two of the present leaders of the

Spanish industry, Made and Ecot6cnia
emerged with wind turbines developed in
the range of the 20-30 kW. During the
period 1985-90, the continuation of the
resource assessment at the regional level
and the demonstration program launched
by the public organization IDAE (Institute
for Diversification and Saving of Energy)
for installation of several small wind
farms allowed the consolidation of the
newly created industry. At that time,
CIEMAI the main public research center

in the field of energy research in Spain,
started activities in wind energy through
the development of the AWEC-60 project
(a 60 m diameter, 1,200-kW wind turbine)
inside the R&D program of the DG XII of
the European Union.

Finally, in the period 1990-95, the defini-
tive impulse (once the Spanish industry
was ready to fulfill the requirements of
the future market) was the publication of
Royal Law of2366/I994. This law guar-
antees the electricity price to be paid by
the utilities to the wind power plants.

This was the beginning of a new era of
wind energy in the country.

19.1.3 Targets

The majority of the autonomies have
regional wind energy programs that add
to a total target of more than 8,000 MW to
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be installed in the next decade. Table 19.1

Estimated Power by Region shows these
estimates.

19.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

19.2.1 Installed Capacity

During 1997, a significant advances were
made in wind energy in Spain. A total of
477 new wind turbines were installed in
14 wind farms, with a total output capac-
ity of 205 MW. The total power installed
at the end of 7997 was 42I MW. The
power installed has been doubled in one
year (276 MW at December 1996). (See

Figure 19.2)

The wind turbines installed are between
300 to 600 kW of rated power. The major-
ity of the installed capacity in 1997 was
using wind turbines manufactured in
Spain (Gamesa E6lica, Made, Ecot6cnia,
and Bazan-Bonus). Table 79.2lists the new
wind farms installed in 1997.

t34

4€d'* f
TOTAL:421 MW

Figure 19.1 Distribution of installed wind energy capacity at the end of 1997.

The predictions for the year 1998 (based
on ongoing projects) foresee the installa-
tion of another 760 MW from more than
1500 wind turbines in 46 new wind farms.
That supposes an increase for 1998 of
178% in power. At the end of 1998 the
total power installed will surpass
1000 MW.

The new wind farms will be large- and
medium-sized, the biggest being a 50-MW
wind farm (84 units of 600 kW).

The wind farms to be installed in Spain
are mainly owned by consortiums formed
by utilities, regional institutions involved
in local development, private investors,
and, in some cases, the manufacturers.
Private individuals are not taking an
important role in the development of
wind energy in Spain.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoon 1997
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Table 19.1 Estimated Power by Region.

REGION ESTIMATED POWER
(Mvv)

YEAR
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Figure 19.2 Wind installations in Spain.
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; Table 19.2 Wind Farms Installed n 1997 .
6

WIND FARM WIND TURBINE

NAME LOCATION POWER
(MW)

MANUFACTURER MODEL MTED NO.
POWER (kVV) TURBTNES

SAN MARTIN
DE UNX II

LERGA

LEOZ

AGAETE

SANTA LUCIA

MALPICA

LA CAPEI.ADA

PASAREIRAS I

PASAREIMS II

BARBANZA

PUNTAZA DE
REMOLINOS

LA MUELA II

PARQUE DEL PILAR

ENIX

SAN MARTIN DE UNX (NAVARRA)

LERGA (NAVARRA)

LEOZ (NAVARRA)

AGAETE (GRAN CANARTA)

SANTA LUCIA (GRAN CANARTA)

BERGANTTNOS (t-A CORUNA)

CEDETRA Y CARTNO (LA CORUNA)

MUROS Y CARNOTA (LA CORUNA)

MUROS Y CARNOTA (LA CORUNA)

BO|RO (LA CORUNA)

REMOLTNOS (ZARAGOZA)

LA MUE|-A (ZARAGOZA)

LA MUELA (ZARAGOZA)

ENrX (ALMERtA)

I t.4

t9.8

24.6

t.32

5.3

t5.07

t6.5

20.4

t8.3
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9
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t5
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AE-30
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AE.3O
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MK IV
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AE-30

G-42

AE-30

600

600

600

330

330

225

330

600

600

330

600

330

600

330

GAMESA EOLICA

GAMESA EOLICA

GAMESA EOLICA

MADE

MADE

ECOTECNIA

MADE

BAZAN.BONUS

BAZAN.BONUS

MADE

GAMESA EOLICA

MADE

GAMESA EOLICA

MADE
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Figure 19.3 Leoz Wind Farm (Navarra).

19.2.2 Oper ational Experience

The production data of wind power
plants for 7996 is summarized as follows:

Power Installed 12131196 216 MW

Energy Produced 370 GWh

Average Capacity Factor 0.29

Specific Annual Energy 1074 kWh/m2
Equivalent Full Load Hours 2584

From the analysis of the production dat of
the wind turbines operating in Spain in
1996, the average capacity factor is 0.29,

equivalent to2584 hours per year at full
load. The following shows the result of
the analysis:

Capacity Factor, o/o o/o of the Wind Turbines

value for 1996was7074kWh/m2, and the

following distribution:

Specific EnBrgy
(kWh/mz)

< 500

500- | 000

| 000- | s00

>t500

o/o of the Wind Turbines

2

35

52

t0

About the specific energy production
(ratio between annual energy and rotor
area of the wind turbine), the average

International Energy Agency

Table 19.3 shows the comparison with the

previous years.

There is an increase in the average caPac-

ity factor and in the specific energy for the

year 1996 over the yearsl'994 and 1995.

19.3 ECONOMICS

19.3.1 Electricity Prices

In December 7994, the Spanish govern-
ment introduced Royal Law 2366, which
regulates the price to be paid to self-gen-

erators. This covers cogeneration, minihy-
dro, photovoltaic, and wind power plants.

<20

20-30

30-40

>40

5.8

50.0

39.0

7.2

t37
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Table 19.3 Wind Turbine Production Data.

t994 1995 1996

Power Installed at December 3 |

Average Capacity Factor

Specific Annual Energy

Equivalent Hours at Full Load

70 MW

0.26

981 kWh/m2

2277

t25 MW

0.28

1040 kWh/m2

2453

22t MW

0.29

1074 kWh/m2

2584

The aim of the regulation is to increase
energy production from non-conventional
power generation plants from 4.5% in
1990 to the target of 10% in the year 2000.

This regulation brings the existing regula-
tions together in a single text and devel-
ops the basic criteria for technical and
economic relations between owners and
utilities. The regulation applies to wind
power plants up to 100 MW. The newer
law of November 27,1997 (D.54/7997)
updates the prices for the next years.

The average value paid for the electricity
generated for the wind power plants dur-
ing1997 was72 Pts/kWh, with small
variations depending on some specific
conditions. The average sale price of the
electricity to the consumers for the year
7996 was 14.54 Pts/kWh, going from
average prices for the industrial sector
between 9-11 Pts/kWh to the
16.3 Pts/kWh for domestic users.

19.4 INDUSTRY

All this important activity in the wind
energy field has stimulated the develop-
ment of the Spanish wind industry. This
industry includes not only the manufac-
ture of complete wind turbines, but also
the manufacture of components for the
wind industry: blades, generators, gear
boxes, towers, wind sensors, etc. Also the
service sector (installation, maintenance,
engineering) has grown in the last year.

Five companies are leading the national
Spanish industry: Ecotecnia, Made,
Bazan-Bonus, Gamesa E6lica and Desa.

Ecotecnia started activities in wind tech-
nology development in 1981, meaning it
now has more than seventeen years of
experience in that field. During 1997
Ecotecnia installed 67 windturbines of the
model 28/225 of 225kWt. The two proto-
types ECO/41 and ECO/44 of 500 kW
and 600 kW that were tested during 7997.
Both designs are three-bladed, stall-con-
trolled wind turbines, incorporating a

very advanced design in the drive train.
The ECO/44 is now in the market for
commercialization and the first wind farm
using this technology will be connected to
the grid in March of 7998. Also the
Cabanillas windfarm in Navarra, consist-
ing of 50 ECO/44 wind turbines (30 MW),
is scheduled to start operation in ]une
1998. For 1998 Ecotecnia plans to install
100 MW in eight wind farms

Made is another of the pioneer companies
in Spain that has developed ten different
models of wind turbines since 1982. They
have progressed from the first design, a
24-kW turbine, to the last AE-45,600 kW.
At the present time, Made is concentrat-
ing their commercial effort on the model
MADE AE-30 (330 kW). During1997
Made installed 210 Made AE/30 wind
turbines making a total of 70 MW. Two
prototypes (one using aerodynamic stall
control and the other pitch control) of
500 kW the AE-41, are also in the testing

r38 IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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PROGRAM COORDINATOR
SPANISH

PARTICIPANTS PROJECT TITLE

Table 19.4 European Wind Projects with Spanish Participation.

JOULE CRES (GR)

JOULE

JOULE

JOULE

JOULE

City University (UK)

EUREC AGENCY

Univ. of Madrid (SP)

rTc-crEA (sP)

APAS

LAMDA
(GR)

rTER (SP)

Dhase at the Monte Ahumada Wind Farm,

in the Tarifa area. Made started the pro-
duction of the AE-41 during 1997. Also
two prototypes of 600 kW and 660 kW,
(MADE AE-45, specially designed for low
wind conditions, and MADE AE-46)will
start operation in early 7998.For 1998

Made plans to install 150 MW in 10 wind
farms. MADE has signed a contract to
install a 13.6 MW wind farm in China.

Gamesa E6lica is manufacturing wind tur-
bines of 600 kW, the G-42 using Vestas

Technology. The majority of the compo-
nents are already manufactured in Spain
(including blades). During 7997, Gamesa
installed 133 units of the G-42 with a total

International Energy Agency

Investigation of design aspects
and design options for wind
turbines operating in complex
terrain environments
(coMTER.rD)

Wind turbine blades equipped
with air-jet vortex generators

Eurooean Wind Turbine
Standards ll (EWTS-Il)

Smart Technologies Applied to
Wind Turbine Blades
(SMART-BLADES)

Seawater Desalination Plants
Connected to an Autonomous
Wind Energy System
(SDAWES)

Utilization of wind, solar and
biomass resources in Medi-
terranean rural regions

Towards the large scale Devel-
opment of Decentralized
Water Desalination (Prodesal
- Pro Desalination)

CIEMAT
ECOTECNIA

ECOTECNIA

CIEMAT

Univ. of Madrid
CIEMAT

rrc-ctEA
CIEMAT
Univ. Las Palmas

CIEMAT

ITER
CIEMAT
Univ. Las Palmas

of 80 MW. For next year Gamesa E6lica

plans to install250 MW in 10 wind farms
and to start commercialization of the

G-47, a 660-kW wind turbine designed for
low wind speed conditions. They also
plan to install a wind turbine of 1650 kW,

the prototype G-66.

Desa manufactures wind turbines of 300

kW and is developing a new wind turbine
in the range of 600-700 kW. The Zas wind
farm (61 units of the model DESA-300 of
300 kW) will start operation in early 1998.

For 1998 Desa foresees the installation of
80 MW in four wind farms.

Also there are other Spanish manufactur-
ers active in the wind energy industry

r39
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using foreign technology (Taim-Nordtank,
Acsa-Vestas, Bazan-Bonus...) that will
increase the capacity of the Spanish indus-
try to fulfil the domestic and international
market. In particular Spanish manufactur-
ers are participating in the planning of
projects in North Africa (Tunisia,
Morocco, Egypt,...). They are also increas-
ing their marketing activities in other
countries (India, China, South American
countries, ...)

19.5 RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

19.5.1 R&D Program

The main R&D organization in the field of
wind energy in Spain is CIEMAT, a public

center for research in the technological
and environmental aspects of the energy
production. Inside CIEMAT, the
Department of Renewable Energies (DER)
is active in several projects including
resource evaluation, blade development
and testing, wind turbine testing, design
and modeling of components, and stand-
alone applications with emphasis on
water desalination. Other research centers
are also very active, as for example ITER
and ITCAN in the Canary Islands, etc.

In the last years, the R&D is expanding
from pure R&D centers into industry.
For example, several of the Spanish wind
manufacturers have their own testing
facilities (for instance MADE and

Figure 19.4 Baix Ebre Wind Farm (Mount Buinaca in Tortosa).

t40 IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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ECOTECINIA in the Tarifa area) where
they perform research activities in specific
fields. They mainly work to develop
advanced technological options, such as

variable speed systems, power control
strategies, etc.

As a consequence of increasing activity,
the number of University Departments
working on projects is rapidly increasing.
In particular the Politechnical University
of Madrid continues studying wakes in
wind turbines, electrical systems, and
blade technology. The University of
Navarra is actively working on lightning
in wind farms. The Vigo University is
developing a simplified methodology for
flicker analysis and voltage and frequency
variations in wind farms. The University
of Las Palmas (Canary Islands) works on
the impact of wind farms on grid stability.
They are also looking at desalination
plants powered by wind energy systems.

The funds for R&D in wind energy come
from the budget of the wind energy
department of CIEMAT. For 1996 this
budget was around 300 Mpts. For demon-
stration projects in 1996 the public fund-
ing was 3,000 Mpts (20 MECUs).

The majority of the R&D activities in
wind energy in Spain are developed
under the umbrella of the European R&D
programs. A list of the main European
projects with Spanish participation are

listed in Table 19.4.

The first megawatt wind turbine installed
in Spain is the AWEC-60 project devel-
oped inside the WEGA I program of the
DG XII in 1989. The Wind Turbine was
retrofitted with a new set of blades and
restarted operation after summer 7997.

At the present time, the Spanish manufac-
turers are planning to start new develop-
ments in large wind turbines, as soon as

their present developments in the range of
the 500-700 kW are commercial. However,
the general position about large wind tur-

International Energy Agency

bines is not so enthusiastic as in other
European countries, mainly due to the
particular Spanish topography. In Spain
the windy areas are located mainly in
mountainous regions, with difficult access

that makes the transport and erection of
large machinery expensive. There are no
clear advantages that large towers have in
offshore or plain terrain installations.

19.5.2 Demonstration Program

The National Energy Plan (PEN-91)
includes the 1991-2000 Energy Saving and
Efficiency Plan (PAEE), which describes
the subsidies for renewable energies.
These subsidies vary according to specific
circumstances. For the wind sector in 1997

the subsidies included two options:

1. Wind farms with exceptional condi-
tions: access complicated, high cost in
the power line or areas with low
winds. It was possible to get a sub-
sidy up to 30% of eligible cost for up
to a maximum of 20 MW of power
installed, in one or several wind
farms, with commercial wind turbines
of the same technology.

2. Single wind turbines for particular
applications: isolated systems (includ-
ing non-grid connected application)
and applications accessing high or
very low winds. The maximum sub-
sidy was up to 30% of eligible cost.

The new electric law has been effect since

November 27,7997, and represents a lib-
eralization of the electrical power market,
opening the market to private enterprise.
The liberalization policy is conceived to
be compatible with the pursuit of target
objectives such as, for example, energy
efficiency, consumption reduction, and
environmental protection. Measures to
encourage the exploitation of renewable
energy sources are incorporated in the
new law. The present conditions to be
applied for the wind generation plants are
going to be maintained for the next years.
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SWEDSN
CHAPTER 20

20.1 GOVERNMENT PROCRAMS

20.1.1 Aims and Objectives

As set out in 1991, the objective of
Sweden's energy policy is to secure the
long-term and short-term supply of
energy on internationally competitive
terms and to promote economic and social
development based on environmental sus-
tainability. The policy specifies that the
national energy supply is to be secured by
an energy system based, as far as possible,
on sustainable, preferably indigenous and
renewable resources and on energy effi-
ciency. Sweden's energy policy approach
places considerable emphasis on eco-
nomic and environmental objectives.

Based on these principles, an Energy
Commission (published December 1995)

made up of Parliamentary representatives
was established in 7994 to review the
basics of Sweden's energy policy. The
Commission's work was meant to clarify,
among other things, whether current
energy policy programs are sufficient to
meet the combined targets and aims of
energy, economic, and environmental
policies.

The findings of the Commission reaffirm
the policy objectives set out in the 1991

Energy Bill, as stated above. Results of
energy efficiency improvements, supply
of renewable energy, and the options for
maintaining internationally competitive
prices are to determine the speed at which
nuclear power is phased out. Further, the
Commission finds that an exact time limit
setting out the year in which the Iast reac-

tor is to be taken out of service should not
be specified. On the other hand, it finds
that the phase-out should be commenced
at an early stage to ease the adjustment
process and that it is possible to close one

nuclear reactor by 1998 without adverse
affects on the power balance.

International Energy Agency

On February 4, 1997, an inter-party
Energy Policy Agreement between the
Social Democrats, the Centre Party and
the Left Party was reached. One reactor
shall be closed down before luly 1,,1998
(Barsebiick I), and the second reactor
(Barsebiick II) before luly I, 2001. A new,
long-term transformation program to
develop an ecologically sustainable
energy supply system has been decided

20.1.2 Government R,D&D

Sweden has a good wind energy resource
and was one of the first countries to
embark on a wind energy program in
1975.The government is supporting the
development and installation of wind tur-
bines in two programs managed by the
Swedish National Board for Industrial
and Technical Development (NUTEK):

A fully financed research program with a

three year budget of SEK 21 millions for
7994-7997.

A developrnent and demonstration pro-
gram for wind systems, with a maximum
of 50% support.

For 1998 the wind energy program has

been increased compared to previous
years. The budget for late 1998 to year
2001 is still not set, however.

The utilities are engaged in studies,
demonstration, and evaluation projects.
Since 1994, the research and development
activities of these utilities have been co-

ordinated in a jointly owned company/
Elforsk AB, which initiates and finds
sponsors for projects in the field of power
generation. In addition to the activities of
Elforsk AB, the largest utility, Vattenfall
AB, has a substantial wind energy devel-
opment program of its own.
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20.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

20.2.1 The Electricity Market

The Electricity Act which provided the
framework for the Swedish electricity
market for several decades originates
from 1902. On fanuary 1.,7996, a new
Electricity Act came into force. The aim of
the new act is to introduce competition in
the electricity market, thus creating the
conditions for efficient pricing and a more
open trade in electricity. Competition in
trade in electricity makes it possible for
buyers to choose freely between different
vendors on the market.

As a consequence, the Swedish State
Railways (SJ), McDonald's at Rissne out-
side Stockholm and other companies have
decided to buy electricity produced by
wind power through their suppliers.

The new electricity market incorporates
regulations for small-scale production.
Before the reform, the holder of a regional
power concession was responsible for
purchasing electricity from all small
power generation plants up to 1,500 kW
located within the distributor's region.
The price was set as "avoided cost." With
the aim of protecting the small power pro-
ducers during the transition to the new
competitive electricity market, a delivery

concession has been introduced in the Act
for a limited period of time (year 1998-

2001). The holder of a delivery concession
is responsible for purchasing electricity
from each power generation plant
(<1,500 kW) located within his region.

The price is decided to be equal to the
household tariff minus reasonable costs
for administration and profit. The wind
turbine owner also gets an income from
the net owner related to the value of the
decreased net losses. The deregulated
market also gives the possibility to the
turbine owner to sell his electricity to any
customer. This gives opportunity for a
"wind electricity market."

20.2.2 Installed Wind Energy Capacity

In the early 1980s, two Swedish MW-sized
prototypes and a few 50-kW units were
erected in Sweden. From 1988 onwards,
commercially available wind turbines
were introduced at a notable rate,
amounting to a total of 5 MW when the
investment subsidy was introduced in
luly 7997. Since then the amount has
increased to a total of 122MW (December
31,1997) and an annual electricity pro-
duction of about 205 Gwh. The total
installed capacity in Sweden is shown in
Table 20.1.

Table 20.1 Total Installed Electricity Capacity in Sweden in 1997.

GENEMTOR TYPE
1997
MW

t997
TWh

HYDRO POWER

NUCLEAR POWER

THERMAL POWER PRODUCTION
(CHB cold condensing)

WIND POWER

NET IMPORT

t6,t50

t0,050

7,400

t22

68.3

66.9

9.5

0.205

5.1

TOTAL 33,722 t50.0

t44 IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Historically, wind power plants have been

owned by private companies, either
directly by individuals and private com-
panies (mainly active in other areas than
energy production) or owned as shares in
companies and partnerships. Over recent

years, this dominance has increased.
During 1996, however, the utilities have

increased their market share compared to
1995 (Figure 20.1).

20.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

20.3.1 Status/Numbers/Sales of
Manufacturers

Three manufacturers develop medium
and large wind turbines in Sweden:
Kvaerner Turbin AB, Nordic Windpower
AB, and Zephyr Energy AB.

Kvaerner Turbin AB has developed and

sold Niisudden I (2000 kW) and

Comoanies with other main
interests than wind energY
l3o/o

Small private
companies
l60/o

Partnerships,
etc. 160/o

1996

Companies with other main
interests than wind energY
l3o/o

Small private
companies
l5o/o

Partnerships,
etc. 160/o

t997

Figure 20.1 Owners of wind turbines in Sweden (December 37,1997)'

International Energy Agency

Utilities
34o/o

Share holding
companies
20o/o

Share holding
companies
2lo/o

145
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Niisudden II (3000 kW). Vattenfall AB is
the purchaser of both turbines.

Nordic Windpower AB has developed
and sold Nordic 400 (400 kW at Lyse
Wind Power Station) and Nordic 1000
(1000 kW at Niisudden, Gotland).
Vattenfall AB is the purchaser of both tur-
bines.

Zephyr Energy AB has developed and
sold seven 250-kW turbines. The local dis-
tribution company Falkenberg Energy and
Vattenfall AB are the purchasers of six of
the turbines.

20.4 ECONOMICS

Electricity trade is pursued in different
markets, which also involves a range of
electricity prices. Bulk power price is the
price of electricity at the main grid level
and serves as a basis for the prices paid
by end customers and distributors. The
difference consists principally of the costs
of administration and transmission.

The prices in the market for high-voltage
electricity paid by certain customers,
industrial plants and distributors may be
close to the bulk power price. In the mar-
ket for low-voltage electricity, the distrib-
ution costs are considerably higher, and
the price of bulk power as a proportion of
the price paid by the end customer is con-
sequently relatively low at just under one-
third of the price, excluding taxes,
payable by a household without electric
heating (Table 20.2). The prices charged to
various customer categories are deter-
mined by tariff systems which are made
up of a mixture of variable and fixed
charges.

20.4.2 Turbine / Project/ Generation Costs

At good sites, today's commercial wind
power plants of up to 600 kW can pro-
duce electricity at a cost of SEK 0.26 -
0.32lkwh (without state subsidy)
depending on the site. In Sweden, support
is generally required for wind power to be
viable.

Table 20.2 Total Price of Network Service and Electricity on July '1,1997, in Sales of Electricity
under the Terms of a Delivery Concession to Various Typical Customers, 0.01 SEK/kWh.

CUSTOMER TYPE TOTAL PRICES PRICES OF NETWORK SERVICES
WITH TAXES AND ELECTRICAL ENERGY

WITHOUT TAXES

Aoartment

Single-family house without
electric heating

Single-family house with
electric heating

Agriculture or forestry

Small industrial plant

Medium-sized industrial plant

Electric-intensive industrial olant

Source: "Prices of electrical energy and network service in 1997," El I SM 9602, Statistics Sweden

MEAN VALUE

99.9

92.4

72.2

71.8

40.9

33.2

NETWORK

4t.l

36.2

2t.6

22.5

r6.5

9.3

5.7

ELECTRICAL
ENERGY

29.2

27.6

25.9

24.9

25.6

24.4

23.7
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Table 20.3 Estimated Total Average
Investment Costs and Annual Production
from Wind Turbines in Sweden.

TURBINE SIZE SEIqKW MWh

| 500 kw

600 kw

400-500 kw

r0,870

8,000

9,800

3,870

The wind power plants that are erected

today have a capacity between 150 and

600 kW with a majority being the larger
wind energy conversion systems. The

total investment (average) costs for differ-
ent Swedish wind turbine projects are

shown in Table 20.3. As an average, the

costs for the wind turbine is about 80 % of
the total investment cost.

20.4.3 Invested Capital and Value of
Generated Power

The total invested capital from installation
of commercial wind turbines in Sweden

so far is approximately 1,050 MSEK (cal-

culated from the year 7997). The price
paid for wind turbine produced electricity
during 7996 was around 0'26 SEK/kWh
(including net value payment). The value
is increased by an "environmental bonus,"

at SEK 0.138 per kWh. The "environmen-
tal bonus" is a subsidy from the govern-
ment and corresponds to the electricity
tax for households. For 1998 the

Parliament has decided an increase to

0.152 SEK/kwh.

20.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

20.5.1 Market Stimulation Instruments

A second market stimulation program
(15% investment subsidy) started july 1,

1997. This and the environmental bonus
for wind turbines with a capacity less

than 1,500 kW are the subsidies that exist

today.

lnternational Energy AgencY

In 1995 NUTEK initiated a technology
procurement process in order to further
reduce the cost for electricity produced by
wind turbines. The key purpose was to
minimize the technical and economic risks

for the buyer by clarifying important tech-

nical and economic requirements, and to
make sure that predicted performance
actually will be delivered. The predicted
performance of the first erected wind tur-
bine is under evaluation.

20.5.2 Constraints

20.5.2,1 Enaironmental ImPact

Public attitude toward wind power, espe-

cially its impact on the landscape, is a
most important factor that influences
practically every wind project. Noise
emission is also important, but may be

seen rather as a "technical" problem. So

far the impact on bird life has been mini-
mal.

Objections from the military due to the

impact on the landscaPe have also

stopped many wind projects. The military
want to avoid disturbances of military
micro-wave links, radar, intelligence activ-

ities, and aircraft at low altitudes.

20.5.2.2 Public Attitudes

An investigation on the public attitudes
towards two wind Power plants has been

carried out by Vattenfall AB at its test sta-

tion Lyse in the municipality of Lysekil on

the West Coast (north of Gothenburg).
The investigation has included both
inhabitants and summer residents around
the plants and some politicians and civil
servants from the municipality. A majority
of the people interviewed had a positive
attitude towards wind power. In the sum-

mer resident area there were more doubts
about wind power Plants.

20.5.2.3 Noise

Noise is a subject frequently discussed in
wind turbine proiects. The studies on

assessment of wind turbine noise have

shown that not only the sound level and
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its temporal pattern, but also several other
factors are important to the subjective
responses of people. The major interest is
presently concentrated on the noise
immission, that is, how to measure and
assess wind turbine noise at sensitive
areas in the vicinity of a turbine or a

group of turbines. Work is continuing on
how to describe the noise disturbances in
physical terms.

20.5.3 Institutional Factors

In the spring 1995, the Swedish Board of
Housing, Building and Planning
(Boverket) issued General Guidelines
1995:1; Establishing land-based wind power,
ndaice md information.It had been drafted
jointly with the Environmental Protection
Agency and NUTEK. The publication sets
out regulations on the establishment of
land-based wind power plants, provides
advice, and supplies background informa-
tion on the characteristics of wind power.

Being Sweden's central governmental
agency regarding energy, NUTEK also has
the responsibility for claiming areas of
national interest for energy production.
For wind power NUTEK decided in
December 7996 on the principles for how
to proceed and the actual project started
in 7997. Primarily, areas corresponding to
an electricity production of 1 TWh will be
identified and another 1 TWh will be
identified as a reserve. These areas will
need to have a minimum energy content
of 4000 kWh/m2 at 100 m heijht. Areas
concerning national parks, nature resorts
and animal protection areas will not be
included. So far NUTEK's work with
areas of national interest for wind power
production only include land basei plants
in the southern parts of Sweden.

20.6 COVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

20.6.1 Research and Development

20.6.1.1 Scoue

The overall goal for the Swedish wind
energy research program is to develop
knowledge within the wind energy area
so that it will be possible to manufacture
and develop wind turbines and utilize the
wind energy efficiently in the Swedish
energy system.

20.6.1.2 Financing

Wind energy research and development in
Sweden has a budget of 9 MSEK during
the fiscal year 1997. The work has mainly
been carried out and administrated by a

consortium named Vindkraftskonsortiet
(VKK). The consortium was formed in
7994 and comprises the following three
organizations: The Aeronautical Research
Institute of Sweden (FFA, leader of the
consortium), Department of Power
Electronics at Chalmers University and
Department of Meteorology at Uppsala
University. More information can be
found at the following WWW-page:
http: / / www.ffa.selwind energy /
windenergy.html.

20.6.1.3 Research Topics

The participants in the consortium are
responsible for the following research
areas F FA (aerodynamics, structural
mechanics, materials), Chalmers (electric
machinery and control technology, test
station at Hono) and Uppsala Uniaersity
(atmospheric research, wake effects and
boundary layer phenomena).

The basic research within these topics is
combined into cooperation projects with
the goal to develop suitable tools for
analysis and design of wind energy con-
version systems. These projects will aim
at developing methods for lighter and
more flexible wind energy conversion sys-
tems. Such machines require better under-
standing and prediction methods for the

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report t997
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general behavior and structural response
of the wind energy conversion systems.

An area of uncertainty is within the field
of aerodynamics. Questions regarding
blade behavior at stall and the influence
of three dimensional flow have been
given extra attention lately. Methods suit-
able for implementation into structural
codes have been developed. These calcu-

lation tools have been verified during the

evaluation of Nordic 400.

Wind resource assessments in the north-
ern mountainous parts of Sweden as well
as offshore have been studied in order to

make wind resource knowledge more

complete. Special attention has been given
to understanding turbulence, shear and

wind direction behavior at such sites.

Meteorological phenomena in wind farms
have also been studied. Results illustrate
the importance of considering atmos-

pheric conditions when describing the

structure of a wind turbine wake.

The test station at Hono on the Swedish
west coast has been used to test and vali-
date different control system algorithms.
It has also been of great value for testing
power electronics systems. A direct drive
generator system project has been initi-
ated and will be tested at Hcino in order
to develop effective systems.

20.6.2 MW-Rated Turbines

Nordic 1000

The 1 MW Nordic 1000 wind turbine
(thoroughly described in IEA Wind Energy

Annual Report 1994) was erected in early
April 1995. During 7997 it produced

1736 MWh. The total from start was

3,462MWh.

Niisudden II
The 3000 kW N2isudden II has until
December 3I,1997 produced 19 623 MWh.
The gearbox repair was finished in June
and the operation restarted on june 30.

The production during 7997 was
2102 MWh.

20.6.3 Offshore Siting

Nogersund

Since 1991 there has been a research pro-
gram concerning the impact on the envi-
ronment from the 220 kW offshore wind
power station at Nogersund. The bird
migration lines pass very near the station.

Despite this, the impact on birds turned
out to be none. The resting birds got used

to the station and the migratory birds
noticed the station and flew further away
from the turbine. Nogersund is the

biggest fishing harbor in the south of
Sweden. Therefore it was important to

examine the impact on fish and fishing.
The foundation of the station turned out
to be a construction which attracted many
fish. Another result was that there were

no disturbances from the wind power sta-

tion concerning radar in fishing boats.

Bockstigen, Valar

Vindkompaniet anticipates building a
demonstration plant 4 km offshore of
Niisudden on Gotland. The project con-

sists of five plants, each of 500 kW
(Table 20.4). The Bockstigen Valar project
is sponsored by EU (THERMIE).

Table 20.4 Proiect Data Bockstigen, Valar 2.5 MW

Capacity

Calculated average wind, 40 m height

Calculated annual electricity production

Calculated construction cost

5x500 kW

8 m/s

I GWh

32.2 million SEK

International Energy Agency
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The turbines delivered their first electric-
ity to the main grid in March 1998.

20.6.4 International Collaboration

International cooperation has increased
significantly during the last few years.
Most of the cooperation is carried out in
the framework of EU and IEA. Sweden
participated in a number of }OULE II and
III projects during 1996. The experiences
from this type of project are very positive
in that they provide opportunities to
exchange and develop knowledge in a
structured way. The joint financing also
supports projects which otherwise not
would have been possible. Swedish
researchers and companies are therefore
looking forward to continuing the work
within IEA and the next phase of the
JOULE/THERMIE programs.
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CHAPTER 2I

21.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

21.1.1 Aims and Objectives

Policy. Former government policy has

been to stimulate the development of new
and renewable energy sources wherever
they have prospects of being economically
attractive and environmentally acceptable
in order to contribute to:

Diverse, secure and sustainable energy
supplies;
Reduction in the emission of pollutants;
Encouragement of internationally compet-
itive industries.

The present government proPoses a new
and strong drive to develop renewable

energy sources in line with its manifesto
commitment, and believes in increasing
the amount of the UK's energy resources

that come from renewable energy. A pol-
icy review announced by the Minister for
Science, Energy and Industry is consider-
ing what will be necessary and practicable
in order to achieve 10"/o of the UK's elec-

tricity needs from renewables by the year

2010. An announcement is expected dur-
ing 1998.

27.1.2 Strategy

The government has initiated a market
enablement strategy to implement its pol-
icy, stimulating the development of
sources and industrial and market infra-
structure so that new and renewable
sources are given the opportunity to com-

pete equitably with other energy tech-

nologies in a self sustaining market. For

wind energy, the strategy seeks to encour-
age its uptake by:

Stimulating an initial market via the Non-
Fossil Fuel Obligation;
Stimulating the development of the tech-
nology as appropriate;
Assessing when the technology will

International Energy Agency
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become cost effective;

Quantifying the associated environmental
improvements and disbenefits;
Removing inappropriate legislative and

administrative barriers;
Ensuring the market is fully informed.

The government also seeks to encourage
internationally competitive industries to

develop and utilize capabilities for the

domestic and export markets.

Mnrket Stimulntion - There is a require-
ment on the electricity supply companies
in the UK to provide a proportion of their
supply from renewable energy sources;

the requirement is set out in the

Government's Renewable EnergY

Obligations. There are separate obliga-
tions for England and Wales (the Non-
Fossil Fuel Obligation - NFFO), Scotland
(the Scottish Renewables Obligation -
SRO) and Northern Ireland (the Northern
Ireland Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation - NI-
NFFO). The additional costs incurred by
the companies in buying non-fossil fuel
power to meet their obligation are passed

on to the consumers.

In November 1997 arrangements were
announced for the fifth round of bidding
under the Non-

Fossil Fuel Obligation with the expecta-

tion that the order would be made in late

1998. A similar announcement of the

third Scottish Renewables Order was also

made.

Goaernment R, D nnd D Program - The gov-
ernment (through its Department of Trade

and Industry - DTI) supports a program
aimed at helping industry to improve its
market share both at home and abroad

and nearly all expenditure is now on the

development, demonstration and moni-
toring of projects to help reduce the cost

of wind energy and improve our
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competitiveness. Industry is expected to
take full responsibility for addressing
issues such as public acceptability, electri-
cal integration and environmental impact.
An essential adjunct is dissemination of
information arising from both directly
funded work and from projects in the
Renewable Energy Orders.

21.1.3 Targets

As discussed above, during the year a

policy review of what would be necessary
and practicable in order to achieve 10% of
the UK's electricity needs from renew-
ables by the year 2010 was instigated. An
announcement is expected during 1998.

21.2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

21.2.1 Installed Capacity

A total of 84.5 MW of rated capacitv were
installed in the UK during the-year. This
brought the total installed capacity under
the Renewable Energy Orders at the end
of 1997 to 313 MW (731 turbines).
Table 21.1 shows the growth of this capac-
ity with time.

During 1997 the following progress was
made in each of the Renewables Orders:
NFFO (England I Wales). Seven of the
projects awarded contracts under NFFO-3
were commissioned with a total rated
capacity of 62.4 MW. In February 7997 the
fourth and largest renewables Order was
laid before Parliament whilst the arrange-
ments for NFFO5 were announced in
November 1997.

Northern Ireland NFFO. The sixth and final
wind farm of 5 MW rated capacity to be
awarded a contract under NI-NFFO-1 was
commissioned. The total installed capacity
under NI-NFFO1 is now 30 MW.

Scottish Renewnble Energy Order (SRO).

Two adjoining wind farms, totalling
17 MW were commissioned under SRO-1
bringing the total installed capacity to
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51.8 MW. Preparations for SRO-3 contin-
ued on a similar time-scale to NFFO

Table 21.1 summarizes progress to date in
fulfilling the Renewable Energy
Obligations.

27.2.2 Installed Conventional Capacity

The total capacity of plant supplying the
national grid is around 60 CW.

21.2.3 Plant Type

The capacity installed during 7997 con-
sisted of 152 machines, mainly of Danish
manufacture, 8 of 300 kW rated capacity,
50 of 500 kW, qO of 600 kW and 4 of
750 kW. This is to be compared to the
average rated capacity of 38 kW for all
440 machines in NFFO-I & 2. The
machines were installed as nine wind
farms (2 x 2 on adjacent sites) and one sin-
gle turbine.

21.2.4 Forms of Ownership

The major UK electricity generators con-
tinue to take ownership of most of the
new machines. This confirms the trend
that, as the reliability and performance of
wind farms becomes proven, corporate
investment is increasing from, in particu-
lar, the electricity generating and distribu-
tion companies. During the year, the first
UK wind farm attracting community
funding was commissioned. The Bay
Wind community co-operative was
formed in March 7996 and has so far
raised sufficient funds to buy one of the
five turbines at Harlock Hill in Cumbria.
In many cases the operators of the wind
farms continue to be the original develop-
ment companies operating under contract
to the owners.

21.2.5 Energy Output

For the year from January 1 to
December 31,1997 the total energy output
from projects in NFFO, NI-NFFO and
SRO were 461 GWh,88 GWh and
106 GWh respectively with a national

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Table 21.1 Size and Timing of the Renewable Energy Obligations.

ORDER EFFECTTVE NO. PROJECTS

START DATE CONTMCTED OPERATING
CONTRACTED
CAPACITY MW

DNC/MIED (approx.)

INSTALLED
CAPACITY
MW RATED

NO. TURBINES
INSTALLED

NFFO-I

NFFO-2

NFFO-3 (>3.7 MV9

NFFO-3 (<3.7 MVv)

NFFO-4 (> r.8 MW)

NFFO-4 (< r.8 MW)

sRo-l

sRo-2

NI-NFFOI

NI-NFFO2

| 990

t992

r 995

I 995

t997

1997

r 995

J997

t994

t996

9
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total for the year of 655 GWh. It is esti-
mated that non-NFFO turbines produced
10.7 GWh.

21.2.6 Technical Performance

The technical performance was good with
high availabilities (>95%) and average
load factors approaching 30% being
reported from the wind farms. The wind
farms in Northern Ireland and Scotland
performed particularly well with load fac-
tors approaching 0.50 in some months due
to the good wind regimes.

21.2.7 Operational Experience

No operational difficulties were reported
although wind speeds have again been
lower than would be expected from long
term averages.

21.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

21.3.1 Wind Turbine Manufacturers

During 1997 , WEG commissioned the first
MS4 600 in mid-Wales. The turbine is a
three bladed down wind machine with
self-erection capability. Renewable Energy
Systems continued work on the develop-
ment of their 1-MW turbine.

21.3.2 Other Industries

Component Suppliers. The year was, in gen-
eral, a period of consolidation for UK
component suppliers against a back-
ground of a strengthening pound and a
modest home market. Towers and cast-
ings manufactured in the UK continued to
be supplied to foreign turbine manufac-
turers. The wood-composite blade manu-
facturer, Taywood Aerolaminates, contin-
ued to increase its business with full order
books for the year.

Consultants. There is a continuing demand
for consultants in site exploration, perfor-
mance and financial evaluation, planning
applications and environmental impact
statements as successive tranches of the
Renewable Energy Obligations are
announced.
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21.4 ECONOMICS

21.4.1 Electricity Prices

For NFFO-4 contracts (awarded in 1997,
up to 15 years in duration) the capacity
weighted average bid-in price of large
projects (>1.8 MW)was f0.0353/kwh
(lowest €0.0311 /kwh, highest
€0.0380/kwh) while for SRO2 projects the
bid-in prices averaged f,}.0286/kWh (low-
est f,0.0274/ kWh, highest f,}.0294/kWh).
The reductions in average bid price com-
pared to the previous tranche of contracts
for NFFO4 and SRO2 were 18% and 28o/o

respectively.

By comparison the domestic cost of elec-
tricity varies fromT to 8.5plkWh whilst
industrial consumers can expect to pay
4.5 to 8.5plkWh.

27.4.2 Inv ested Capital

On the assumption that the average
installed cost of the wind plant alreadv
installed was f1000/kW oi rated po*".,
the total invested capital is circa €313M.
On the assumption that the average cost
of the wind plant installed during 1997
was €800/kW, the capital invested during
the past year was cfuca f,67.5M.

21.4.3 Turbine and Project Costs

Based on data from developers, the ex-
factory cost of wind turbines available for
UK projects is around f480-580 per kW of
rated power. For current projects, the total
project cost for wind farm developments
was estimated to be about €750-850 per
installed kW A significant factor in cost
fluctuations has been the variation in
exchange rates.

21.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

21.5.1 Planning and Grid Issues

Securing planning permission has become
the greatest obstacle to the development
of wind energy in the UK. The British
Wind Energy Associations estimate that
obtaining planning permission usually
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takes over 2years and costs developers
more than €100,000. These time scales and
costs substantially increase if the applica-
tion is refused and is then appealed. Of
the 20 appeals heard since the beginning
of 1994 only 4 have been successful.

In the short term developers are able to
find suitable connection points for their
projects. However if more ambitious
medium term targets are adopted then
consideration will need to be given on
how best to incorporate a relatively large
amount of embedded generation in to the
grid system.

21.5.2 Institutional Factors

Planning. The government continued to
encourage local authorities to establish
local structure plans which include
renewable energy developments. The gov-
ernment is now monitoring the local
authority structure plans to review how
national renewable energy policies are

being incorporated into local plans. The

success of applications for planning per-
mission for renewable energy projects is
also being monitored.

Certit'ication. Standards for and certifica-
tion of wind turbines continue to receive

attention. The UK industry with the sup-
port of the DTI continues to be increas-
ingly involved in national and interna-
tional activities in these areas, especially
with the work ongoing in the European
Union.

Mnchine Certit'ication requirentents. The only
certification requirement for wind turbine
installations in the UK is under the EU
Machinery Directive. Standards and certi-
fication are currently being considered by
the British Standards Institute as input to
possible IEC recommendations.

21.5.3 Impact of Wind Turbines on the
Environment

Visual intrusioru. The visual impact of tur-
bines continues to be the prime concern in

International Energy Agency

the development of UK wind farms due
to developers seeking the best wind speed

sites on high ground which are often in
sparsely populated areas of scenic beauty.
It is however to be expected that visual
impact would also be the main issue in
landscapes of less national importance.
The conflict between the environmental
benefits of wind energy and loss of land-
scape value continues to be a major factor
in obtaining planning consent for a wind
farm development. As the number of
wind farms increases the question of
cumulative impact is also requiring more

consideration.

Nolse. Another concern is that of the noise

generated by wind turbines, largely
because of the high population density of
the UK and dispersed settlement patterns.
A noise working group was set up by the
DTI to review recent experience, to define
a framework to measure and rate noise
from wind turbines and to provide indica-
tive noise levels for best practice.
Following the publication of the Noise
Working Group's guidelines in September
1996 noise has become less of an emotive
issue. It is now widely accepted that,

though requiring consideration at the

planning stage, wind farm noise can be

properly controlled and monitored
according to requirements laid down in
planning conditions.

Public attitudes. Public attitude continues
to be a controversial subiect. Despite sev-

eral surveys which indicated that local

support for wind farms is high, there is

still widespread adverse comment in the

press from both individuals and national
bodies. Organized objectors groups, co-

ordinated nationally, are believed to be

largely responsible for the adverse press.

Rldar. The development of some projects
has been delayed whilst concerns from
the Ministry of Defence over the effect of
wind farms on radar performance are

investigated.
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21.5.4 Financing

Type of funding aaailable. Finance for wind
farms is obtained largely from corporate
investors and banks though there is a
small amount of private investment.
There is no public funding available for
wind farms as the premium prices from
the Renewables Energy Orders are consid-
ered sufficient incentive.

Typical financial interest rates. lnterest rates
asked by banks are typically 1.5% above
the London Inter Bank Offered Rate
(LIBOR). Equity/debt ratios are typically
25/75, with investors requiring a post tax
return on equity of typically 15% to 25%.

Clearly these figures can vary consider-
ably from project to project. Alternatively,
larger companies will often finance a pro-
ject themselves off the balance sheet and
will expect a real rate of return of 8% to
12% dependent on the associated risk.

21.6 GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
R, D&D PROGRAMS

21.6.1 Funding Levels

Around f,1..7M of the budget for DTI's
Programme on New and Renewable
Energy was allocated to wind energy
development during 1997 compared to
f,2.5Min1996.

21.6.2 Priorities

The government continued to work in a

cost-shared program with industry but as

the technology achieves maturity, and
subject to the renewables review currently
being undertaken, the trend is towards
decreasing contributions from govern-
ment.

21.6.3 R&D Results in1997

With an increasing proportion of cost-
shared projects, much of the program's
output remains proprietary information.
One project to report of generic interest
was an investigation into low frequency
noise and vibration from wind farms. The
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main conclusion of the study was that
noise and vibration levels were found to
comply with recommended residential
criteria even on the wind turbine site itself
and the acoustic signal was below
accepted thresholds of perception below
20H2.

21.6.4 Offshore

Offihore. There is continued interest by
some developers in the offshore siting of
turbines, prompted in part by the diffi-
culty of finding acceptable sites onshore.
Two developers were successful in obtain-
ing support for offshore wind farms
through NFFO4. Only bids for onshore
wind farms have been invited for NFFO5
although it is noted that the achievement
of 70% of the UK's electricity from renew-
ables by 2010 would almost certainly
require bringing forward technologies
such as offshore wind energy.

21.6.5 International Collaboration

Formal international collaboration in the
DTI's wind energy program is through
the IEA and the European Union (EU)
programmes. The DTI encourage UK con-
tractors to participate in EU funded pro-
jects and the DTI and the EU programs
are considered to be complementary. UK
contractors can receive supplementary
funding from the DTI where the work is
relevant to the DTI program.
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CHAPTER 22

22.1 GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

The United States is supporting wind
energy research and development, along
with other renewable technologies,
through a variety of programs conducted
by the Department of Energy (DOE) and
other federal government agencies. The

primary federal and largest national wind
energy research and development pro-
gram is conducted by DOE. The legisla-
tive authority for this effort is the Energy
Policy Act of 1992, that also encourages
the deployment of commercial wind sys-
tems and other renewable technologies by
providing financial incentives through
1999.

22.1.1 Aims and Obiectives

The objective of the DOE Wind Energy
Program is to establish wind energy as a

regionally diversified, cost-effective
power generation technology, through a

coordinated research effort with industry,
electric utilities, universities, and research

organizations. Wind turbines and wind
energy technology are developed in close

cooperation with U. S. industry, for both
domestic and international market appli-
cations.

22.1.2 Strategies

The DOE National Laboratories are work-
ing with industry to conduct comprehen-
sive, broad-based research and develop-
ment. New technology developed under
this program is field tested, evaluated and

verified in projects that are cost shared by
the users. In some cases, financial incen-
tives are provided by the federal govern-
ment and some states to encourage com-
mercial deployment of wind power plants
by private industry and electric utilities.

The DOE Wind Energy Program is struc-
tured into three areas:

International Energy Agency
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1. Applied Research - to develop the
basic wind energy sciences and tech-
nology;

2. Turbine Research - to develop and test

advanced wind turbines in various
sizes from less than 10 kiiowatts (kW)

to more than one megawatt (MW);
and

3. Co-operative Research and Testing -

to support industry in concept evalu-
ation, field testing and initial deploy-
ment of new wind energy sYstems

and technology. R&D efforts are

focused at the National Wind
Technology Center, at the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory,
located in Golden, Colorado. Their
work is designed to develop and
prove new technology and ttl mini-
mize the technical, economic, and
institutional risks for U.S. companies
deploying advanced wind energY

technologies.

22.1.3 Targets

The target of the program is to reduce

wind energy system cost and improve
performance so wind systems can be com-

petitirre with conventional energy sources

on a life-cycle basis. With the projected

improvements in wind technology and

the expected energy markets, it is esti-
mated that an additional 1,000 MW of
wind systems will be installed in the

United States in less than five years and

that U. S. industry will supply 25f" of
global markets by 2005.

The specific DOE goal for large-scale,

grid-connected, utility-owned wind
power systems, is to produce energy at a

cost (in U. S. dollars) of $0.025 per kilo-
watt-hour (kwh)by year 2002, at good
wind sites. This cost goal includes all
costs for turbines, land and the balance of
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station for a 50 turbine wind power plant
project, located near power transmission
lines. A good (Class 6) wind site is
assumed to have average annual wind
speeds of 6.7 m/second (15 miles/hour)
measured at 10 m above ground. See sec-

tion 4. Economics, below for more details.

The DOE goal for the small turbine devel-
opment program is to significantly reduce
the cost of energy from machines with
peak power ratings from 5 to 40 kW.
Specific goals depend on the type of tur-
bine and the planned operating environ-
ment and application requirements.

22,2 COMMERCIAL IMPLEMENTATION
OF WIND POWER

About 11 MW of new wind generating
capacity was added in the United States
in 1997 and was composed of small pro-
jects and initial increments of capacity to
test new turbines prior to large scale
deployment. During the year, domestic
deployment occurred at a slower rate than
in recent years, but international sales of
U.S. built turbines increased with new
projects in Europe and Asia. With the
phase out of some older wind plant pro-
jects, the total installed capacity in the
United States actually declined to
7743 MW by the end of 1999. However,
nearly 800 MW of new projects are either
under construction or planned to be built
in the next several years. Existing capacity
and planned projects are shown in
Figwe22.1.

The estimated energy production from the
installed wind capacity in the United
States was about 3.7 terrawatt-hours dur-
ing 7997.

Wind energy deployment in the United
States is continuing to expand at different
sites and in new applications. A number
of commercial projects have been con-
tracted in the Midwestern states. There
are 742 MW of new wind pro;'ects cur-
rently under construction or planned for
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1998 in Minnesota and Iowa. Zond Energy
Systems Company, a subsidiary of Enron
Wind Corporation, is negotiating con-
tracts for more than 400 MW to be
installed in the United States over the
next few years. One planned 112.5 MW
project to be located in Iowa, will be the
largest single wind power plant in the
world. Other companies are negotiating
smaller projects in the states of Colorado,
Texas, Washington and Wyoming.

New projects are also being developed in
smaller scale utility applications. In the
initial phase of a new project, three
Atlantic Orient Corporation (AOC),
AOC 15-50,50-kW wind turbines were
commissioned in the isolated village of
Kotzebue on the western coast of Alaska
iust north of the Arctic Circle
(Figure 22.2).This project is supported by
the DOE and the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory. It is also part of the
Turbine Verification Program, a joint pro-
gram between DOE and the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI), which is
intended to reduce the risk to utilities of
deploying unfamiliar technology and to
confirm the machines' performance and
reliability in new operating environments.
Seven additional machines are planned to
be added to the cluster in 1998 io.o*-
plete the first phase of an eventual 2-MW
project.

In another Alaska project, DOE is sup-
porting installation of three 50-kW AOC
turbines in a high penetration
wind/hybrid project for the village of
Wales located on the Bering Strait. The
Wales project combines wind, battery
storage and diesel-electric generator units
in a hybrid power system operated in a

manner that allows the diesels to be shut
down when the wind is sufficient to carry
the village load. Installation of the Wales
system is expected to begin in the sum-
mer of 1998.

l

{

I

I
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Figure 22.2 One of three 50-kW AOC 15150
turbines in artic wind power plant in
Kotzebue, Alaska.

22.3 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

About a dozen U.S. electrical and mechan-
ical turbine manufacturers have Droduced
over $3.5 billion in goods and seivices
since 1980. The U. S. wind turbine manu-
facturing industry is consolidating how-
ever. Slow domestic sales have hurt some
companies, but it is expected that the
companies that emerge will be stronger
with the potential to capture a larger mar-
ket share. Many of these firms are devel-
oping new turbines for both domestic and
international markets, including wind-
farm projects being developed in China,
Cermany, Ireland, Italy, Spain, and the
United Kingdom and small turbine appli-
cations in Chile, China, Indonesia, Russia
and many other countries. Some of these
projects were installed during 1997.
Others will be built in 1998 and 7999.

During 1997, Zond Energy Systems, Inc.
received Type Certification for their
550-kW, Z-40 turbine. This is the first tur-
bine developed with DOE support that
has received International certification.
Several other U. S. turbine manufacturers
are proceeding to obtain certification, to
allow export of their turbines to countries
with mandatory requirements. For turbine
installations in the United States, certifica-
tion is not required because the wind tur-
bines developed in the United States are
designed to meet or exceed current design
standards for safety, reliability and main-
tainability. Some manufacturers offer com-
mercial warranties that are similar to
other industrial equipment. Under this
free market approach, more than
17,000 wind turbines have been success-
fully deployed domestically and addi-
tional units overseas.

22.4 ECONOMICS

The DOE Wind Energy Program has been
very successful in reducing the levelized
cost of wind generated electricity from
$0.35/kwh in 1980, to $.O7lkWh in 1990,
and to less than $0.05/kwh today at sites
with moderate winds,5.8 m/s annual
average (13 mph), measured at 10 m
above ground. At current costs, and in
selected markets, wind energy can com-
pete with conventional energy sources on
a life-cycle basis. Ultimately, wind energy
is expected to compete favorably with gas
and coal-fired power plants, that domi-
nate the generation mix in the
Midwestern United States where the
majority of the best wind resources are
located. To tap this vast resource base,
and to allow wind to compete in an era of
utility restructuring that emphasizes low
cost and independent power pro;'ects, sig-
nificant improvements to the technology
are still needed to reduce costs and
improve performance.

The basis for these estimates and the oro-
jected evolution of wind and other

t60 IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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renewable energy systems are discussed
in the Renewable Energy Technology

Characterizations, developed and pub-
lished under a joint project by DOE and
EPRI. Profected wind system costs and
performance from the study are summa-
rized in Table 221. Projections for other
renewable technologies are included in
the report which is available on the DOE
web page at'. ruwrl.aren.DOE.goa/.

22.5 MARKET DEVELOPMENT

The market in the United States is evolv-
ing and issues that were slowing deploy-
ment are being resolved, thus clearing the
way for significant expansion. One issue
in electric industry restructuring, is that
opening retail power markets to competi-
tion often includes special provisions
encouraging markets for green electric
power, defined as electricity produced in
part from renewable sources. Surveys
indicate that U.S. consumers appear ready
to pay extra for green electricity and some
states are prepared to pay subsidies. In
the State of California most of the green
products carry a price premium of
between 10% and 20% (up to $0.01 to

$0.02lkwh). To compensate, the state

offers a $0.015/kwh rebate to consumers
who buy from renewable energy generat-
ing projects located in the state.

In California, beginning in March 1998,

electricity consumers will be able to select

their electricity supplier. As a result,
Enron Wind Corporation has announced
plans to build a 39-MW wind plant to
supply some of this green power for
Southern California. Companies that want
to sell green electricity can obtain inde-
pendent private certification from the

Center for Resource Solutions in San

Francisco, that their electricity consists of
at least 50(/o renewable energy content. Six

green power marketers, including Enron,
have already been certified early in 1998.

This procedure will assist consumers in
choosing their electricity supplier.

International Energy Agency

Green Mountain Energy Resources, a

Burlington, Vermont-based power market-
ing company, is preparing three new elec-

tricity products for the California market,
designed to meet customer desires for
cleaner electric power. These products fea-

ture energy generated from renewable
sources such as hydro-power, geothermal,
biomass and wind. In particular, Green
Mountain Energy Resources is offering a

oroduct called "Wind for the Future." If
io.s.t-"rt purchase this blend of electric-
ity, it will trigger the construction of new
wind turbines. The company has two
additional products. One is called "75"/o

Renewable Power," and the other is called
"Water Power." For more information
contact the Green Mountain Energy
Resources web site: utuzu.cltooseruisely.com.

The State of Massachusetts is using a

somewhat different approach to increase
the renewable energy content above the

6'k to7ul, of electricity sold today. They
have developed a portfolio standard
which will require an increase in renew-
able energy sources. According to the

standard, new renewables must equal 1"/o

of electricity sales beginning in year 2003.

This must increase by another 0.5o1, annu-
ally through 2009 and 17o annually, there-

after, until a date determined by the state

energy office. In a separate pilot program
run by the Massachusetts Electric

Company, 37"1' of residential customers
chose green power options, where the

electricity suppliers offered a program
with a wide range of incentives. The
incentives allocated the green part of the

power bill to environmental programs
including: supporting a portfolio of
renewable energy sources, donations to

environmental groups, renewable system
installations, retirement of air emission
credits, energy efficiency products and

services, and even a raffle for an electric

car.

There are several categories of financial
incentives available from the Federal
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government for wind power and other
renewable energy developers. The two
primary incentives that are specific to
renewable technologies are contained in
the Energy Policy Act of 1992. One section
introduced a $0.015/kWh production
incentive for electricity sold to an unre-
lated party from eligible wind and closed-
loop biomass facilities. The eligibility
period is currently january 1.,1994,
through ]une 30, 7999, and there are pro-
posals to extend this for five more years
until2004. For investor-owned (tax pay-
ing) utilities, the production incentive is
taken as a tax credit. For nonprofit elec-
tricity generators that are tax exempt,
such as municipal or co-operative electric

agencies, the Renewable Energy
Production Incentive (REPI) is available
as an incentive payment from DOE but is
subject to annual funding by Congress.
Incentive payments made during 1997, lor
energy produced during 7996by wind,
solar and biomass plants, totaled $2.5 mil-
lion. Of this total wind projects received
payments totaling more than $167,000 for
the year.

22.6 COVERNMENT-SPONSORED
PROGRAMS

The DOE Wind Energy Program is struc-
tured to develop new technology and
assist utilities and the U.S. industry in
introducing wind into new markets and

Table 22.lAdvanced Wind Turbines in Wind Farms - Performance and Cost Proiections 1997
through 2005. Source: EPRI/DOE Renewable Energy Technology Characterizations, Dec. 1997

|. The +/- range bounds a projected emerging technology and market uncertainty envelope.

2. Average.annual.wind speeds measured at standard height of l0 m. Wind speeds at turbine hub height are
assumed to be higher, using l/7 power wind shear.

3. Includes Balance of Station (BOS) costs including: foundations, control/electrical hardware, site prepara-
tion, substations, collection and transmission lines, O&M facilities, wind measurement equipme;t and
administrative costs; BOS ranges from 25o/o to 33o/o ol proiect cost.

4. Generating Company (GenCo) is assumed to have market based rate of return and capital structure.
GenCo case assumes 35olo of debt financed at7.5o/o annual return and 650/o of debt at | 3olo return.

5. DOE cost goal of USD 0.025/kwh is met in year 20Q2 with assumptions of most favorable project financ-
in-g, 

-with 
Municipa! Utility ownership and good wind sites. Financing for Municipal Utility case assumes

| 00o/o debt at 5.5o/o return and that the public utility does not pay taxes. Technology ad.vances by year
2005 should enable USD 0.025/kwh cost of energy goal to be met with GenCo finincing at excellent
(Class 6) wind sites.

INSTALI.ATION
CHAMCTERISTICS

BASE CRSE +/- oZo( | ) 2OOO t l- o/o 2005 * l- o/o

t997

Turbine Size (kW) 500 750 1000

Hub Height (m) 40 60 70

Rotor Diameter (m) 38 46 55

Capacityr^rroroTo(2) +5/-15 +lO/-20 +lO/-25
Class 4 Wind, 5.8 m/s ( | 3 mph) 26.5 30.2 35. I

Class 6 Wind, 6.7 mls ( 15 mph) 35.5 40.4 45.3

Availability (o/o) 98 +ll-2 98 +ll-2 98 +tl-L
Estimated Installed Cost ($/kV9(3) lO0O + 10/-20 750 720

AnnualO&M Cost ($/kWh) 0.01 +20/-30 0.008 +20/-30 0.005 +20/-30

Levelized Cost of Energy(4) (5)
Class 4 Wind ($/kwh) 6.4 4.3
Class 6 Wind ($/kwh) 5.0 3.4

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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applications. The DOE Program works
with industry on activities including:
applied research, turbine research, and co-
operative research and testing. The pro-
gram funding was $28.6 million in Fiscal
Year 7997 and is $32.5 million in 1998.

The Wind Program's R&D activities are
focused at the NREL's NWTC, located on
a 280-acre site near Golden, Colorado
with supporting research at Sandia
National Laboratories in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. The NWTC conducts a wide
range of wind energy research, compo-
nent development, and testing to com-
plete system verification. The NWTC
includes several test turbines for the
study of unsteady-aerodynamics and vari-
able-speed operation, a turbine blade
structural test facility, an industrial user
facility and a new hybrid systems test
bed. The hybrid power system test capa-
bility, integrates wind turbines with other
renewable power systems and two 60 kW
diesels in simulated village power appli-
cations. Construction was completed in
7997 of a 600-kW Advanced Research
Turbine (Figure 22.3) for full scale compo-
nent and system testing. The NWTC has

become one of the most comprehensive
wind energy research facilities in the
world.

22.6.1 Applied Research Program

Applied research continues to ensure that
fundamental analysis and design tools are

available for industry to perform detailed
designs of future advanced wind turbines.
Research includes 3-D computer models
for aerodynamic performance, structural
dynamics, and yaw dynamics. Key
research activities support the wind
industry's needs for turbines, compo-
nents, and subsystems with better and
more innovative designs, but which could
yield major improvements in turbine per-
formance, reliability, and cost. Projects
include the 10 m diameter unsteady aero-
dynamics research test bed, wind charac-
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terization for the Great Plains, research on
avian issues, aerodynamics, structural
dynamics, materials fatigue properties,
and power subsystems. A new 3-MW
dynamometer facility is being built to
allow full-scale, full-power testing of new
turbine drive and generator systems.

22.6.2 Turbine Research Program

The development of technologically
advanced wind turbines is one of DOE
and industry's highest priorities. The
Program includes development of a vari-
ety of turbines in sizes from 8 kW to over
one MW. A dual-path technology develop-
ment approach is taken, supporting both
near-term and next-generation system
development. This effort has supported
the development, fabrication, and field
testing of several new utility-scale tur-
bines (See Figure 22.4).The near-term
cost-of-energy goal of $0.05/kWh or less

at 5.8 m/s sites by the mid-1990s has been
met and one of the resulting machines,
the Zond 550 kW Z-40 turbine, is now
available commercially. The other near-
term machines, stillbeing field tested, will
help bridge the gap between earlier first
generation technology and the next-gener-
ation of utility-grade wind turbines under
development.

Next-generation turbine development will
employ advanced technology and innova-
tive designs to reach the target levelized
costs of electricity of $0.04lkWh or less (at

5.8 m/s wind sites) and $0.025/kWh (at

6.7 m/s) around year 2002. These

machines will compete directly for bulk
electric power markets without the need
for subsidies .ln 7997 , two subcontracts
were signed with industry to develop
next-generation turbines . Zond Energy
Systems, Incorporated in Tehachapi,
California (a subsidiary of Enron Wind
Corp.), and The Wind Turbine Company
in Belleview, Washington, signed subcon-
tracts with the DOE/NREL to design and
test a new generation of wind turbines,

t63
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Figure 22.3. 600-kW Advanced Research Turbine located at the National Wind Technology
Center near Golden, Colorado.

each about one MW in size, that will use
the most recent technology in all aspects
of wind turbine engineering. Each com-
pany will cost-share 30% of their $20 mil-
lion contract. Innovative subsvstem devel-

t64

opment activities, currently underway,
also support the next-generation path by
exploring advanced variable speed gener-
ators, blade and rotor manufacturing, and
control systems.

IEA R&D Wind Annual Report 1997
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Figure 22.4 Advanced utility-scale turbines under develoPment.

Contracts were recently awarded to four
companies to develop small turbines for
both grid-connected and off-grid power
generation. Following an open competi-
tion, the companies selected to develop
the new machines were: Bergey
Windpower from Norman, Oklahoma for
a 40-kW turbine; Cannon Energy
Corporation from Tehachapi, California a

30-kW turbine; Windlite Company from
Mountain View, California an 8-kW tur-
bine; and World Power Technologies, Inc.
from Duluth, Minnesota for a 14-kW tur-
bine. General characteristics or the small
turbines under development are shown in
Figure 22.5.

Working with EPRI, DOE initiated a joint
Utility Wind Turbine Verification Program
to evaluate the performance of new wind
turbines and to introduce wind energy
technology to utilities. DOE and EPRI

believe that experience operating a small
wind power plant, will allow utilities to
make informed decisions about adding
new wind generation in the future. Under
this program, Creen Mountain Power

International Energy Agency

Corporation from Burlington, Vermont
and Central and South West Services, Inc.,
of Dallas, Texas, each built new cost-
shared 6-MW wind power plants.

During 7997,DOB and EPRI initiated a

new Turbine Verification Program activity
called the Distributed Wind Ceneration
Project, targeted at utilities or indepen-
dent power producers interested in build-
ing smaller, dispersed wind generation
facilities connected directly to a distribu-
tion line. As a result, additional Turbine
Verification Projects were selected for
installation at seven sites. ( See Table

22.2.)The sites selected will help utilities
reduce the risk of introducing a new and

unfamiliar technology and to evaluate
costs and benefits of utility-controlled
wind power generation built at dispersed
locations.

22.6.3 Co-operative Research and Testing
Program

DOE has sponsored several efforts aimed
at encouraging the deployment of wind
energy technology. One project is located
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Figure 22.5 Advanced small wind turbines under development.

in northwestern lowa, and the other in
southwestern Minnesota. Waverly Light
and Power plans to install two Zond 2-46
turbines in Iowa. Zond Energy Systems
plans to develop a 11.5-MW wind power
plant near Lake Benton, Minnesota, in
cooperation with Northern States Power
Company.

Deployment of wind systems in off-grid
applications is supported by the new
hybrid power test bed facility at the
NWTC. Hybrid power systems, combin-
ing wind turbines with photovoltaic
arrays, battery storage and diesel genera-
tors can be tested with simulated village
loads. Researchers can evaluate system
interactions during normal and simulated
fault conditions.

Another part of the NWTC that began full
scale operation was the Industrial User
Facility. This new 930 square meter build-
ing is used by both industry and labora-
tory staff working side by side on wind
turbine blade and component tests and
research. Turbine blades up to 26 m long
can be subjected to extreme structural
loads and to high cycle fatigue loading on

t66

test stands on the new building. It has
proven useful for certification testing and
problem solving on new blade designs.

International standards and certification
testing capabilities are areas of increasing
emphasis. Efforts are continuing at the
NWTC, to achieve accreditation for the
laboratory facilities and operating proce-
dures under International Standards
Organization (ISO)Guide 25. Testing of
commercial turbines is already being done
by the NWTC and the results have been
used by several turbine manufacturers to
obtain certifications needed for some
overseas markets. International standards
and recommended practices, are being
developed through work with U. S. indus-
try and international organizations
including the International
Electrotechnical Commission and the
International Energy Agency.

Analytical studies and model develop-
ment are part of this program. These
studies include development methods
for evaluating the economic value of
adding wind systems to an existing utility
and integrating these models into

Bergey Windpower Cannon/wind Eagle WindLite
World Power
Technnology

40 I 14

16 14 7 7

3 J J

2000 1 999 1 998 1 999

IEA R&D Wind Annual Reoort 1997
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Table 22.2 DOE/EPRI Turbine Verification Program Distributed Ceneration Projects.

City of Brownfield

Central and South
West Services

Cedar Falls Utilities

Nebraska Public
Power District

Niagara Mohawk
Power Company

Kotzebue Electric
Association

Wisconsin Public

Service Corporation

Brownfield, Texas

Oklahoma

Algona, lowa

Springview Nebraska

Harrisburg, New York

Kotzebue, Alaska

Glenmore, Wisconsin

6 turbines/totaling 4.5 MW 1999

4 Cannon Wind Eagle/ 1.2 MW TBD*

3 Zond Z-50l2.3 MW

2Zond7-4811.5 YIW

| 998

| 998

3 Cannon Wind Eagle/900 kW TBD*

t0 Aoc 15-50/500 kw 1998

Phase 2 TBD/ | .5 MW TBD*

2 Tacke TW-660e/ | .2 MW 1998

xTo be determined.

commercially available utility oPerational
planning models. Wind measurement and
data analysis are done along with utilities
that are planning to deploy wind power
plants. This element is called the Utility
Wind Resource Assessment Program

22.6.4 lnternational Programs

The DOE Wind Program provides techni-
cal assistance to governments and utilities
in countries planning wind projects in
Central and South America, Asia, Africa
and elsewhere. An example is a bilateral
agreement signed with the Ministry of
Electric Power in China that will allow the

exchange of scientists and assistance in
planning large scale grid-connected and
village power wind projects. A pilot pro-
ject involving the installation of several
10-kW turbines in an isolated community
in China is planned for 7998. Other pro-
jects are funded in part by DOE and the

United States Environmental Protection
Agency and the Agency for International
Development. These activities include
assessing opportunities for renewables'
use overseas, supporting wind/photo-
voltaic hybrid pilot projects and feasibility
studies, increasing access to project
financing and supporting renewable

International Energy Agency

energy education efforts. Small turbines
have been installed in village power pilot
projects in Brazil, Chile, Indonesia,
Mexico, Philippines and Russia. Support
for windfarm projects overseas is done

through technical assistance to interested
countries and to the regional and multilat-
eral banks.
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